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As PALM - India’s exclusive B2B trade show for professional audio, moves on to its biggest show till date, 
I’m happy to welcome all exhibitors and delegates on behalf of Asian Business Exhibitions and Confer-
ences Limited (ABECL).

Presenting limitless opportunities for business, brand building, distribution and promotion of technology, 
in this 16th consecutive year in Mumbai, PALM has been designed to be even better - right from concept 
to completion!

I’m committed in providing strong support to the expo and bringing ABEC’s resources and organizational 
strengths and experience skills to produce a superlative show for the industry. 

We at ABEC share the vision for the overall growth and progression of the global pro-audio, lighting and 
music production industry segment and are committed to this industry. ABEC has a great ensemble of 
expos and our experience in organising world-class expos like Acetech, Property Expo, Secutech India, 
Glitter, to name just a few, will play a significant role in strengthening the PALM expo to meet the industry 
needs and requirements.

For more than a decade the PALM Expo has been consistently delivering the true potential of the pro-
audio and entertainment industry on the expo floors and I believe in continuing the traditions the show 
has nurtured all through these years. 

The show will feature all of the great traditions that make it a great event. This includes features like the 
PALM Conference & Seminar Program, Open Line Array Demo, PALM Soundscape, PALM Sound and 
Light Awards and the IRAA awards. To this extent, the team includes the founder of the show, Mr. Anil 
Chopra even today. 

The ABEC objective is to keep growing the platform which is today globally renowned and fulfill the mis-
sion and vision of the show, as was originally conceptualized. 

We will ensure that this show is a stupendous success and proves to be a profitable venture for all exhibi-
tors and stake holders.

Here’s to a successful show; Cheers!

Manish Gandhi
CEO
Asian Business Exhibitions and Conferences Limited (ABECL)

Manish Gandhi



PALM moves on from strength to strength in its 16th consecutive year at Mumbai’s fair grounds attracting 
visitors from across India and now expected to attract visitors from abroad. 

India is recognised in the global pro sound and light industry as a leading market with capabilities, both 
financial and expertise to exploit the latest innovation and product. Sound and Light engineers in India, 
prompted by knowledge and Indian market demand, plus affordability, use latest techniques admirably 
and get noticed by international manufacturers and global platforms. 

My point is that Indian industry, both pro sound and light for stage entertainment and music produc-
tion is integrating with world class companies. Resulting in PALM moving in tandem with other global 
expos in Europe and US for demonstrating the latest products launched. This development is expected 
since Indian talent for sound engineering and lighting design is at par with the best in the world. The 
depth of the entertainment industry live and media on music and video drives investment and growth in 
continuum. I predict sustained growth into the next decade and seriously advice all major and credible 
brands to participate in PALM expo as their own strategy to benefit from this robust market. 

In response to the growth dynamics this year we have very positive improvements on the exhibit floors. 
Hall 1 focuses on audio and sound – studio, recording, concert, installed, PA, production, broadcast, 
networked and media. Hall 5 has lighting for stage, studio and theatre, stages, trussing and rigging. The 
show also has display, projection, video and LED. The show is set for future progression. 

PALM has played the role of a catalyst since 2001 and I do believe has provided strong impulse to invest-
ment leading to the state of the entertainment event industry today in having great potential and healthy 
business. The entertainment event industry rental business and its growth trajectory in adopting best 
technology and advancing its inventory is the key that has expanded the market, the annual convention 
at this time of year in Mumbai  when the all stake holders convene is I believe when positive decision 
making is done. I am glad in the presence of EEMA at PALM on the conference and soundscape sessions. 
The 6th PALM  Sound and Light awards honours the stage heroics other than performers. 

IRAA makes me proud in that, this year’s 10th edition of the awards has received admirable submissions from 
leading talent who wish to be honoured. The Indian Recording Arts Academy is being recognised and appre-
ciated by the fraternity and this philosophy is IRAA’s motivation. Online voting this year is part of the process of 
recognising excellence. All are invited to attend and applaud music which drives entertainment business. 

 PALM 2017 will reinvent in response to the dynamics of the industry. My ethos is always to lead the 
industry in offering opportunities and crystallising the business traction for aspiring entrepreneurs and 
expanding the family of participants. Each year we attract to PALM new professionals who want to be 
a part of this business, provide knowledge and contacts to new companies, new products, and I have 
seen in a few years the green horns become movers and shakers. PALM possesses a certain joie de vivre. 
PALM is the playground for those of you who are motivated to be part of this sound and light extrava-
ganza. Welcome. Have a good one. 

Cheers!

Anil Chopra, 
International Director, PALM Expo

Anil Chopra

PALM IS RECOGNISED IN THE GLOBAL SOUND AND LIGHT INDUSTRY



Visitors will be treated to a great deal of improvement this year. We have redesigned the show to give the 
visitors a better experience and to ensure that the buyer is better guided to his product search. 
Following the international trend the PALM focusses exclusively on pro audio this year. You will also see 
that the exhibition is redesigned into two major categories in two distinct halls viz: Hall 1 focusing on 
audio and sound – studio, recording, concert, installed, PA, production, broadcast, networked and media 
and Hall 5 focusing on lighting for stage, studio and theatre, stages, trussing and rigging. The show also 
boasts of display, projection, video and LED. 

Though it was a challenge for us to succeed in establishing separate halls for lighting and sound, we 
achieved this with co-operation and understanding from the exhibitors. Infact, I would like to give all the 
credit to our mature and professional industry for believing in our vision created to support the growth of 
the industry. The tremendous growth of all exhibitors and business is a matter of pride for our show. We 
not only provide new business each year, but also provide direction for growth and avenues for expan-
sion. PALM includes each year, new segments of the sound & light industry. 

PALM is an independent, neutral platform that has welcomed and encouraged and given strength to all 
companies whether multinational or tier two or tier three distributors. This is the reason why the show is 
so dynamic and everyone feels happy to participate and be present here at this time of the year. 

We welcome you once again to all the features. This year, the PALM Conference & Seminar is back 
with an array of industry professionals who will disseminate their knowledge and share experience 
through meticulously programmed topics distributed between the 3 themed days. Day 1 will theme on 
Live Sound, Day 2 on Install and Day 3 on Music Production. Also, programmed with a lot of effort, the 
PALM Soundscape will be seen hosted in a separate spanking hall 4 alongside the Demo Qube in the 
VIP Parking Area. Over 50 speakers from various industry background, be it music production, live events, 
DJ and engineering, will cast their spell to over 500 delegates who will gain tremendous insights in these 
segments.  

Sharing the Soundscape Hall 4, we continue to invest in the DJ community by holding the PALM DJ 
Championship for the 6th consecutive year. Further sharing the Soundscape Hall 4 is the 10th edition of 
IRAA Awards ceremony recognising recording mixing engineers. 

Gaining traction year after year, located in Ground IV opposite to the Visitor Parking Ground, the Open 
Line Array Demo not only provides event and rental companies the opportunity to hear the best in line 
live sound products but also provides them a good experience in doing so. 

In Hall 2, Yamaha continues to showcase their line of products with the live stage set at the back of their 
booth. The HARMAN Live Arena will also continue to enthral the dealer/distributor community with the 
bouquet of brands HARMAN owns in the industry. With other features like the Natura Rigging & Truss-
ing Workshop, the MA Lighting workshop, the 3D Immersive Projection and Mapping will leave 
you gasping for more. 

Have a fruitful business week at PALM!

Ramesh Chetwani, 
Exhibition Director, PALM Expo

Ramesh Chetwani







To,
Mr. Ramesh Chetwani
ABEC Exhibitions & Conferences Pvt. Ltd. Date: 09.04.2016
Mumbai

Respected Sir,

The All India Radio & Electronics Association (WZ) – AIREA is glad to announce its 
support to the PALM Expo 2016 Exhibition & Conference for the Professional Audio, 
Live Sound, AV Install, and Laser & Lighting segment.

The AIREA is indeed proud to be associated with PALM EXPO being held since the 
last 15 years, the PALM EXPO has been a great medium to nurture and grow 
professional audio knowledge and expertise, in growing the investments in Live 
Sound, through its platform that attracts various technical people to the show, thus 
generating business for the trade.

PALM Expo is a platform that brings together the entire trade and thousands of 
musicians from all across the country. PALM Expo has been instrumental in creating 
a networking opportunity in the trade of Professional Audio Products which has 
various segments.

Thanking you

Yours Sincerely,

For All India Radio & Electronics Association (WZ) – AIREA

  

Javerchand Gala

President

TRIAL MODE − a valid license will remove this message. See the keywords property of this PDF for more information.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To, 
Mr. Ramesh Chetwani 
ABEC Exhibitions & Conferences Pvt. Ltd. Date : 21.02.2015 
Mumbai 

 
 

Respected Sir, 
 

The All India Radio & Electronics Association (WZ) – AIREA is glad to announce its support to the 
PALM Expo 2015 Exhibition & Conference for the Professional Audio, Live Sound, AV Install, and 
Laser & Lighting segment. 

 
The AIREA is indeed proud to be associated with PALM EXPO being held since the last 14 years, 
the PALM EXPO has been a great medium to nurture and grow professional audio knowledge and 
expertise, in growing the investments in Live Sound, through its platform that attracts various 
technical people to the show, thus generating business for the trade. 

 
PALM Expo is a platform that brings together the entire trade and the thousands of musicians from 
all across the country. The PALM Expo has been instrumental in creating a networking opportunity 
in the trade of Professional Audio Products which has various segments. 

 
Thanking you 
Yours Sincerely, 

 
For All India Radio & Electronics Association (WZ) – AIREA 

 
 
 
 

Javerchand Gala  
President 
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Hall 1 , Booth - F83 

3D3D IMMERSIVE
PROJECTION
& MAPPING

3D IMMERSIVE PROJECTION & MAPPING
The PALM Integration Booth this year is a visual delight.       
It is an amalgamation of multi technology along with superb 
creativity. We are covering 3D mapping on 3D Object in full 
3D Stereoscopic. These will be 2 screens of 7.11 meters X 4 
meters converging at 90 degree angle. The images on these 
are 3D Stereoscopic and form the awesome background to 
the 3D Object.

The object is a 3D Cube of 1 meter square which is in the 
middle of the axis of the 2 screens. This is fully mapped in 
3D Stereoscopic content. 

The overall effect will create an amazing visual treat which 
will immerse the people watching into a sensory overload. 
The Technology used is Watchout Infitec Christie  
Projectors. 

Produced by

PALM Expo

Modern Stage Services Pvt Ltd

Technical and Creative Direction

Mr. Vijay Sabhlok

Mr. Vibhore Khandelwal 



The dot2 Workshop

Easy to use. Clever. Design

More and more rental companies have been looking for a clever solution to operate small 
and mid-size shows. According to a market survey, most of the lighting rental companies in 
India do 80-85% small to mid-level shows that involve less than 4096 channels of lighting, 
therefore MA Lighting brings just the perfect solution for these rental companies; a lighting 
desk that is: 

Easy to use - dot2 has a user friendly interface that can be learned in only 30 mins and 
does not need a lighting expert to operate 

Lightweight - The dot2 core weighs only a whopping 7 kgs, has an inbuilt touchscreen and 
can be carried around easily by lighting designers 

MA DNA - The shows can be stored on the dot2 lighting desk and can be used at any MA 
board including the grandMA2, therefore it caters to both the beginner and the professional 
light designers. 

The workshop will focus on the usage of this lighting desk to allow beginners and profes-
sionals both to get familiar with the dot2 Series of MA Lighting desks. 

Mr. Michael Strathmann AKA Quincy from MA Lighting is 
coming all the way from Germany to conduct this workshop. 

ENROLL YOURSELF TODAY! 

Location: 
Palm Expo Hall 5, Modern Stage Service, Booth B25. 

Timing on all 3 days: 

•	 10:00	am	-	12:00	pm	 dot2	workshop	

•	 01:00	pm	-	03:00	pm	 dot2	workshop	

•	 04:00	pm	-	06:00	pm	 dot2	workshop	

To	enroll	for	the	workshop	please	contact	Gagan	Bundela	on	+91	9654	789	889

26th - 28th May 2016, BEC, Mumbai



Natura will present live safety demos, run a workshop for Event Planners & Managers 
and showcase its truss-tower innovation, the Adventure Challenge Tower

Let’s understand why do we do what we do, whether you are an event manager, celebration planner, a production 
unit or a vendor partner, we all want to experience new things and in turn want to provide it to our clients, we are 
constantly searching for the next new unique experience We as Natura equate the search for a unique experience, to 
climbing a peak, we are constantly stepping out of our comfort zone and pushing the envelope with an aspiration of 
achieving something truly magnificent. 

With climbing a Peak comes inherent risks and therefore we need to acknowledge the fact that pushing the envelope 
is going to be risky, does that mean we should not do it? well we absolutely should. To understand this, let’s look at 
the Peak Adventure model and come to terms with risk being an inherent part of Events, let’s figure ways of calculat-
ing the risk and then work towards categorically mitigating it. 

We need to create Guide lines. Along with guidelines we will have to come up with processes and systems for organi-
sations to adopt easily. 

While we start rolling out Guidelines, we parallelly also need to start running Education & Awareness workshops for 
Event Managers & Technical Vendors, so that they can ask the right set of questions to their suppliers to get all the 
safety requirements fulfilled and run multiple Training programmes for vendor partners to get their teams trained in 
the various relevant skills. All Event Managers, Production Units and technical teams should go through awareness 
workshop on Topics such as: 
●  Crowd Management  ●  Fire & Electrical Hazards identification 
● Pyro/Fireworks planning  ● Staging, Trussing & Scaffolding 
● Venue Constructs / Hangers / Tents  ● Technical (AV) Rigging & Decor Rigging 
● Work at Height protocol (working above 2.2mtrs)  ● Flying Fx, Aerial Acts & Entries & Special effects 
● Insurances & Liability  ● Medical Assistance planning 

To address this need Natura will be running multiple sets of workshop on a few of the subjects: 

WORKSHOP 1 (recommended for Event Managers & Planners) 
Schedule: 1st Slot @ 3pm & 2nd Slot @ 5pm (Duration: 60 mins) 
Reviewing Ground supports systems (Box Trusses), Simple Checklists while building ground support systems (Box 
Trusses), correct usage of Rigging Hardware, explanation of load charts and calculating Inventory loads, correctly 
identifying the various parts of a ground support system and Importance of ballasts & guys wires. 

LIVE DEMO 1 
Schedule: 1st Slot @11am & 2nd Slot @ 1pm (Duration: 60 mins) 
Work at height Safety Measures (recommended for Trussing, Lighting, Sound & AV rigging companies & 
production managers) climbing & working on trusses 
Team Natura will demo some crucial truss-based safety protocols and best-practices. The short demo will reinforce the 
need for correct human safety systems and simple thumb rules involved in working at height / on truss towers. 

SHOWCASE 
The Adventure Challenge Tower (ACT) (Duration: through the day, 10 mins per participant) 
Natura will showcase its truss-based multi-activity tower. The 20’ x 10’ x 10’ version of the Adventure Chal-
lenge Tower designed by Natura allows for large-scale live engagement by making high-impact adventure 
activities possible in restrictive spaces. 
Participants at the expo will get a chance to try out Rock Climbing on the ACT. They will also get to try the Leap-of-
faith - a heart-stopping activity where one leaps off a 20-feet-high platform to try and grab a target hung at a dis-
tance and free-fall 15 feet before the specially-rigged safety system slows and arrests their fall right above terra firma. 

26th - 28th May 2016, BEC, Mumbai
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List of Exhibitors

A-TONE I57 1

ACOUSTICS ARTS PVT. LTD. H39 1

ADAM HALL GROUP I09 1

AERONS (INDIA) EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED B37 1

ALL INDIA RADIO & ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION D85 1

ALPHATEC AUDIO VIDEO PVT. LTD. (M/S) F09 1

ANQUETRONIX SERVICES D38 5

ANSATA F39, G39 1

ASHISH WIRE INDIA (DELHI) C69 1

ASIA IMAGE

AUDIO - X I63 1

AUDIO & AUX A 81 5

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY INDIA D83 1

AUDIO WIZARD C57 1

AUDIOPLUS D29 1

AUDIOTECHNIX INNOVATION ( I ) PVT. LTD. C77 5

AUDIOTONE PROFESSIONALS (WIZARD INDIA) D49 1

AURA OPTO ELECTRONICS INDIA PVT LTD. K81 1

AVOLITES LTD. J35 1

BAASSFX E17 5

BEATBOX ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD. D35 1

BEATFACTORY ACADEMY K77 1

BEYERDYNAMIC INDIA PVT. LTD. G47 1

BOMBAY ELECTRICAL SUPPLIERS E23 5

BOSCH LIMITED D39 1

BOSE CORPORATION H29 1

CANARA LIGHTING INDUSTRIES PVT.LTD. B49 5

CAPE ELECTRIC PRIVATE LIMITED A77 5

CAPITAL RADIO COMPANY A75 1

CINE AUDO VISO EQUIPMENTS D03 5

CIRCLE PROAUDIO B53 1

CONCRETE AUDIO K55 1

DECIBEL PRO SYSTEMS C19 1

DEV ELECTRONICS A41 + A35 1

DI IMPEX E53 1

EXHIBITORS BOOTH NO. HALL



List of Exhibitors

DISHA DIRECT MARKETING SERVICES PVT. LTD. (NIRVANA LEISURE 
REALTY)

A83 1

EAST - PRO LOUDSPEAKERS SYSTEMS & TRUSSES C71 1

ELECTRO CABLETRONICS D73 1

ELECTRONIC SECURITY ASSOCIATION OF INDIA D84 1

ELITE LED-OPTIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD K63 1

EMISSION ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD. H70 1

ENPING CITY CE-ANCE ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. F63 1

ENPING CITY LAIKESI AUDIO EQUIPMENT FACTORY G69 1

ENPING MACARDEN ELECTRONICS FACTORY G74 1

ENPING LANE ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY CO. LTD. G58 1

ENPING RUIZHI ELECTRONICS ELECTRICAL FACTORY F70 1

ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY ASIA H73 1

EON LIGHTING E41 5

ESS AUDIO CO., LTD. F71 1

EUROLEC ENERGY A59 5

FALCON CABLES A23 1

FILM  INDIA DIRECTORY B84 1

FINLABS AUDIO PVT. LTD. F29 1

FIVE CORE ELECTRONICS LIMITED D63 1

FOSHAN NANHAI LB STAGE EQUIPMENT CO. LTD. B43 5

FOUR SQUARE MEDIA PVT. LTD. B86 1

FURTADOS MUSIC INDIA PVT LTD (K & M) C63 1

G.M. AUDIO B29+ B33 1

GLOBALCOMMUNICATION.COM B63 1

GRAND POWER LLC D26 5

GREENCOM EBIZZ INFOTECH LLP J60 1

GUANGZHOU CALM AUDIO ELECTRONIC CO., LTD. F57 1

GUANGZHOU COREAT  STAGE EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. G63 1

GUANGZHOU CY LIGHTING EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. D54 5

GUANGZHOU DRAGON PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT CO. LTD. D43 5

GUANGZHOU HONGWANG PRO-LIGHTING EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. D52 5

GUANGZHOU JINGXIN OPTOELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. C78 5

GUANGZHOU KAIXU AUDIO EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. F69 1

GUANGZHOU SHANGJIA ELECTRONIC CO.,LTD. F74 1

EXHIBITORS BOOTH NO. HALL



List of Exhibitors

GUANGZHOU SHINESTAGE PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. C43 5

GUANGZHOU SMART TRUSS & STAGE FACTORY B78 5

GUANGZHOU XIANZHIYIN ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. G72 1

GUANGZHOU YESLIGHT CO. LTD. D78 5

GUANGZHOU YINJIE ELECTRO-ACOUSTICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. G70 1

H V & COMPANY D70 1

HARMAN INTERNATIONAL ( INDIA ) PVT. LTD. D09 1

HAYMARKET SAC PUBLISHING INDIA PVT. LTD. (WHAT HI-FI? INDIA) H65 1

HI LUX LIGHTS A29 5

HI TECH AUDIO SYSTEMS P LTD. J19 1

HS SOUND B78 1

IMAX LIGHTING COMPANY A63 5

INDIANTELEVISION.COM GROUP

INTEGRATED ENTERTAINMENT SOLUTIONS J35 1

J.S. ENTERPRISES C79 1

JHM CASECRAFT E73 1

JIA LIGHTING & AUDIO EQUIPMENTS CO B03 + C03 5

JIANGMEN ZHONG XING ECONOMIC AND TRADING CO. LTD. D50A 5

JML SPEAKERS C41 1

JONA LED (NOVASTAR) J77 1

KAYVEE RADIOS H53 1

KIRAN SALES CORPORATION B53 1

KOOL PACK & ALLIED INDUSTRIES K53 1

KRYSTAL CABLES J29 1

KV2 AUDIO INTERNATIONAL G29 1

KVANT SPOL. S.R.O C18 5

LAVOCE CO.,LTD E57 1

LBT ELECTRONICS C59 5

LEDIKA STAGE TRUSS CO., LTD. D37 5

LLOYD LEE COMPANY B77 1

MADRIX J35 1

MARTIN AUDIO J35 1

MAXWORTH TRADING CO. J70 1

MEGA INDIA B57 1

EXHIBITORS BOOTH NO. HALL



List of Exhibitors

MEGASTAR LED LTD. E71 1

METRO E70 1

MICRO ELECTRONICS I53 1

MINTU ELECTRONICS B77 5

MISHTI ENTERPRISES E77 5

MODERN STAGE SERVICE B25 + C26 5

MODERN STAGE SERVICE PVT. LTD. H83 1

MODI DIGITAL I 47 1

MONDIALE PUBLISHING H71 1

MPTV CORPORATION A57 1

MRH DIGITAL SYSTEMS E43 1

NAMDHARI IMPEX C17 + D25 5

NARAIN AUDIO AND LIGHTING LLP B09 1

NASA POWER COMPANY B72 1

NEUTRIK INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED E69 1

NEWTECH VIDEO SYSTEMS D57 1

NEXUS AUDIO VIDEO D77 1

NICOLAUDIE GROUP E71 5

OCTUNE ELECTRONICS LLP E77 + E39 1 + 5

OPAL OVERSEAS PVT. LTD. E31 5

OSRAM INDIA PVT. LTD. B17 5

P.AUDIO SYSTEM CO., LTD. B19 1

PAARTH KABLE CONNECT PVT. LTD. B80 1

PARTYMAP EDUCATION LLP E79 5

PASGAO ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. F64 1

PENN ELCOM DONGGUAN CITY F65 1

PERCON JAYANSH IMPEX E58 1

PIONEER INDIA ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD. H19 1

POPE PROFESSIONAL ACOUSTICS LIMITED J63 1

POWERSOFT S.P.A. J35 1

PREMIER INDUSTRIAL IMPORTERS E19 1

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO AND LIGHTING ASSOCIATION (PALA) B83 1

PRO AUDIO ASIA H69 1

PROMEDIA C33 1

EXHIBITORS BOOTH NO. HALL



List of Exhibitors

PROMUSICALS H35 1

QUTUB STAGE D77 5

R.S. SOUND AND COMPANY E84 1

RAJDEEP ELECTRONICS D69 1

REYNOLDS INC. F47 1

RICATECH B.V. H63 1

RIVERA DIGITEC (I) PVT. LTD. J10 1

ROBE LIGHTING S.R.O. J35 1

ROLLING STONE E85 1

S.V. CASE CRAFT J58 1

SANAEYA K57 1

SANDY AUDIO EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. F66 1

SEHGAL SALES CORPORATION E63 1

SENNHEISER ELECTRONICS INDIA PVT. LTD D19 1

SHENZHEN ELITE PHOTOELECTRON CO.,LTD K63 1

SHENZHEN GLOSHINE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD K59 1

SHENZHEN LINSN TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD. H77 1

SHENZHEN MAGNIMAGE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD H64 1

SHENZHEN REAL SOUND ENGINEERING CO., LTD. G73 1

SHENZHEN TIMEWAYING TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. G57 1

SHIV INDUSTRIES E51 5

SHIVA SHAKTI PRODUCTS A51 5

SHIVA SYSTEMS D17 5

SIROCCO CAB N CORDS J74 1

SONIK-TEC ACADEMY E85 5

SONODYNE E39 1

SONOTONE A07 1

SOS GROUP C77 1

SOUND CAPITAL PRO AUDIO D53 1

SOUND EMPORIUM A03 5

SOUND LAND A67 1

SOUND SOLUTIONS A23 1

SOUND TEAM J53 1

SOUND WAVES ENTERPRISES A59 5

EXHIBITORS BOOTH NO. HALL



List of Exhibitors

SOUNDGLITZ C47 1

SRSG BROADCAST INDIA PVT LTD C39 1

STAR DIMENSIONS INDIA PVT. LTD. D31 5

STAR MEGATECH I 69 1

SUN INFONET PVT. LTD. H09 1

SUNFROM PRO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. D53 5

SUNIL ELECTRIC COMPANY K75 1

SUNRISE ENTERPRISES B69 1

SWAMY ENGINEERING WORKS G29 1

THE INVENTORY H57 1

THE MEDIA TRIBE E83 1

THE SCORE MAGAZINE J69 1

THE–ONE STUDIO & STAGE FACTORY D50 5

TOA ELECTRONICS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED B73 1

TONOCH ELECTRONICS LIMITED J59 1

TRADE4INDIA C85 1

TRADEINDIA.COM C83 1

TRANSCASE B70 1

TRIMAC PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED F19 1

TYMPHONES E86 1

ULTRACOUSTIC I77 1

VAIBHAV INDITECH H74 1

VARDHAMAN MEGATECH PRIVATE LIMITED C02 1

VIDEO WALL INDIA PVT. LTD. H47 1

VSHINE TECHNIK A71 5

WEIFA TRUSSING CO., LTD. C51 5

WHITE EAGLE ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD. B47 1

YAMAHA MUSIC INDIA PVT. LT. Hall 2B / 2C

YANGMING ACOUSTIC EQUIPMENT MANUFACTORY F72 1

YBS CABLES PRIVATE LIMITED J57 1

YICHENG LIGHT INDUSTRY LIMITED D51 5

YODN LIGHTING CORP. D49 5

ZYPHER POWER LABS PVT LTD K87 & K89 1

EXHIBITORS BOOTH NO. HALL
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Booth	No:	I57

Hall	No:	1

A-TONE

We are importer and exporter of voice coils, cone paper & diaphragm.

Aabid Ali

A-TONE	POwEr	VOIcE	
COIL
NATIONAL CONE PAPERS

Ground Floor, Shop No. 5, 
Muzzafarbad, Hall 11 A, 
Proctor Road, Grant Road (E), 
Mumbai 400007
T: +91-22-23812346
M: +91 9869603730 / 
 +91 9322307769
E: aliaabid63@gmail.com

A-TONE

BRANDS:
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Booth	No:	H39

Hall	No:	1

ACOUSTIC ARTS PVT. LTD.

Acoustic Arts  was founded in 1999 and is involved in the sales and 
distribution of AV products for Install, Touring and Hi-Fi/Home Theatre ap-
plications from some of the most established and reputed manufacturers in 
the world. These include :
• Biamp                   
• TW Audio                      
• Powersoft 
• Community Professional       
• Renkus Heinz 
• Televic 
• AMX                 
• Audix 
• Christie      
• SVS
• Emotiva                       
• Beyerdynamic           
• Velodyne                              

Acoustic Arts supplies products from the above manufacturers to over 150 
system integrators and dealers across India. 

Acoustic Arts also specialises in delivering state of the art innovative and 
integrated AV solutions and projects.  As an AV solution provider Acoustic 
Arts provides design, project management, turn key solutions and annual 
maintenance contracts. 

Acoustic Arts is dedicated to delivering total integrated solutions, utilising 
the latest technology, providing excellent value on time, every time.

Sunny Chibber

TANNOY (UK)
LABGRUPPEN (SWEDEN)
BIAMP (USA)
BEYERDYNAMIC (GER-
MANY)
vELODYNE (USA)
KRELL (USA)
TW AUDIO (GERMANY)

K-1/110, Second floor, CR Park,
New Delhi 110019, India
T: +91-11-41603949 - 12
M: +91 9810072060
E: sunny@acoustic-arts.com
W: www.acoustic-arts.com/

BRANDS:
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Adam Hall Group is a leading German manufacturer and distribution 
company that provides event technology solutions to business customers 
worldwide. Its target groups include retailers, dealers, live event and rental 
companies, broadcast studios and AV and system integrators in both the 
private and public sector, as well as industrial manufacturers. The company 
offers a wide range of professional audio, lighting, stage and event prod-
ucts under its own brands LD Systems®, Cameo®, Gravity®, Defender®, 
Palmer®, Adam Hall® Hardware and Adam Hall® Stage Equipment & 
Cables. 

Founded in 1975, Adam Hall Group has developed into a collection of 
modern, innovative event technology companies. This includes an 8,000 
square metre warehouse and logistics centre at the corporate headquar-
ters near Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Through its focus on quality, service 
orientation and constant innovation, Adam Hall Group has already won an 
array of prestigious international awards for the first portable array system 
with high definition sound: the LD Systems CURV 500® series. Further 
information about Adam Hall Group can be found online at www.adamhall.
com.

11 Woodlands Close, #01-12, 
Singapore 737853
T:  +65 315293
M:  +65 96641612
E:  chandan.mahtani@adamhall.com
W: www.adamhall.com

Chandan Mahtani

Booth	No:	I09

Hall	No:	1

ADAM HALL GROUP

BRANDS:
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Booth	No:	B37

Hall	No:	1

AERONS (INDIA) EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED

We AERONS (INDIA) EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED, are one of the leading traders 
and exporters who deal in providing Professional Audio equipments to a 
large number of clienteles across global markets. The wide range of prod-
ucts we offer includes Professional wired / wireless Microphones, Profes-
sional Speaker Enclosures, Woofers, Amplifiers and Mixers etc.

AERONS (INDIA) is now known as AERONS (INDIA) EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED. 
We started our business in the year 1962 as manufacturer of radio and 
speakers but turned into a one star merchant export house in the year 
2000. Ours business is a client oriented organization, which work under 
the able guidance of Mr. Arun Kumar Gupta (Director) & Mr. Ankit Gupta 
(Director), whose extensive industry experience help us in providing the 
best quality products at most competitive prices. Further, the expertise of 
our highly proficient expert team also strengthen us in providing competi-
tive solutions to customers and achieving an annual turnover within a time 
span of less than a decade.

Products Offered
We are a credible and renowned name in the field of exporting and sup-
plying a wide range of  Pro Audio Products like microphones, speakers, 
mixers and other associated products made by Aeron’s group and by our 
partner companies which are worldwide famous like Fane International 
(UK), Faital Pro (Italy), DJ tech & Fidek (Hong Kong). 

Our Goal
Our goal is to produce innovative solutions wherever high quality Audio 
is important. We have been providing our clients the very best in terms 
of technologically advanced products & services, including professional 
loudspeakers, pro audio equipment, audio DSP equipment and even high 
quality Europeans loudspeakers, with a network of dealers across 21 states 
in India. Our products are sought after by professional sound rental com-
panies, Schools, Cinemas, DJs, hotels, clubs and restaurants.

Ankit Gupta

fANE INTERNATIONAL
fAITAL PRO 
DJ TECH
fIDEK

C-155 Narana Industrial Area 
Phase 1 New Delhi
T: +91-11-41410460
M: +91-9810953042
E: ankitagupta10@hotmail.com   
 sales@paequipments.com
W: www.paequipments.com

BRANDS:
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Booth	No:	D85

Hall	No:	1

ALL INDIA RADIO & ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATION

The Association started functioning in the year 1936, at Bombay and was 
named as “All India Radio & Merchants Association” in short AIRMA. The 
primary objective of forming the association was to bring the fraternity of 
all ‘Radio dealers’ together and to safeguard its members business interest 
thorough collective efforts and address their common problems.

In April 1941, the Association was registered as non-profit entity under 
Indian Companies act. In 1949, it was felt that the Association needs to 
expand its services to the Trade and Industry. Four autonomous Zones 
were constituted at Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi and Madras, and a sub-office 
at Delhi, with a combined membership of about 2300.

With changes in the trade scenario, newer ‘Electronic devices’ began to 
appear and radios were becoming less popular. The Electronic Industry 
with large number of manufacturing units began to appear. To represent 
the true nature of activities of Association, it was re-christened as “All India 
Radio & Electronics Association” (AREA) in the year 1970.

With all India status, the Association was recognized both at the Center 
and State levels. With dedicated group of members in all zones, the As-
sociation represented the problems of Trade and Industry to the concerned 
authorities for their redressal. It has met with great success in suggesting 
policy decision by the Government for development of Electronics. The 
foresight and efforts of all veterans of Association, deserves tremendous 
praise. They have been instrumental in growth of Trade and Industry in the 
country.

AIM: The aim of the Association since inception has been focused for the 
growth and welfare of the Trade and Industry. In a developing country, the 
policy of the government is shaped by the representation and suggestions 
made by the Trade and Industry bodies. We aim to continue dedicated 
service to its members in years to come.

OBJECTIVES:AREA promotes co-operation among its members, connected 
with various sections of the electronic trade and industry, and represents 
the views of the members on any matters affecting the electronic trade and 
industry to the Government of India or the Local Government, Chamber of 
Commerce and other public/ private authorities.

AREA arranges and provides facilities for conferences, exhibitions, lectures, 
and other functions relating to the Trade and Industry. AREA’s experienced 
members guide fellow members in aspects of technical issues, various 
trade laws and legal matters.

To foster better fellowship amongst its members, get-togethers and outings 
are also arranged.

The completion of 75 years of its existence and celebrations of “Platinum 
Jubilee” amply proves the inherent strength of the working together and 
the purposeful role AREA plays for the growth of Electronics.

Javerchand Gala

301, Sukh Sagar,
Hughes Road, 
Mumbai 400007
T:  +91-22-2368 6932
M: +91 9920059538
E:  areawz@gmail.com
W: www.aireawz.com
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Booth	No:	F09

Hall	No:	1

ALPHATEC AUDIO VIDEO PVT. LTD.

Alphatec is a passionate pro audio and video distribution house that is 
committed to serve the demanding and discerning customers in South 
Asia.

Alphatec is the exclusive distributor for Music Group, one of the largest 
holding companies of pro-audio and musical instruments in the world. 
The Music Group owns and manages some of the finest pro audio and 
MI brands such as Midas, Tannoy, Labgruppen, Klarkteknik, Turbosound, 
Behringer and Bugera.

Headquartered in Kolkata, Alphatec Audio Video Pvt Ltd has offices in 
various cities and has a dealership base and service centres across all cities 
and major tier one and tier two towns across all states.

Alphatec has a team of  professionals trained by Music Group. These 
professionals conduct live hands-on demonstration and workshops across 
the country, thereby allowing audio video professionals such as Systems 
Integrators and Sound Engineers as well as customers to experience the 
world famous solutions from Music Group.

Alphatec service centres  are equipped with trained system engineers avail-
able for on call assistance 

Alphatec also has  an in-house design team to support System Integrators 
and architects with designs and EASE mapping of critical systems, thereby 
enabling customers to enjoy the superior performance of Music Group 
products .

The company is promoted by Devasis Barkataki and Mayank Gaurav who 
has had wide and deep experience in the audio video industry in India 
spanning nearly two decades, representing numerous global iconic brands.

Products dealt in:
Speakers, Amplifiers, Mixers, Computer Audio, Head phone ,  Audio Pro-
cessors, Microphones etc

Devasis Barkataki

BEHRINGER,  
LABGRUPPEN
TANNOY
TURBOSOUND
MIDAS
BUGERA
KLARK TEKNIK
LAKE

63/3B Sarat Bose Road, 
2nd Floor Kolkata 700025
T: +91 24758025/6 
M: +91 9864091093
E: devasis@alphatec.co.in
W: www.alphatec.co.in

BRANDS:
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Booth	No:	D38

Hall	No:	5

ANQUETRONIX SERVICES

Anquetronix Services also known as AQS Audio & Lighting started off in 
1986 as a Professional Servicing Company servicing Pro Audio and Light-
ing equipments (Both Local and International Brands). As years passed by 
(1999) the Founder Mr. Anslem D’silva [ex-employee “Larsen & Toubro Ltd.” 
Switch Gear R&D (Electronic Instrumentation Laboratory) for a period of 16 
years] felt the need to develop and Manufacture Pro Audio and Lighting 
Equipments in Par with International Brands for our Indian Clients at an 
affordable price. We were the First to develop the 5 Kw Dimmer Pack for 
the First Indian Quiz Show, “Kaun Banega Crorepati”. After this we became 
renowned among the professionals, doing Lighting for Film Shoots, Tele 
serials, Reality Shows and Major outdoor events. Our Dimmer packs were 
used for a Hollywood film “The Darjeeling Limited”. After this Appreci-
able Success the Founder Mr. Anslem D’silva designed a NEW Product in 
2007 (First in the World) in order to ensure the safety of COSTLY Sophisti-
cated Equipments connected to temporary or fixed power sources. After 
the product being a success we still added another product called the 
“Intelligent 3 Phase Power Source Switching Unit” [Coming Soon]. We can 
Design & Develop Electronic CUSTOM-BUILT Products for our clients at an 
affordable price.

The list of quality products manufactured by us:

1)  Professional Audio Power Amplifier’s
2)  Electronic Lighting Dimmer Packs both DMX & Non DMX [2 Kw, 5 Kw, 

10 Kw, 15 Kw, 24 Kw, even as per requirement]
3) Dimming Consoles for Dimmer Packs [6 Ch, 12 Ch, 18 Ch & 24 Ch]
4) Active D.I. Boxes
5) Phase Testers [Audio]
6) DMX Decoder’s [6 Ch, 12 Ch, 18 Ch, 36 Ch]
7) DMX Splitter ’s
8) 3 Phase Intelligent Power Distribution Boards [Built as per customers
 requirement]
9) Single Phase Intelligent Power Distribution Boards [Built as per custom-

ers requirement]
10) 54RGBW 3Watt LED Par (Waterproof/Non-Waterproof )
11) 230Watt (7R) Moving Head Beam Light
13) 280Watt (10R) 3 IN 1 Beam/Spot/Wash Moving Head
14) 350Watt (17R) 3 IN 1 Beam/Spot/Wash Moving Head
15) 36 x 10Watt RGBW Moving Head Zoom Wash
It is by listening to our customers and acting on their requirements that we 
have been able to design new, successful products and make AQS Audio & 
Lights a world class brand. This has established customer confidence and 
loyalty

Anslem Dsilva

127/A, Kalina, Kolovery, 
Santacruz East, Mumbai 400098
T: +91-22-26660001
M: +919820293592
E: aqswur@vsnl.com
W: www.anquetronixservices.co.in
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Ansata Computer Systems Pvt. Ltd. is a 27 year old company, managing 
regional distribution for industry leading media technology manufacturers. 

Some of our principal brands have won accolades in technical excellence 
for their products and technologies such as OSCAR, Grammy, Emmy, TEC 
and other valuable industry recognition. The main brands we represent are 
Avid, RME, DPA Microphones, Barefoot Sound, Automated Process Inc,, 
JDK Audio, Shadow Hills Industries, Inward connection, d&b audiotechnik, 
Waves, Sonnox, McDSP, Van Damme Cables,Neyrinck and VSSP. 

In addition to distributing leading Pro-audio, Pro-Sound and Media secu-
rity brands, Ansata is recognised for providing cutting-edge consultation in 
Music production, Film and TV Post Production, Live sound Touring, fixed 
Installation and in Media security. 

We are known for our prompt Service delivery to our customers in the 
region and our focus in Education. 

72, 8TH Main, Hormavu Road, 
Bangalore- 560043
T: +91 8042351968
M: +91 9731310443
E:  dipanshu@ansata.net
W: www.ansata.net

Dipanshu Mitra

AvID
D&B AUDIOTECHNIK
DPA MICROPHONES
RME
BAREfOOT SOUND
AUTOMATED PROCESS INC
JDK AUDIO
SHADOW HILLS INDUS-
TRIES
INWARD CONNECTION
WAvES
SONNOX
MCDSP
vAN DAMME CABLES
NEYRINCK
fLUX

Booth	No:	F39,	G39

Hall	No:	1

ANSATA

BRANDS:
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Ashish Wire India is a high fidelity cable company focused on deliver-
ing the finest cable products in the world. Through our hard work and 
quality product, we made a benchmark in India and got our cables well 
known among customers by its registered name “ AWI” &  “&LOUD” as our 
brands. 

The foundation stone of our organization was laid in the year 2000 as a 
wire trader with not much in hand but with the efforts, hard work, honesty 
and consciousness for the quality, we made our name in both Electrical & 
Electronics Field.

We pride ourself on the high quality of our product, our excellent customer 
service and delivering satisfaction. most of all, we thrive because we con-
sistently remain competitive in the ever changing marketplace.

Product Details
1) Speaker Wire  
 a). High flex round speaker wire 
 b). Sleeved speaker wire
      c). Transparent speaker wire.
2) Microphone Cable.
      a). Analog microphone cable 
 b). Digital microphone cable
 c). Slim digital microphone cable
3) Snake Cable 
      a). Stage snake box 
 b). Stage snake drum 

2097/29, 1st floor, Balaji Market,
Chah Indara, Bhagirath Palace, 
Delhi 110006, India
M: +91 9971377633
E:  ashish.wire999@gmail.com

Ashish Adlakha

AWI 
LOUD

Booth	No:	c69

Hall	No:	1

ASHISH WIRE INDIA (DELHI)

BRANDS:
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ASIA IMAGE 

Asia Image is the leading periodical for Asia’s broadcast, production and 
post production sectors. Asia Image covers every aspect of broadcast, tel-
evision and film production, animation, special effects and technological in-
novation. Asia Image reaches approximately 11,500 industry professionals, 
providing them with highly specialised yet comprehensive print and digital 
publications that they can call their own. Subscribe and keep updated at: 
ai.onscreenasia.com 

Annie Tan

61 Ubi Avenue 
#05-17 UB point 
Singapore 408941
T: +65 65219781
F: +65 65219788
E: annie.tan@contineomedia.com
W: ai.onscreenasia.com
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Audio - X Electronics Industries is counted amongst the best Manufacturers 
& Suppliers of a wide range of audio equipment and accessories in Delhi 
(India). We offer an array of Networks, Audio Speakers, Columns, Driver, 
Jali, Microphones, Case, Accessories, Dj System, Column Speakers, Speaker 
Drivers, Network Speaker, Speaker Cases, Speaker Jali, Speaker Acces-
sories and P A System. The company was founded in the year 1988 and in 
the time span of more than 25 years, it has become a trusted name as an 
ultimate audio equipment provider in the industry. This can be contributed 
to the fact that we put in our untiring efforts to surpass our clients’ require-
ments with the best quality equipment and accessories. Under the leader-
ship of Mr. Nazir Alam, Proprietor, our company is consistently climbing the 
stairs of success.

Business	Type: Manufacturer & Supplier

Year	of	Establishment: 1988

No.	of	Production	Units: 1

Production	Type: Automatic, Semi-Automatic & Handmade

Product Detail 
• professional Speakers
• Columns
• Driver
• Networks Bord
• Flight Case
• Dj System
• P A System
• Column Speakers
• Speaker Drivers
• DJ Accessories
       

109, B3, Yamuna Vihar, 
Delhi 110053
M: +91 9650203380
E: audiox650@gmail.com

Nazir Alam

AUDIO-X

Booth	No:	I63

Hall	No:	1

AUDIO - X

BRANDS:
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A company formed in 1991 based from Pune Maharasthara to serve the 
Pro Sound /Light / AV Industry in the front Of Rentals/Sales for Installation, 
Acoustic Solutions, Event solutions & Automation of electronics. 

Presently Distributers for DuraTex Speaker Coating, Acrytech Florida USA 
pan India.

Dealers for Krystal Cables, kwick Truss & Quickee Indoor/outdoor portable 
stage s. 

Sound Integrators for CSC Pro Audio UK , RAM Audio amplification Spain 
for Harness Overseas Chandhighad, I max lighting , Ictc Truss & Zypher 
amps territory Maharasthara & Goa. 

Known for light , sound & laser shows & Fountains.

Companies prime motive to make available the Best appt product of cat-
egory at the best required price point to the end user of the Industry & to 
ensure good service against sales with Authentic spares. 

Shop no 4 & 5 S.N0. 69/1A/B
Wanawadi ind est area , Kondva.
Pune 411040, Maharasthara
M: +91 9822197754  
E: akashsethi@yahoo.com
www.audioauxintegration.com
www.lps-india.in
www.audioaux.com
www.acrytechindia.com

Aakash Devraj Sethi

I MAX PRO LIGHTING.
LPS LASER INDIA.
DURATEX SPEAK PAINT.

Booth	No:	A81

Hall	No:	5

AUDIO & AUX

BRANDS:
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Booth	No:	D83

Hall	No:	1

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETy INDIA

Audio Engineering Society India is a non-profit organization of audio pro-
fessionals, which is registered in India. Audio Engineering Society India had 
its humble beginnings in 1994 as Audio Engineering Society India Section, 
which was part of AES worldwide. Since 2010 ‘AES India’ operates as an 
independent body.

It has a growing membership of leading engineers, scientists and audio 
enthusiasts from the dynamic Indian media industry, It is an active technical 
body with sole purpose to collect and disseminate scientific knowledge.

Russell Corte-Real 

2/Butta Compound,
Opp. Planet Industrial Estate
Subhash Road, Vile Parle East,
Mumbai - 400 057
T: +91-22-40033276
M:  +91 9820211273
E:   adimodi@gmail.com
W:  www.aesindia.org



The world of production
in your hands...

Production, Post, VFX & Animation.
Technology. Professional Training.

Be the highlight of the industry...

ai.onscreenasia.com

For advertising opportunities, please contact 
Arthur Ong at arthur.ong@contineomedia.com or +65 6521 9767
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Booth	No:	c57

Hall	No:	1

AUDIO WIZARD

Audio Wizard, established by Nitesh Ahuja in 2009. Is in distribution, Retail 
sales, Service & Installation of international professional audio brands like 
YAMAHA, ZSOUND, SHURE, SENNHEISER, RELACART, APART Etc.. With the 
head office in Hyderabad and sales/dealer network across India.

We are a team of sound engineers that specialize in EIS (Engineered 
Installed Sound) and have designed and installed sound system solution 
in numerous projects of House of Worship (Churches, Temples, Mosques), 
Multi purpose auditoriums, Dance Clubs, Gymnasiums, Restaurants/Bars, 
etc.. With vast experience and skills we were awarded for best project 
installation 2011-2012 by Yamaha Music India. A detailed article featured 
in the Jan 2012 issue of Pro Sound Systems and also on the Yamaha Music 
India website.

Our newest addition to gain sales and customers trust is the Audio Wizard 
service centre. which is dedicated to provide after sales service and 
product support. we are authorized service centre for all YAMAHA, Zsound 
products and a few other brands.

We are looking forward to meeting all the industry professionals at AUDIO 
WIZARD BOOTH NUMBER C-57 PALM EXPO MUMBAI 2016. Special fea-
ture at the outdoor line array demo ZSOUND LA212 a brand that features 
a vast range of Line Array speakers ideal for concerts/touring & Installa-
tion market, Offering European technology with American standards at an 
Indian price.

Products Dealt In
ZSound Line Array Systems
Yamaha Digital & Analog Mixers
Interfaces
Signal Processors
Power Amplifiers
Speakers
Wired & Wireless Microphones
Cables & Connectors
Home Theatres
Acoustic Materials

Nitesh Ahuja

YAMAHA
ZSOUND
SENNHEISER
SHURE
APART
AUDIO TECHNICA

S1/S2, Ishan Surabhi
3-6-97 Basheerbagh
Hyderabad - 500029
T: 04030283106, 09848273074
E: sales@audiowizard.in
W: www.audiowizard.in

BRANDS:
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AUDIOPLUS is the foremost distributor of Professional Audio Products in 
India. Our vision is to provide professional audio solutions that deliver ex-
emplary performance, even under exacting Indian conditions. Our mission 
is to bring high performance products that have a hallmark of our legend-
ary reliability, within reach of every user in the country. With extensive 
experience in designing, manufacturing, and supporting professional audio 
equipment, we are the leaders in Pro Audio Solutions. Our extensive pan-
India dealer network ensures that our products are available across the 
country in the shortest possible time, almost at your door-step! 

Brands Represented: 
Studiomaster Professional – Power amplifiers, mixing consoles, Micro-
phones, Loudspeakers, Signal Processors, Conference systems, Stabilizers, 
etc. 

RCF Transducers - High quality Transducers 

Solutions we offer: 
Live Sound Reinforcement, Bands/Orchestra, DJ’s, Commercial sound, 
conference, places of worship etc

For more information on us & our range kindly visit
www.audioplus-india.com

www.studiomasterprofessional.com

A1 / A2, Giriraj Industrial Estate,
Mahakali Caves Road, Andheri 
(East), Mumbai - 400 093.
T: +91-22-42869000/01
F: +91-22 26871453
E: info@audioplus-india.com
W: www.audioplus-india.com
 www.studiomasterprofessional.com

Lincoln Jacinto
Clifford Borges

STUDIOMASTER PROfES-
SIONAL
RCf TRANSDUCERS

Booth	No:	D29

Hall	No:	1

AUDIOPLUS

BRANDS:
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Booth	No:	c77

Hall	No:	5

AUDIOTECHNIX INNOVATION (I) PVT. LTD.

AUDIOTECHNIX is a disciplinary working organisation located in Pune 
(India). Together with our clients, we develop & manufacture integrated Pro 
Audio Sound Speakers, Set Top Arrays, Amplifiers etc, which are part of the 
whole and yet something absolutely amazing & unique.

With meticulous analysis at the beginning of the project or task / With pas-
sionate examination in the conception / With precise understanding in the 
art of persuasion / With accurateness in the realization / With clear vision & 
serious goal / With lot of fun together with our clients.

As Sound Designs of identity, we conceive of and construct conceptual 
ideas to produce ultimate sound systems & other relevant products, which 
stands apart internationally with global competitors & also develop good 
communication measures with our clients & potential customers.

Teamed with thorough professionals like Sound Engineers, Mechanical & 
Technical Engineers, Professional Designers having skill & knowledge, who 
masters all styles with a unique flair.

Intention is to work in an international content, look at global trends & 
analyze the same to give that uniqueness to the individual requirements of 
our clients.

We think in disciplines, we think in solutions, which help to become a well 
directed part of the whole & yet something absolutely unique.

Concentrating on high value quality, precision, transparency, uniqueness 
along with professionalism, securing our clients utmost satisfaction.

Bharat Sangtani

H.B.2/4, Near Vaishnav Devi 
Temple, Pimpri, Pune 411017
M: +91 9890340302
E: audiotechnix@yahoo.com
W: www. audiotechnix.com
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AUDIOTONE PROFESSIONAL

Audiotone Professional is a specialized designer, manufacturer and dis-
tributor of high quality Professional Audio Drivers. 

Our motto is to provide drivers which can reproduce music and audio 
signals, as of originally produced with clear tonal distinction.

Audiotone product range consists of Subwoofers, Woofers, Mid Bass driv-
ers, Full range Speakers, Compression Drivers, Amplifiers, Mixures, and 
other related products to Audio Industry. 

The company has highly specialized and experienced personnel and each 
product is designed with exceptional care to offer to superior sound quality 
to exceed the customer expectations.

We fully understand the needs of our customers, their concepts, best qual-
ity and timely delivery to satisfy our customer by world class standards in 
sound engineering.

Naved Akhtar

AUDIOTONE

Dadabari Rampura Road San-
ganer Jaipur
T: +91-141-2731531
M: +91 982955552
E: info@audiotone.co.in 
W: www.audiotone.co.in

BRANDS:
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AURA OPTO-ELECTRONICS INDIA PVT. LTD.

Aura Opto-Electronics India Pvt. Ltd., is a well established company into 
manufacturing of Video walls and LED Modules. It is a part of a group into 
hardware installation, distributorship, annual maintenance, cabling and 
surveillance installation. We as a policy put efforts to give the best in each 
product & service wedeliver. Going ahead with our long term vision and 
inspired by MAKE IN INDIA policy, we have started a manufacturing facility 
in Nashik. We do follow all the international standards as ISO, CE, RoHS 
and others.

WHy CHOOSE AURA OPTO
• High On Performance
•  Life like picture quality provides an ultimate viewing experience
• High resolution graphics
• Exceptional color accuracy & uniformity
• Stylish designing and ultra-slim body make for incredible aesthetics
•  Based on latest technology and packed with advanced features
•  Reliability guaranteed
•  Energy efficient
•  Prices as reasonable as you can get
• The only Manufacture to deliver customized display products as per 

customer demand.

AURA OPTO SERVICE CENTRE
We emphasize on complete customer satisfaction and to achieve this, we 
have maintained Service and Sales Management Team. Our team com-
prises of highly seasoned engineers that offer complete assistance right 
through the installation process and Training. Customers can contact us 
anytime for post sale assistance.

OUR AIM
With our products especially LED Screens, we aim to provide the best view-
ing experience to the customers. Our LED screens are exemplary for the 
innovation that goes into their engineering. From designs to display, from 
brightness to picture quality, from technology to aesthetics, from perfor-
mance to life, our LED screens are just incredible and offer a wonderful 
experience to the viewers.

INDOOR LED VIDEO WALLS
Indoor LED Video Walls are widely used in weddings, meeting rooms, 
events, airport, school & colleges events, indoor live events and many 
other places. We bring to you Indoor LED Video Walls that are based on 
advanced technology, and as such deliver excellent picture quality. Our In-
door LED Display Screens are crafted to perfection. Be it their ergonomics, 
performance, picture quality or pricing, the P6 LED Video Walls supplied 
by us, are the best in their class. These Indoor LED Video Walls are light 
weight and easy to install and dismantle, which further gives them an edge 
over other such Display Screens in the market.

Pravin Gharte

Shop no 11 Pritam Complex, 
Opp.S,T.Bus Depot, Old Adgoan 
Naka Panchvati, Nashik 422003
T: +91-253-2514075
M: +91 9225652675
E: sales@auraopto.com
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AVOLITES LTD.

Avolites Ltd is a British manufacturing company based in Park Royal, Lon-
don, a leading manufacturer of  lighting control consoles, Media Servers 
and stage dimming & distribution equipment for use in the entertainments 
lighting industry. 

Avolites offers Control Consoles such as Sapphire Touch, Arena, Tiger 
Touch II, Quartz, Titan Mobile and Titan One ( PC dongle). Additional 
Wings are available with above consoles for greater control surface.

All avolites control consoles run on Titan 10 the latest software

Nework Products such as TitanNet Processor, Optical Titan Netswitch, Rack 
Splitter, Truss Splitter,

Avolites Media Products such at Ai Server Infinity RX8, R8, EX8,EX4, S*8 S6, 
S4 and Ai Software Licences

Dimming and Distribution products for installation, touring , film and TV 
industry.

Avolite supports its products through webinars, technical trainings etc

Avolites is solely Distributed in India by Integrated Entertainment Solutions

Integrated Entertainment Solutions 
Lal Chimney Compound, Shop # 13, 
Mumbai Central, Mumbai - 400011, INDIA
T: +91-22–23018804 TeleFax: +91-22-23018805
E: iesolns@gmail.com  W: web: www.iesolns.com

Rasesh Parekh 
(+91-9821125579) 
Kekul Sheth 
(+91-9867325586)

184 Park Avenue,
Park Royal,London NW10 7XL
UK
Tel: +44 (0)20 8965 8522            
Fax: +44 (0)20 8965 0290
www.avolites.com
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BAASSFX

Founded in 2007, India, BaassFx is regarded as one of the leading design-
ers and manufacturers of sound application and installation products. For 
over 8 years BaassFx is driven by the pure passion of sound engineering 
and pursuit to create the best acoustics through their Speaker, Sub Woofer, 
Woofer and Professional Sound Enclosures. 

Every year we strive hard to produce superior range of products through 
continuous research, new manufacturing practices and upgrades using 
latest cutting edge technology. Our motto ‘GO MAXX’ holds true in every-
thing we do or set our eyes on to achieve. This motto thrives in our DNA of 
Quality, Commitment and Innovation in our entire range of products. Our 
craftsmanship and precision in our product line at our Goa plant packs in 
best of features to give thoroughly accurate natural yet maxx experience to 
listeners.

Some of our best sellers are in-house developed sub woofer enclosure 
Atom B120 and speaker enclosure RDX 691. BaassFx Sound Installation 
Accessories and Ready-to-Fit Amplifier Kits have become popular purely 
on the grounds of their strength, durability and reliability in handling maxx 
sound limits. With years of experience we have introduced high specifica-
tion and grade car audio accessories like BaassFx car chargers, amplifiers 
and speakers through our trusted partners in India and China. Our consist-
ent investment in plantation, continuous improvement in manufacturing 
practices and recyclable packaging is our way to respect and care for 
mother nature.   

This year, for the first time in India, we bring special textured sound 
enclosures in the world of professional sound & audio market. The unique 
patented paint and process has been brought to India only by BaassFx, 
India. These enclosures are developed to resist water, scratch, abrasion, 
light chemicals and come free of toxics and odour. They have low VOC and 
come in various colours, textures and patterns. 

All this is matched with our distributor and dealer networks who help us 
reaching markets in Goa, Maharashtra, Karnataka and Chennai. We invite 
distributors and dealers to register, sign up and support our pan India 
marketing efforts for our entire products range. 

BaassFx also accepts OEM orders for custom design sound enclosures and 
related products. 

Aniruddha D. Gawde

Shop no. 8/9, Sahyadri Avenue,
Manusha Masjid Lane,
Rasta Peth Pune 411002
M: +91 9923753703
E:  satwa.aniruddha@outlook.com
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Incorporated in the year 2007 as a Sole Proprietorship firm, established 
itself as a leading distributor of Studio & Recording, Professional Audio and 
Installed Sound Equipment.

Beatbox Entertainment works closely with all the leading Musicians, Pro-
ducers, Sound Engineers, System Integrators, Dealers and Consultants / 
Architects all across India and brings the best quality service and after sales 
support.

Beatbox Entertainment provides consultancy, project management, installa-
tion and commissioning for turn key projects like Auditoriums, Pub / Clubs, 
Restaurants, Gyms, Spa, Cafe bars, Schools & Colleges Classroom Solution, 
Sports Complex, Malls & Cinemas and News Channels.

Owner Suchit Ahuja bring with him knowledge, wisdom and experience to 
this organization that he has accumulated in the past 12 yrs. in this industry 
and not only that after a great success over years Beatbox Entertainment is 
now incorporated as a private limited firm w.e.f June 2013.

About&Services&
• Marketing and sales of all the equipment’s we supply.
• System design & Consultancy.
• Installation and commissioning of equipment.
• After Sales Support & Calibration.
• Training of your staff to get most of your equipment and installation.
 Specialties&
• Working in close coordination with our esteemed customers.!
• Reputation based on quality, reliability, integrity, and completes
 understanding of market dynamics.!
• Best products in the market meant to provide maximum utility to the 

end user.!
•  Prompt deliveries and customer satisfaction- our top priority. !
•  Sound management system facilitating successful execution of all
 orders.

Branch Office: Noida,
Chennai and Mumbai Major Customer Types:
System Integrators, Architects,
Consultants, Dealers, Musicians,
Audio Engineers, Corporate
Clientele.

H-37A (Basement), Kalkaji, 
New Delhi 110019
M: +91 9818028110
E: info@beatboxentertainment.com 
W: www.beatboxentertainment.com

Suchit Ahuja

LEwITT-AUDIO,	
ANTELOPE AUDIO, 
AvALON DESIGNS, 
fOCUSRITE, 
NOvATION, 
MONKEY BANANA, 
ICON,
DANGEROUS MUSIC, 
RUPERT NEvE DESIGNS, 
RESIDENT AUDIO, 
TrIAD-OrBIT,	
TELEfUNKEN.
NOvACOUSTIC,!
MONACOR,!
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BEATBOX ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.

BRANDS:
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BEATFACTORy ACADEMy

Beatfactory Academy is an Internationally acclaimed Music Production 
and Sound Engineering School founded in 2008 by music producer Gaurav 
Dayal. We have branches in Los Angeles, Mumbai and New Delhi. The 
school features state of the art studio facilities with high-end analog as well 
as digital audio equipment. Our focus is to make sure that our students get 
individual attention, and learn cutting edge software and hardware tech-
nology. Beatfactory Academy was nominated in the prestigious “Pensado’s 
Music Awards 2015” as one of the top five music production academies in 
the world. We’re the only music production academy in the world, which 
makes its own software plugins, and sample libraries.

Bollywood Sounds is dedicated to creating the most high-end sound 
libraries for South Asia, and the International market. Bollywood Sounds 
has produced some of the all time bestsellers when it comes to south 
Asian ethnic sounds. By recording the best musicians from India using the 
best audio gear, we achieve a pure and authentic sound that is consistent 
and easily fits into song productions. Our loops are famously featured on; 
Selena Gomez: “Come and Get it”; Skrillex: “Scary Bolly Dub”

Beatskillz is an audio software company making cutting edge processing 
plugins and virtual instruments for the modern music producer. Beatskillz 
have produced some highly rated plugins like Slam Dawg, That Thing, 
Bounce Compressor, Valvesque, and Dropx . The team consists of talented 
software engineers, and GUI designers dedicated to make the music 
making experience great for customers. Grammy winning Producers and 
Engineers endorses Beatskillz products.

Akshay Agarwal

546, Laxmi Plaza, Building 9,
Laxmi Industrial Estate,
Andheri West,
Mumbai 400053 India  
M: +91 9619275096
E: akshayagarwalofficial@gmail.com
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Beyerdynamic has been synonymous with German made applied high 
technology in the professional audio electronics sectors since 1924.

Until this very day, Eugen beyer’s heirs feel bound by the company’s tradi-
tion and by its visionary, pioneering founder’s values.

Technological advance, constant innovation and maximum quality stand-
ards ensure the company leads the field in sound technology worldwide.

beyerdynamic still develops premium headphones and microphones 
in Germany, which are carefully handcrafted in Heilbronn. Each of our 
products contains true Passion and know-how for an excellent sound 
experience. Currently we operate in Broadcast, Pro-audio, Consumer and 
Conference Markets worldwide.

No.1 14th Cross 10th Main 
Malleshwaram Banglore 560003
T: +91-80-23310101
F: +91-80-23310102
M: +91 9886777132
E: naveen@berdynamic.com 
W: www.beyerdynamic.com

Naveen Sridhar

Beyerdynamic

Booth	No:	G47
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BEyERDyNAMIC INDIA PVT. LTD.

BRANDS:
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Bombay Electrical Suppliers is a one stop shop for innovative Electri-
cal/Lightning products. We carefully source our products from reputable 
manufacturers around the world and aim to bring you good quality prod-
ucts at affordable price.

After sales service, our aim is putting the benefits of customers in the first 
place. Do our best to make customer satisfaction, customer trust. In the 
face of the fierce market competition, the company will go on upholding 
the quality first, the customer first, innovative products, and service to the 
society. We are looking forward to getting success with you together with 
an idea of doing business with honesty, designing innovatively & good 
quality products. 

Products Dealt In
• All kinds of stage equipments.
• Mirror balls.
• Strobes.
• Crazy effects.
• Smoke machines & projectors.
• Running serials.
• Rope lights& LED belts.
• Fire effects.
• Fog machines.
• Sharpie lights.
• Par lights.

67, Managaldas Rd, Mohan 
Chawl, Mumbai 400002
T: +91-22-22076935
M: +91 9323076935
E: bootwala.abbas@gmail.com
W: www.bombayelectricalsuppliers.com

Abbas Bootwala
Mustafa Bootwala
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BOMBAy ELECTRICAL SUPPLIERS

COMPANY LOGO 
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BOSCH LIMITED

Bosch Security Systems in India, a division of Bosch Limited, is committed 
to securing people and premises, wherever lives and property are at risk. 
With Bosch you can feel safe.

We offer an extensive portfolio of innovative, high-quality, ergonomic 
products and systems for security, safety and communication — featuring 
intelligent functionality and modular concepts that grow with your require-
ments.

Our customers choose us for our innovativeness and efficiency, for our reli-
ability and for our high-quality workmanship. This translates into security, 
quality and responsibility you can rely on, variety that expands your op-
portunities and convenience that makes your life easier. All backed by our 
worldwide presence. 

All Bosch security, safety and communication products are efficient and 
user-friendly. We apply this philosophy to develop every new product. 
Whether it’s for an international project or a single house, with Bosch 
products all your needs are covered. Count on our products to provide 
customized security, no matter how complex the challenge. Bosch Security 
Systems offers an extensive portfolio of innovative products for video sur-
veillance, intrusion, access, fire, conference, public address and evacuation 
and professional sound applications, all of which are designed to minimize 
your lifetime cost of ownership. 

Under the brand name of Electro-Voice – it has grown into one of today’s 
dominant worldwide forces in design and manufacturing of top quality 
products for broadcast, touring sound, permanently installed sound rein-
forcement and music playback systems. Whether microphones, loudspeak-
er systems, amplifiers or signal processors, the EV solution is always step 
up in performance and reliability. Our Professional Sound Systems find their 
application in various areas – cinema, performing art centers, clubs, houses 
of Worship, studios, stadia and sports venues.

Santosh Kumar V.

ELEcTrO-VOIcE

Bosch Limited, Security Systems 
Division, Post Box No.3000, 
Hasur Road, Adugodi, 
Bangalore 560030
T: +91-80-41768143
M: +91 9845746743
E: Santosh.Kumar@in.bosch.
com
W: in.boschsecurity.com

BRANDS:



ETA HAS GONE FULL DIGITAL

NOW YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE MAGAZINE IN PDF 
DIRECTLY FROM YOUR INBOX OR SIMPLY VIEW 

THE MAGAZINE ONLINE

REGISTER WITH US NOW TO ENSURE YOU ARE 
INFORMED WHEN THE LATEST ISSUE IS OUT

Spinworkz Pte Ltd, 
51 Bukit Batok Cresent, #06-10, Unity Centre, Singapore 658077
Tel: +65 6316 2716   Fax: +65 6316 2715
www.spinworkz.com http://www.e-techasia.com/subscribe/
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Bose Corporation was founded in 1964 by Dr. Amar G. Bose, then a profes-
sor of electrical engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  
Today, the company is driven by its founding principles, investing in long-
term research with one fundamental goal: to develop new technologies 
with real customer benefits.  Bose® innovations have spanned decades 
and industries, creating and transforming categories in audio and beyond.  
Bose products for the home, in the car, on the go and in public spaces 
have become iconic.  From the company’s home entertainment systems 
and Wave® music systems, to high-quality audio and noise cancelling 
headphones, digital music systems, Bluetooth® speakers and professional 
solutions, Bose has changed the way people listen to music.

Bose Corporation is privately held.  The company’s spirit of invention, pas-
sion for excellence, and commitment to extraordinary customer experi-
ences can be found around the world -- everywhere Bose does business.

The Bluetooth® word mark is a registered trademark owned by Bluetooth 
SIG, Inc. and any use of such mark by Bose Corporation is under license.

Bose Corporation India Private 
limited, 3rd Floor, Salcon Aurum 
Plot no 4, Jasola District Center, 
New Delhi-110025
T: +91-11-46599025
F: +91-11-43083055
M: +91 9871171861
E: vishal_srivastav@bose.com 
W: pro.Bose.com

Vishal Srivastav

BOSE

Booth	No:	H29

Hall	No:	1

BOSE CORPORATION

BRANDS:
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Canara Lighting is the most trusted brand for specialised lighting equip-
ment with over 45 years of manufacturing expertise by meeting interna-
tional quality standards. They are the biggest manufacturer in South Asia. 
Canara make products are widely used in TV, film studios, auditoriums, 
theatres, sports stadium, architectural lighting and many other specialised 
lighting applications. Company provides one stop service from concept to 
commissioning, includes consulting, designing, manufacturing, installation, 
commissioning, training and after sales service in a professional way. 

At Palm Expo-2016, they are displaying  products for stage and film light-
ing applications like Moving Heads, LED PAR’s, LED Fresnel’s, Cool lights, 
LED ENG Kit, LED Panels, LED Camera light, Video wall, LED Wash etc 
manufactured in Canara Lighting.

Pay special attention for newly launched display of Jeet Series lights for film 
& stadiums, Bi-Colour LED Fresnel and Alpha-200 Tuneable LED Panels for 
stage, studio & film, 54x3W-Wash Light for multipurpose. 

The company has world class manufacturing facility in Mangalore spread 
across 35,000sqmtr. 40% of production is getting exported to all over the 
world. Project team provides turnkey lighting solution from consulting to 
commissioning. Over 1000 installations are working in different part of the 
world with total customer satisfaction. The customer is assured of trouble 
free products & services at competitive prices. 

Mulky-Kinnigoli Airport Road, 
Punaroor, Managalore - 574150
T: +91-824-2290313
F: +91-824-2290620
M: +91 9845101772
E:  rony@canaralighting.com
W: www.canaralighting.com

Ronald Silvan D’souza

CANARA
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CANARA LIGHTING INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.

BRANDS:
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Cape electric is 20 years old company in the field of distribution of electri-
cal components and equipment in India as well as a manufacturer of 
Distribution boards for outdoor application. 

We are the Sole Indian Business Partner for  M/s. PC Electric GesmbH 
Austria, world leader for development and production of Industrial quality 
plug  & sockets.

PCE is a world leader in the development and production of industrial 
plugs and sockets with an export share of over 80%!

Since its founding in 1973 the company continued to develop and to 
become an international group of companies.

PCE offers a wide range of high quality products for various applications in 
the electrical installation sector. The range is constantly updated and cur-
rently includes approximately 22000 items.

We give more importance to Reliable service, functional design, tailor 
made solutions, short delivery.

PlotA-41B Slpcot Indus-
trial Growth Center, Ora-
gadam, Sriperumbudur Taluk, 
Kancheepuram District - 602105
M: +91 8454040675
E:  renjith@capeindia.net
W: www.capeindia.net

Renjith R.
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CAPE ELECTRIC PRIVATE LIMITED
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Established in 1948, Capital Radio Company is a primary manufacturer of 
Public Address Equipment with a very strong in-house production base 
for Loudspeakers both Horn Type and for Cabinet Mounting. With an 
extensive experience and an enviable reputation in the International mar-
kets for past 45 years, we offer our range of driver units, reflex horns and 
loudspeakers in the domestic market at a very competitive price.

The manufacturing base on 50,000 sq ft is perhaps the largest production 
facility in India and we do take pride in the fact that we are probably the 
largest manufacturer of reflex horns in the world.

We also support other loudspeaker manufacturers with our exclusive qual-
ity speaker baskets in steel and voice coils which are made to a very high 
temperature bearing ability using special insulation and adhesive materials.

Nationwide Distribution of Eminence Corporation LLC USA  for Loudspeak-
ers and Compression Drivers in Ferrite and neodymium magnets.

Product details: 
Capital
Public Address Equipment consisting of Amplifiers, Loudspeakers, Driver 
Units, Reflex Horns and their accessories.

CapRad
Voice Coils and loudspeaker frames (die cast aluminium and stamped 
steel).

Eminence
Internationally renowned brand of Loudspeakers.

B-6/4, Okhla Industrial Area, 
Phase II, New Delhi- 110020
T: +91-11-26384320
M: +91 9873084555
E: capitalradioco@gmail.com
W: www.capitalradio.in

Rupesh Kumar Singh

CAPITAL
CAPRAD
EMINENCE
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CAPITAL RADIO COMPANy

BRANDS:
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CINE AUDO VISO EQUIPMENTS

Cine Audo viso Equipmets is one of the leading distributors of Profes-
sional Audio & Stage lightings in India for last 15 years and representing 
Brand: STAN LIGHTINGS, SOUNDSPIRIT AUDIO, CAVE AUDIO for last 15 
years under one roof.

Cine Audo Viso Equipments has well established channel distributors for 
our products in many major cities and have organized network currently in 
existing industry.

Stan Lightings Represent:
Stage lightings, led lightings, architectural lightings, dj lightings, Disco 
lightings, smoke machines and many other effects used in stage lighting 
industry 

Soundspirit & Cave Audio Represent:
A wide Range of power amplifiers, dj mixers, mike mixers, professional 
speakers, crossovers, equalizers, microphones, headphones and many 
other products.

Kunal Mehta
Sumit Kumar

STAN LIGHTINGS, 
SOUNDSPIRIT AUDIO, 
CAvE AUDIO

1532, Bhagirath Palace,
Delhi 110006
T: +91-11-23873709 
E: cineaudoviso@yahoomail.com 
 proaudio1696@gmail.com
W: www.cineaudovisoindia.com
 www.proaudioindia.com

BRANDS:
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Good sound equipment has always been equated to international brands. 
They are awesome, but leave a hole in the pocket. Musicians, engineers 
and sound vendors have been craving for a cost-effective, good quality 
brand for decades. This problem needed urgent solving, and the answer to 
this gave birth to Circle Pro Audio

Circle is primarily a computer peripheral brand. The Pro Audio wing started 
in 2012.  After extensive research, we started manufacturing our first line of 
Wireless Microphones.

After this first foray into pro audio and the following good reviews, we 
went on developing and manufacturing other products over the years. 
Good reviews and good sales kept coming our way, this gave a boost to 
our dealer network which is spread across Goa, Bangalore, Mangalore, 
Hyderabad, Gujarat, Chennai, Kolkata, Pune and many other smaller cities 
and towns. 

The company has a simple idea - to provide Indian musicians with equip-
ment that is affordable and at par with international standards. All this was 
possible only with proper research and development, as there was to be no 
compromise with price and quality. We wanted to prove to the world that 
even an Indian company could manufacture high-end quality equipment 
and provide an option to the expensive brands.

With the existing spread of dealer network and over 40 employees working 
in different manufacturing units, offices. We at Circle work hard everyday to 
keep the current strength growing across India and are striving hard with 
the vision of putting INDIA’s map on the global PRO AUDIO market.

12, Bhavani Ind. Estate, Opp. 
IIT Main Gate, Near Jain Mandir 
Road, Powai, Mumbai
T: +91-22-25779433
M: +91 9833222616
E:  sachit@circleproaudio.com
W: www.circleproaudio.com

Sachit Subramaniam

CIRCLE

Booth	No:	B53
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CIRCLE PROAUDIO

BRANDS:
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Concrete Audio India is an Acoustics, Pro-audio and Hi-fi sound equip-
ment distributor, offering an extensive range of products for professional 
audio-visual and installation contractors. Key to our philosophy is to 
combine detailed product knowledge with excellent standards of customer 
service. Concrete Audio pays close attention to all innovations, designs and 
developments within the industry in order to maintain its comprehensive 
knowledge base.

Applying our constantly evolving knowledge and enthusiasm to system 
design and specification has earned us a reputation for excellence. From 
universities, theaters and bars to schools, government buildings and retail 
spaces, Concrete Audio will take time to carefully consult and communicate 
with customers in order to deliver the solution that best suits their needs. 
From the smallest to the most complex project, you can be assured of our 
full attention in respect of all technical aspects and product recommenda-
tions.

We aim to supply the right package at the right price.

201, Shubham Building,
#7 Magrath road, Ashoknagar, 
Bangalore -560025 
T: +91-80-69909998
M: +91 9686300001, 9916709419
E:  charan@concreteaudio.in
W: www.concreteaudio.in

Charan Ponnappa
Arjun

ARTNOvION
EXPOSURE
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CONCRETE AUDIO

BRANDS:
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One stop shop for lighting and sound solutions
Decibel Pro systems has its presence in the field of lighting and sound solu-
tion for over a period of more than 15 years.  With this long experience, 
Decibel has turned to be the first and only multi brand store in the capital 
city of India. Being the one and only showroom equipped in providing live 
demonstration facilities to its customers, we express a new level of comfort 
and convenience for our customers. 

We are authorized channel partners of top professional audio brands 
like Shure, Mackie, Celestion, Allen Heath, Denon DJ, Quest, JBL, Yamaha, 
Neutrik, etc. 

Decibel is a one stop shop providing complete range of services from 
consultancy, design, supply, installation, testing, commissioning and annual 
maintenance of the above systems.  

Our supply chain is well distributed to cater to different categories of 
customers in India. Our products are also listed on online sales portals 
like Amazon, Snap Deal, Flipkart. We have also developed our own e-
commerce website.  Our Sales and service engineers are well equipped 
and possess adequate know how required in delivering the above listed 
complete range of service.

Our objective is to deliver high quality audio products and bring good 
sound in your arena with the highest level of expertise and customer 
satisfaction.

Products Dealt in 
• Microphones (Wired & Wireless)
• Analog Mixers
• Digital Mixers
• DJ Mixers
• Controllers
• Media Player
• Speakers
• Earphones
• Headphones
• Connectors
• Accessories

4741/23, Ansari Road, Near 
Idea Showroom, Daryaganj, 
New Delhi, 110002
T:  +91-11-43550004
M:  +91 9310910002
E:  info@decibelpro.in
W: www.decibelpro.in

Vishal Sancheti

MACKIE
SHURE
CELESTION
YAMAHA
BEHRINGER
QUEST
ALLEN & HEATH
DENON DJ
NEUTRIK
SANPRO
PROvOICE
DYNATECH
SOUNDCRAfT

Booth	No:	c19

Hall	No:	1

DECIBEL PRO SySTEMS

BRANDS:
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DEV ELECTRONICS

Operating out of two key locations in India, namely Mumbai (Head office) 
and New Delhi, DEV ELECTRONICS has built an unmatched legacy as the 
comprehensive technology solutions provider for all your professional 
professional audio requirements across application segments including 
live/rental, install (corporate, government, houses of worship, education, 
entertainment, cinema, retail etc.), DJ and music production. 

Sole Distributors in India of world-class powerhouse brands PowerX and 
Wharfedale; Authorized Regional Distributors for market leader brands like 
Pioneer DJ, Yamaha, Harman Group (JBL, DBX, Soundcraft, Crown, Lexicon, 
AKG, BSS), Narain Group (NX-Audio, Proton, Phonic, Satan Pro Lighting, 
Wegner Lazers, Raytech), Krystal Cables, QSC, and Studiomaster; and 
Prime Dealers for industry favorite brands like Shure, Sennheiser Group, 
Behringer Group, Denon, Allen&Heath, P.Audio, Dynatech, Mackie, Bose, 
LBT Lighting etc. and a host of other leading options; DEV ELECTRON-
ICS carries an overabundance of product lines ranging from boutique 
and high-end world class technology to entry level gear, providing you 
ready accessibility to choose a truly customized solution to suit your needs 
perfectly. Needless to say, our long standing success has been built on 
offering this widest range of professional audio-video-lighting products at 
unmatched prices, backed by an unparalleled sales experience, with supe-
rior after-sales customer service and technical support.

Dilip Devjani

HARMAN GROUP (JBL, 
DBX, SOUNDCRAfT, 
CROWN, AKG, BSS)
NArAIN	GrOUP	(NX-
AUDIO, PROTON, PHONIC, 
SATAN PRO LIGHTING, 
RAYTECH)
AUDIOPLUS (STUDIOMAS-
TER, RCf, WHARfEDALE)
STOCKING BRANDS LIKE 
QSC, YAMAHA, SHURE, 
SENNHEISER, PIONEER, 
DENON, P.AUDIO, DY-
NATECH GROUP, MACKIE, 
BEHRINGER, 
LBT LIGHTING, PRECISION 
DEvICES, TURBO, GEMINI
POWER X.

A-One Building Shop No 1, 
Proctor Road, Lamington Road,
Grant Road (E), Mumbai 400 007
T: +91-22-23800286/67438074  
 /66348154
M: +91
E: dev_electronics@hotmail.com       
develectronicsmumbai@gmail.
com
W: www.develectronics.com

BRANDS:
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Di Impex is an established Full color LED display and LED screen supplier, 
leveraging several years of experience in the LED display market. Di Impex 
is one of the fastest growing companies in the country and We supply LED 
display systems in a wide range of formats from small-scale shop signage 
to giant semitransparent media facades that can cover an entire building.

Di Impex’s state-of-the-art, innovative, and user-friendly products can be 
tailored to meet the needs of any client We are dedicated to offer one-stop 
LED display solutions to our clients across the globe.

Di Impex is a specialist technology company that develops and provides 
system integration of indoor and outdoor LED display solutions for a vari-
ety of markets including DOOH media, branding, sports and events, televi-
sion, corporate AV, leisure and entertainment, traffic and transportation.

With high quality and competitive price, Di impex enjoys a good reputation 
for its added value. Against the backdrop of ever-changing business world, 
we are focusing all efforts to higher-quality LED displays and we hereby are 
looking forward to your positive support and cooperation.

Following Display Solutions are provided :
• LED Screen 
• FOG Screen
• Virtual Presenter/Host
• Interactive Display

A 428, Sumel Business Park, 
Near Hanuman Pura Bris, 
Dudheshwar, 
Ahemdabad 380004 India
M: +91 9978955570
 +91 9925596609
E:  info@diimpex.com
W: www.diimpex.com

Isha Gurnani

Booth	No:	E53

Hall	No:	1

DI IMPEX
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DISHA DIRECT MARKETING SERVICES PVT. LTD. (NIRVANA LEISURE REALTy)

City Of Music is India’s first music inspired township located on Khopoli-
Pali Road and spread over 22 acres of lush green expanse. Endorsed by 
legends like Sitar Maestro, Ustad Amjad Ali Khan, Indipop Icon Shaan and 
Bollywood singer, Sunidhi Chauhan, City of Music is a collection of music 
themed luxury apartments [studio, 1BHK & 2BHK], villas, holiday homes & 
resort. Starting at just Rs. 13.24lacs, CoM gives all music lovers a chance 
to bring their passion for music into everything they do – be it a swim in a 
guitar-shaped pool, recording your own song in an in-house music studio 
or even grooving to world class music acts at the open air amphitheater. 
Developed by Nirvana Realty, the largest second home developers in 
Mumbai, and presented by Disha Direct, City of Music is where the music 
shapes every inch of space. 

Sudhish Sasidharan

302/ 303, Orion Business Park, 
Near Wonder Mall, Kapurbawdi, 
Ghodbunder Road, Thane (W) - 
400610
T: +91 41134500
M: +91 9004494558
E: sudhishsasidharan@dishadirect.in
W: www.dishadirect.in
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EAST - PRO LOUDSPEAKERS SySTEMS & TRUSSES

Elektro Akoustik Sound Tekhnology (east) is renowned manufacturer of 
loud speaker systems. east designing the speakers & related audio periph-
erals which can be used in high end concerts & Shows. east has main-
tained international norms and quality while designing speaker systems. 
east is providing round the clock support which results into 100% client’s 
satisfaction. east has already installed their systems at various famous 
places like Fine Arts Society, Chembur, Nehru Center Auditorium, Nehru 
Planetarium, etc.

east is started manufacturing International standard Trusses & Structures, 
based on making India platform.. 

Team - Dilip Bonate and Siddharth More

Long & Extensive experience in the live sound engineering.

Intention of passing on the Technical benefit of our vast knowledge. We in-
corporated the company to make the product more effective, user friendly 
in sense of operation and performance.

Siddharth More, Ideation of manufacturing of the loud speaker systems lo-
cally (maintaining international norms and quality) in order to give Quality, 
round the clock support and 100% satisfaction to our valued clientele.

We have been designing the speakers and related audio peripherals as well 
as using them for Various high end concerts & Shows.

Products:
Pro Loudspeakers Systems & Trusses, Stages & Structures

Siddharth Shantaram More

EAST

C-3, Unit no. 9/109/209, Jai 
Jalaram Ind. Complex, Mauje 
Pimplas, Mumbai Nasik Highway, 
Bhiwandi, Thane
T: +91-22-24028181 
M: +91 9820325556
E: contact@theeast.in
W: www.theeast.in

BRANDS:
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ELECTRO CABLETRONICS

Chetan combines the industry’s most advanced solutions in electronic 
wires, special cables and accessories with mission critical service bench-
marks, to deliver technically superior products. Chetan offers quality 
products and expertise that today’s advanced technology companies have 
come to rely on in for mission-critical applications. Our dedicated focus on 
unflinching quality and standards has helped us carve a niche in electronic 
wires, special cables, connectors, and today, Chetan has a good reputation 
in the domestic electronic industry.

From the start, Chetan has been conscious of the need to minimize our 
impact on environment and to work hard to contribute towards sustainable 
living and growth. We take extra care to produce greener products that 
have lesser impact on environment.

We are RoHS compliant, our tinning and silver plating plants produce 
material as per standards, ensuring presence of Lead, Cadmium, Mer-
cury, Polybrominated biphenyls, etc. are nil. Our testing lab enjoys full 
IS:694:1990 certification and the entire testing process complies to interna-
tional standards. Our expert team constantly develops efficient processes in 
the manufacturing unit to avoid wastage of resources and energy. Chetan 
is known for its quality, production capacity and on-time delivery.

Our Brands
• CHETAN
• SUMO
Product List
• CCTV (Security System Cables)
• Coaxial cables
• Domestic wires
• Earthing wires (Shielded cables)
• Fire Alarm Cables
• Flexible Wires
• Hook-up wires
• LAN cable
• Lapping wires (Shielded cables)
• Mic Cables (Microphone)
• Moulded Cables
• Multicore Rounded cables
• Multicore Shielded cables
• Pick-up Wires (Shielded cables)
• Projector, Snake & VGA cables
• Ribbon cables
• Speaker Wires
• Telecommunication & Straight core cable

1, Kamat Bldg, 7, Shamrao Vitthal 
Marg, Lamington Road, Mumbai 
400007, India
T: 022 2380 4116
M: +91 9323811617
E: electrocabletronics@yahoo.com
W: www.electrocabletronics.in

Kamlesh Agarwal

Chetan
Sumo

BRANDS:
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ELECTRONIC SECURITy ASSOCIATION OF INDIA

Established in 2011, Electronic Security Association of India - ESAI is a non 
Profit National Organization of Security Systems Industry. ESAI Formed with 
the focus on representing, promoting and enhancing the growth and pro-
fessional development of the Electronic Security, Life Safety, and Integrated 
systems industry. ESAI provides professional development tools, products 
and services that members use to grow and prosper their businesses.

ESAI works at all levels to increase awareness about the value of the prod-
ucts and services members provide. The association supports new technol-
ogy and applications with customized and relevant training and proactively 
promotes the industry through consumer awareness activities supported 
by trade and media relations programs. ESAI also supports legislation and 
regulations that enhance public safety.

Guided by strong leadership and a commitment to the advancement 
of technology and professionalism, ESAI is on a strong foundation that 
includes financial stability and recognition as one of the professional trade 
association that works to address issues important to the well-being of the 
industry.

Who are it Members?
Manufacturers, Distributors and System Integrators from Electronic Security 
Systems Industry. ESAI Logo Concept itself stands for Association of Three 
Segment Peoples.

Already a Member?
Put the Power of Electronic Security Association of India Behind Your 
Company!

Ensure to take full advantage of your ESAI membership! Association of 
Three Segment Peoples.
• We are the Only Association in this Industry Providing a Unique ID to 

its members.
• Use Unique ID with ESAI Logo In Visiting Cards and Business Promo-

tion Materials.
• Use ESAI Web link in your website to authenticate your membership 

with ESAI.
• You can View and Post Jobs for Your Company Requirement with your 

member login.

R. Nandkumar

No.40, Navalar Nagar,
Muthumariamman Koil Street,
Anna Nagar West
Chennai 600040
T: +91-44 64999999
M: +91 91500 12345 
E: info@esai.in
W: www. esai.in
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ELITE LED-OPTIC TECHNOLOGy CO., LTD

World largest LED billboard module supplier, wholesaler, and distributer.

Elite LED-Optic Technology Co., LTD. was found in 2007,located in China 
Shenzhen urbanShiYan. As a high-integrated modern facility,Elite LED-
Optic Technologyis devoted in field research of LED billboard technologies 
as well as manufacturing. Facility specialized in producing and suppling 
variety ranges of LEDbillboardbase modules and panel modules. Modules 
meet requirement of use for indoor/outdoor commercial or public bulletin 
purpose. From mono, dual, full colorDIPmodules,SMD modulesto custom-
fit modules are all capable to be produced by our advanced LED billboard 
technology. Over years we collected rich experiences and we have helped 
many business entities success in building up their unique and professional 
images.

For almost a decade we have success in extending our service over 138 
cities in domestic China. Year 2015,Elite LED-Optic Technology teams-upa 
Foreign Trade Service which indicating we are now capable to provide 
international trading serve to our foreign market. OurOne-Stop-Trading 
Services imply saveforeign customer a great deal oftime and trips and 
enjoy our direct professional service at first place.Best of all, customers will 
experience our extraordinary full technical support after sales. We want to 
make sure every single product we delivered to customer’s hand is consid-
ered to be very aesthetic masterpiece.

Explore Elite’s advantages now. You’ll find much more than satisfaction and 
beyond.

Bldg No. 4-3, TongFuYu Indus-
trial Zone, ShiYan Town, BaoAn 
District, ShenZhen, China.
T: +86 755-27823383
F: +86 755-27823879
M: +86 13823392885
E: davewang@elite-led.com.cn
W: www.elite-led.com.cn

Dave Wang

ELITE

BRANDS:
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EMISSION ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.

Established in 1994 with the Service Network expansion vision and had 
today 80 Franchisee service partners in PAN India.

EEPL Represents Major Giant Japanese and European Brands as Service 
Partners for India.

Authorised Service Centre for India.
Pioneer, Yamaha, Marantz, Boston Acoustics,  Lab Gruppen, Dynaudio, Tan-
noy, Lake, TC- Helicon

Having a core team of well-trained engineers , and wide range of Technical 
Service equipments.

Company Vision :- To expand the service network with skilled engineer’s 
team. Easy availability of service/ spares in PAN India.

We believe in :- Customer is King and Customer Satisfaction is our

We also do :- Acoustic Consultancy, Installations, Integrations, For Studios, 
Auditorium, Radio Stations,  House of worship, Discotheques, Resto Bars, 
Educational Institutions etc.

Bharat J. Panchal

76 / 612 , Motilal Nagar No-1,
Near Siddharth Hospital, Gore-
gaon (W) Mumbai 400 104.
T: +91-22-65565590
M: +91 9821075961
E: emissionelectronics@gmail.com
emissionmumbai@gmail.com
W: www.facebook.com/Emis-
sionElectronics



95, Crescent Eminence, Brigade Road, After Joseph Commerce Collage

Bangalore -560025   Off: +91 80 41470284,   
Mob: +91 98867 54864  email: info@soundglitzlive.com

www.soundglitz.com

Best Stage Gears
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ENPING CITy CE-ANCE ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGy CO., LTD.

Ce-ance Electronic technology Co,. Ltd. is Located in Enping, city of 
Guangdong province, one of the Chinese areas well known for their large 
numbers of overseas immigrants, we specialize in power amplifier, Mixer, 
microphone, speaker, peripheral and other digital audio&video products . 
Ce-ance’s products receive worldwide popularity in more than 60 countries 
and regions. It is an integrated with import and export business.

Ms.Ye Xiao Ying

No 28/D Foreigh And Private 
Capital Industry Zone, Enping 
City Guangdong, China
T: +86750-7785501 
F: +86750-77776002 
M: +8613902559108
E:  ce-ance@vip.163.com 
W:  www.ce-ance.com
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ENPING CITy LAIKESI AUDIO EQUIPMENT FACTORy

LAIKESI AUDIO FACTORY was set up in 2008 with power amplifier as 
beginning.We are professional in producing the power amplifier ,audio 
mixer,microphone and audio processor.In order to support our customer to 
expand the market,we are offering the best price and best quality to every 
customer of us.

Ms. Wu Hui Yun

Dong An Industry Square Heng 
Zhou Li New D Square no 193 
Enping  city Guangdong provine
T: +86750-7189320
F: +86750-7816258
M: +8613570436513
E: mstyaudio@163.com
W: www.mystaudio.com
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ENPING MACARDEN ELECTRONICS FACTORy

Enping Macarden Electronics Factory, established on June, 24, 2015 in 
Enping City, Guangdong Province, specializes in producing and selling 
microphones, power amplifiers and their accessories.

MO Chun Wang

North Southurb Industrial Area, 
Enping City, GuangDong
T: +86750-7125173
F: +86750-7118484
M: +8613702296995
W: www.macarden.com
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ENPING LANE ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGy CO. LTD.

Lane Electronics Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in 1989 in Guang-
dong, China. We are one of the largest manufacturers in Guangdong that 
produce professional microphones, analog audio mixer, audio amplifier, 
passive and active speaker, cable, and professional stand.

We own a factory of over 30,000 square meters and workshop of over 
16,500 square meters. Located 190 kilometers (2 hours drive) from Guang-
zhou and 240 kilometers (2.5 hours drive) from Shenzhen, it is highly 
feasible and convenient to plan a visit on your next trip.

Seattle Shi

No 11/B, Enping foreign And 
private Capital Industry Zone 
Guangdong China
T: +867507817728
F: +867507815922
M: +8613828095155
E: lane@lane.com.cn
W: www.lane.com.cn
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ENPING RUIZHI ELECTRONICS ELECTRICAL FACTORy

Enping Ruizhi Electronics Electrical Factory established in September 2002, 
it is a professional enterprise works on  PA loudspeaker research , develop-
ment, design, production and  sale. We produce all kinds of ferrite and 
neodymium speakers, crossover and so on.

Chen Jian Hong

Pingshi Industrial Area, Enping 
City, Guangdong province China  
T: +86750-7126209
F: +86750-7821778
M: +8613827097778
E: 461462369@qq.com
W: www.rzsound.com
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ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGy ASIA

Entertainment Technology Asia has recently switched to a digital monthly 
magazine dedicated specifically to the areas of sound reinforcement and 
lighting for live events and installation markets such as concerts, events 
and installation markets such as clubs, stadiums, performing arts centres, 
hotel ballrooms, auditoriums and more.

The magazine is available on the iPAD as well as Android. The apps can be 
downloaded for free from the respective stores or can be viewed online 
through the website.

Thomas Richard

51 Bukit Batok Crescent #06-10 
Unity Centre Singapore 658077
T: +65 63162716
F: +65 63162715
E: admin@spinworkz.com
W: www.e-techasia.com/
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EON LIGHTING

Eon Lighting, established in 2012 is a diversified company with interest in 
providing complete solution to its customers in the field of and lighting. 
Eon Lighting has been pioneers and is a well established name in field 
of providing lighting equipments all across India and we are pleased to 
introduce our self as one of the leading manufacturer with research, manu-
facture and sale of LED lighting products. The company has diversified their 
products and currently our core equipment includes:

• LED Pro-Stage Lights • DJ Equipments and Services • LED Wall Washer • 
LED Video Screen Display • LED Flexible Strips • Stage Lights • LED Dance 
Floor • Moving Head-Sharpy • LED Luminaries • Moving Mirror Luminaries 
• Color Changer • Smoke & Effect Machines.

Eon Lighting has its state-of-the-art facilities for research and development 
department to provide exceptional services to their clients. We operate a 
stringent maintenance program that includes functional and safety checks 
every time equipment is used in any event to provide services at the high-
est satisfaction level. 

Products Deals In :
LED LIGHTING 
STAGE LIGHTING 
MOVINHEADS
PROFILE SPOT 
BLINDERS
FOLLOWSPOT
DMX CONTROLLER
3IN1 SPOT BEAM WASH
MI-BARS
LED - COINS
SET LIGHTING
WIFI-DMX

Nitin Talwar

LITELEES
CY LIGHTING 
EON LIGHTING

Plot no. 66 basement, Shivaji 
enclave, Rajouri garden, 
New Delhi, 110027 
T: +91- 9891539393 
E: eon-lighting@hotmail.com & 
Skype: eonlighting
W: www.eon-lighting.com

BRANDS:
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ESS AUDIO CO., LTD.

ESS Audio Co., Ltd. is a Limited liability Company established in 2005 and 
specializes on the manufacturing and sales of audio equipment.

Ms. Xiao Wei

NO.2 Second floor, Tower 6, 
1 Huabaonan Road FOSHAN 
Guangdong, CHINA
T: +86757-82581955
F: +86757-83330688
M: +8613929962612
W: www.essaudio.cn
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EUROLEC ENERGy

EUROLEC ENERGY is based at Pune and branch office in sangli, in 2013, 
founded the homonymous company based in Pune. At this time the com-
pany was mainly concentrating on the field of Power Quality and broadcast 
technique.

Today the unique alliance of Eurolec Energy forming and first-class solu-
tions in the field of Customers satisfaction, guarantees intelligent system 
solutions form one source. Innovation and long-time experience have 
made the Eurolec Energy a competent partner for our clients.

Personal support, excellent service and the established knowledge of our 
staff are the factors of success which lead to optimal solutions and allow 
products of outstanding quality. We have received consistent growth over a 
period by providing the above services.

Welcome you all to the extensive range of distribution boards - enclosures, 
switchgears, capacitors, automatic power factor controller, energy meters, 
cables and other industrial electrical products.

We have launched ‘Eurolec’ distribution boards with various range of metal 
enclosure with industrial socket and with MCB provision.

We are authorized channel partner for:

1. Eurolec Distribution Boards,
2. Hager Electro Pvt Ltd,
3. Neptune India Ltd,
4. Sudhan Electromech Pvt. Ltd,
5. Shreem Electric Ltd,
6. Mk Honeywell.
We works with, project Houses, Oems, End Clients, Builder segments and 
Electricals Contractors.

WE ACT WITH A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITy.
As a worldwide acting business we are committed to maximum responsibil-
ity - we are conscious of this. We act carefully, sensitively and considerately 
- in all what we do.

WE ARE PASSIONATE AND COMPETENT.
Our work satisfies us and our customers - since we are curious, passion-
ate and precise, not only in doing research and developing new things. 
Because development means for us: knowledge from the beginning. That 
is why we see to every detail and exclusively custom-designed equipment.

WE ARE SUCCESS - ORIENTED.
Our ideas are the basis of perfect solutions, which time and again find 
international recognition. This and the satisfaction of our customers and 
partners is the benchmark of our success.

Sanjay Kodag

F 5, Shailakshya Apartment,
Padmakunj Society, Bibewadi
Pune 411037
T: +91-7744 06 6556
E: sk@eurolecenergy.com
W: www.eurolecenergy.com
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FALCON CABLES

FALCON CABLES is a self-motivated and quality-focused manufacturing 
organization that is committed towards providing high grade CABLES 
& WIRES. Our product range includes Telephone & Data Cables, Audio 
Video Cables, Co-Axial Cables, Connectorized Cables, Multi-core Cables ,  
Armoured & Electronic Cables.

All our products are in compliance with the highest quality standards ISO 
9001:2008, ROHS & CE . They are fabricated by using best quality raw 
materials & Technology. We strive hard to achieve the excellence and 
total customer satisfaction. Our entire range is appreciated for its several 
features, such as durability, superior performance and ability to withstand 
temperature variations.

Equipped with advanced Imported machineries and other equipments, 
our products ensure high quality engineering solutions. We have a suf-
ficient storing capacity of raw material to meet the client’s demands. Our 
company has a systematic management approach to meet the delivery 
commitment with the International Standard Quality Product.

We have a skilled team of dedicated professionals to improve the quality 
and reduce the entire production cost to meet the healthy competition in 
the market.

We have the capability to perform any kind of jobs related to the develop-
ment of electrical components. Besides, our company ensures that the 
infrastructure is upgraded regularly with the latest technological configura-
tions as per the industrial innovations. Under the able leadership of Mr. 
M. L. Gupta, we have become one of the most preferred choices in cable 
industry which also encourage us for continues development.

Products On Display :
1.  Audio Cables: 1 Pair shielded Audio cables, 2 Pair Audio control cables  

Audio patch  Cords.
 Audio control Cables: 2pair shielded cables
2.  Speaker Cables for 8 Ohm, 4 ohm and 100 v line:18 AWG upto 8 AWG 

in Heavy  duty flexible round versions and Transparent types. 2CORE, 
4CORE, 6CORE & 8CORE 

3.  Woofer Cables, DMX CABLES 
4.  Co-axial Cables 75 Ohms for Digital Audio . 
5.  Connectors: XLR, RCA, Mono, Mono Stereo connectors, E.P.stereo, 

Multipin connectors for 16 & 24 channel.
6.  Category 5, 6 cables for voice data audio video applications.
7.  Stage WHEEL drums for 4, 8, 12, 16,24 & 32 channel, stage boxes, 

Audio Cables , Wide range of DIGITAL Snake Cables.
8. Multipin Connectors with Stage Boxes, and Stage Wheel Drums.
9. Connectorised Cables 
10.  Vga Cables , Hdmi Cables 1.4V  And Cords.

Veshal Gupta

fALCON CABLES

A-13, B-1 Extension, MCIE Badar-
pur, Mathura Road,  
New Delhi 110044, India
T: +91-11-26940422, 26956775
F: +91-11-26940097
M: +91 9811016636
E: info@falconcables.in
W: www.falconcables.in
 www.wireandcableindia.com

BRANDS:
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FILM  INDIA DIRECTORy

Film  India Directory was  established in 1985 by Ramesh Malhotra, and 
with 31 years of implementing continuous quality publications, we emerge 
as market leaders in publications of the Indian Film Industry.

Film India Directory has brought the industry closer as it is useful not 
only as an information provider, but also as a powerful communicator to 
improve the working conditions of the Indian Film Industry.

We provide you with 2 releases in a year of Film India Directory, i.e. Eco-
nomic Edition &

Jumbo Edition along with a CD and 1 release of Music India Directory for 
the Music Industry.

This is an “Exclusively Bollywood Information Network” - that helps your 
business grow beyond your marketplace. Updated Information is one of 
the key ingredients in the success of Film India Directory. It  contains more 
than 200 Categories which include the Names, Addresses, Telephone Num-
bers, Mobile Numbers, Email-Ids and Websites of all the people connected 
with the Indian Film Industry in a Book & CD format.

With 31 years of hard-work, our focus and concentration is to provide our 
clientele a true and updated information.

We believe in providing our clients an updated database with every new 
release. 

Ramesh Malhotra – Editor
Deepak Malhotra – Publisher 
- 98210 27397

1 & 2 Dunhill Dome,
St. John Road, Near HDFC Bank, 
Pali Naka, Bandra (W),
Mumbai - 400 050.
T: +91-22 2651 5194, 2651 
2882 / 83, 2651 6015
F: +91-22 2642 7944
E: thefilmindia@gmail.com
W: www.thefilmindia.com
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FINLABS AUDIO PVT. LTD.

A group of like minded engineers and audio professionals from different 
parts of the globe teamed up to create a technically competent company, 
Finlabs Audio Pvt. Ltd. With each team member having over two decades 
of experience in audio and acoustics, Finlabs has created a simple range 
of unbeatable and no compromise world-class products, marketed as 
CSC, short for Creative Sound Concepts. Using their market experience 
and engineering skills Finlabs now brings European innovation, quality and 
experience at affordable price point.

At Finlabs, we have created a range of products and solutions that offer 
more than just great sound, they enable integrators to ensure easy instal-
lations. We vow to enhance acoustic experience and this mission encour-
aged us to introduce varied series of professional audio loudspeakers using 
European components for a real life experience. Be it a live concert, a small 
cafe, a gym or a pounding night club, we have products for all, helping 
the integrators to get the best for the dollar they spend. Using our years of 
experience, we have designed an innovative product line keeping in mind 
the integrator, the musician and the end user. 

Product Dealt in
Professional Sound Systems : Loudspeakers, Audio Power Amplifiers, 
Sound Management Systems.

C176 Industrial Area, Phase 8B, 
Mohali 160071 
India
T: 0172 223 6154
M: +91 8725002134 
 9317883666
E: marcomm@finlabsaudio.com
W: www.harnessasia.com

Simranjit Singh 
Abhinav Chaudhary

CSC
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FIVE CORE ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Public Addressing Equipment’s Largest Manufacturer & the Biggest Ex-
porter Worldwide

Surinder Singh Kalra funded his venture in the field of electronics as a 
small-time goods dealer in the year of 1984 in Kolkata. Through the inte-
gration of hard work and knowledge, his lineage successfully established 
the business as a distinguished manufacturer and exporter to many parts 
of the world in the overall span of 32 years.

The brand “5 CORE” – established in 1988 – became the first to introduce 
multi-core soldering wire of Japanese Technology in India.

As the business expanded, “FIVE CORE ELECTRONICS Ltd.” was founded in 
2002, which dealt in the manufacturing as well as exporting of Public Ad-
dress Systems, Car Speakers, Woofers, Amplifiers, Bass Tubes & Tweeters, 
Home Theaters, Computers speakers, Personal speaker system, Head-
phones and Earphones on a grand level.

Having being accepted all across the globe in more than 55 countries, 5 
Core – The sound of India, has climbed the heights of Quality, Performance 
and Trust. With the strong history of manufacturing, the company has 
established itself in the industry and marked its place in the world market.

5 CORE is the largest manufacturers of PA equipment as well as the biggest 
exporter of the same worldwide. It is currently trading across the globe 
with developed & developing countries namely, U.S.A, U.K, China, Hong 
Kong, Columbia, Singapore, Dubai, South Africa, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, 
Nepal, Egypt, Yemen, Brazil, Argentina, Tanzania, Iran, Iraq, Nigeria and 
Bangladesh.

While manufacturing strength of a company plays as a backbone in the 
business world, 5 CORE has been able to establish ten modern manufac-
turing plants to produce the world-class Public Address Systems.

By rendering exceptionally good sound solutions, the company helps 
people find access to great technology & electronically-advanced PA 
Equipment & other electrical goods. The company has been working with a 
vision to serve supreme sound quality that let one experience ‘the science 
of Acoustics.’

Products we deal in:- 
1. Public Address Equipment And System.
2. DJ System.
3. Home Theater And Multimedia Systems
4. Conference And Cinema Systems.
5. Car Audio Equipments And Systems.

C-116, Fateh Nagar, 
New Delhi- 110018
T: +91-11-28128000
M: +91 8826999775
E: qc_manager@5core.in
W: www.5core.in

Pramanshu Vasistha

5CORE
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FOSHAN NANHAI LB STAGE EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.

LB Stage is a professional manufacturerspecializing in aluminum truss, 
stage,  It’s located in Foshan, China, With the introduction of advanced 
production equipment, standard techniques and modernized management 
model, our company has obtained ISO9001:2008 and TUV, CE certificate. 
We are  using 6082-T6 aluminum only, We believe, with the purpose of 
“Quality First, Safety First”, we’ll do better and better. Welcome to call us 
and inquire.

Mr. Luo

LB STAGE

No 39 -11 Guanhe Lishui Nanhai 
Foshan
T: +86757-85120172
F: +86757-85120173
M: +8618620567286
E: 1920660716@qq.com
W: www.ibstage.cn
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FOUR SQUARE MEDIA PVT. LTD.

Four Square Media Pvt. Ltd. (An ISO 9001- 2008 Certified Company) is 
a group of Business Newspapers, established in 1987, publishing Twelve 
Business Newspapers. 99 Electrical World is among one of them.  It is 
our monthly newspaper devoted to Electrical business. It covers Indian & 
Foreign Electrical, Power, Energy, Solar, Lighting Products etc. Dealers/Dis-
tributors requirements & enquiries from all over India. Resale of Machinery/ 
Products/ Materials etc., Export /Import Enquiries, Latest tenders related 
to electrical industries, new projects, forthcoming exhibitions/ Fairs related 
to Electrical Industries. Latest Market trends and more than 2000 classified 
products/ Materials in every issue & much more. Please visit our website: 
www.99businessnewspapers.com, www.99business.com for more informa-
tion.

Product dealt in: -
TWELVE  INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL NEWSPAPERS/ DATA CDs

R.K. Saxena

Plot No.2, 2nd Floor, DDA Local 
Shopping Complex, Near Sant 
Nirankari Public School, Dr. 
Mukherjee Nagar Delhi 110009
T: +91-11-27606073/74
F: +91-11-27606076
M: +91 9313577644
E: info@foursquaremedia.co.in
 rksaxena202@gmail.com
W: www.99businessnewspapers.

99 ELECTRICAL WORLD
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G.M. AUDIO TECHNICS

GM Audio with more than three decades of experience in the pro sound & 
lighting industry. It is one of the most innovative & well informed company 
in India.

We specialise in the latest technology and deal with brands which we trust 
will perform to our satisfaction.

We are a company with people who work with a passion and posses the 
expertise in the products they deals with.

Our skills in dealing with different and diverse projects from Auditoriums to 
Stadiums, Cinema theaters to Rental projects, small Cafes to Discotheques, 
etc.

We are focused on supplying, servicing, industry standard high quality 
products while striving to get the best in the system.

We dedicate to customer satisfaction and constantly strive to improve with 
the latest.

GM Audio has maintained its markets leadership by supplying premium 
products in the industry.

14 Woods Road, 
Chennai 600002
T: +91-44-28613223
F: +91-44-28612505
M: +91 9382274317
E: gmaudio@vsnl.com
W: www.gmaudio.co.in

Udayanarayanan

DAS AUDIO
18	SOUND
BMS SPEAKERS
AUDIOCENTER AMPLIfIERS
UNIvERSAL TRUSSING
LIGHTKI NG  LED
ULTRASTEREO
DATASAT DIGITAL
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GLOBAL COMMUNICATION.COM

Global Communication.com has 15 years glorious history in the field of 
communication and media industry. From beginning since 2001 company 
is adopting changing scenario of communication industries.

Since 2003 we are in trading and rental business. Government of Gujarat, 
Baba Ramdev (YOGA GURU) and other prominent business houses, event 
management companies are our main clients.

For last five years Global Communication.com has started LED SCREEN 
manufacturing unit at china known as Shenzhen Bmax Photoelectricity Co. 
Ltd, headquartered at Bao’an, Shenzhen, is a pioneer in led display, led 
stage light.

Today, under Make in India project we have started our own manufactur-
ing plant in Rajkot-Gujarat. Its our privilege to serve Indian brand with 
international quality.

We values quality as our lifeline. From the raw material testing to manu-
facturing, assembly and aging test, we carry out every step one by one 
according to ISO9001:2000 international quality control system strictly to 
guarantee the quality.

Product:
Indoor Led Screen :
1) Ph-3 led screen
2) Ph3.91 led screen
3) Ph 4 led screen
4) Ph4.8 LED screen
5) Ph6 LED screen
Outdoor Led Screen:
1) Ph6 LED screen
2) Ph8 LED screen
3) Ph10 LED screen
4) PH16 LED screen
New concept
1) Diagonal DJ LED screen
2) Pyramid LED screen

Jitendra Joshi

GLOBAL COMMUNICATION

Plot No. 65, Opp. Sat Hanuman 
Temple, Ahmedabad Rajkot Na-
tional Highway, Rajkot 360 007.
M: 9979842142 
E: jitendra@globalcommunication.co.in
W: www.globalcommunication.co.in
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GRAND POWER LLC

GRAND POWER LLC is a professional stage lighting trading company. With 
the advance inspection apparatus, experienced technology engineering 
team, high educated management team, and the pursuit of perfect art-
work and quality, our products always be excellent and competitive in the 
global market and created a high reputation and well-known in the world.
We are insisting on strict management, improving technology, first-class 
quality, considerate and sincere service. Welcome all client at home or from 
abroad to enter into business with us.

Products:
Effect Light Series
• LDBL1001
• LFL2003
• LLSL5004
• LPCB4009
follow Light Series
•  15’330FL-1
•  1200’FSL-3
•  2500’FSL-4
Led Light Series
• 19’15LBE-4-1A
• 19’15 LBE-4-1B
• 9’15LMHML-1
• 25’12LMHML12
• S’2R241

2805 Mulberry Way Pittsburgh,
PA 15222
T: 001-215-3958720
E: amanda_grandpower@
outlook.com
W: www. grandpow-er.com

Amanda Smoak
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GREENCOM EBIZZ INFOTECH LLP.

My Swara/Greencom Ebizz Infotech LLP. is a Surat (Gujarat) based creative 
company working on revolutionery and extensive projects in the field of 
Mobile Application development, Website Designing and development. 
Our Mobile and Web Development professionals are committed to provide 
work which pushes the limits of creativity and at a quick turnaround time 
with utmost quality. We are team of highly experiencedind ividuals who 
have knowledge on cutting edge technology. We are expertise in Online 
Store, eCommerce Portal, Business Websites, Android and iPhone applica-
tion development, Affiliate Marketing, Internet Marketing, Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO) and Social Media Optimization (SMO) etc. Our online 
reputation is founded on the ability to deliver web services with latest tech-
nologies like HTML5, CSS3, WordPress, Magento, PHP, Joomla and much 
more with custom solutions based on clients requirement.

WHy CHOOSE US
Reliable
Ebizz infotech is a renowned offshore company. We believe in building and 
maintaining long term relationships with all our clients.

Solutions
We attempt to offer you best arrangements keeping in mind the end goal 
to gain your greatest fulfillment.

Experience
We are pioneer in lambasting problems like web, Mobile Application, SEO 
and Affiliate Marketing etc. Our experts handle your assigned projects 
prudently.

Support
24/7 customer assistance across all time zones

5th Floor, Gandhi Palace, Timali-
yawad, Nanpura, Surat Gujrat
T: +91-261-2461010
M: +91 9601291166
E: contact@myswara.com
W: www.myswara.com

Suresh Kalathiya

MY SWARA
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GUANGZHOU CALM AUDIO ELECTRONIC CO., LTD.

Guangzhou Calm Audio Electronic Co., Ltd. was established in 2007, the 
factory is located in Panyu Guangzhou, covers an area of more than 9600 
square meters. Our main products are speakers, amplifier, and the speaker 
components etc, we will continue to deliver the most advanced electro-
acoustic technology to our customers and manufacture the more welcom-
ing audio products.

Ms. Tu Qin

No.8 Industry Road Hualong 
town Panyu District Guangzhou 
City Guangdong Province
T: +8620-28923441 
F: +8620-61968537
M: +8613760833455
E: master@digpro.com
W: www.digpro.com
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GUANGZHOU COREAT STAGE EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

We are a professional manufacturer in possession of research,developing, 
manufacturing, sales and technical services in pro stage products. Our 
company team are committed to absorbing international advanced tech-
nology and actively innovating and break through the old ideas in stage 
industry, being a new stage equipment manufacturer.

Huang Pei

No 18 Jinlong Road Qianshan  
Village  Shiji Town Panyu District, 
Guangzhou
T: +8620-39160788
F: +8620-39160788-806
M: +8613925081178
E: chinacoreat@vip.163.com 
W: www.chinacoreat.com
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GUANGZHOU Cy LIGHTING EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

CY LIGHTING is from Guangzhou, China. Main products: moving head 
light, LED, follow spot, effect light. ‘EAGLE’ & ‘AILISI’ are famous for its 
superior quality, stability and innovation. We offer OEM for global famous 
brands.

Mr. Li Hong Lang

17Longnan Road Dalongtou 
Village Jianggao Town Baiyun 
District Guangzhou China
T: +86 13602740984
F: +86 20-36201635
M: +86 20-86190107
E: trade@chuangyilight.com
W: www.cylighting.com.cn
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GUANGZHOU DRAGON PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.

Established in 2008,GuangZhou Dragon Performance Equipment Co.,Ltd 
is a professional manufacturer and exporter that is concerned with 
design,development and production of aluminum truss,moving stage,layer 
truss,aluminum scaffolding,flight case and so on.

As the professional manufacturer of truss,Alu-scaffolding and other 
equipment,our well-equipped facilities and excellent quality control 
through all stage of production enables us to guarantee total cus-
tomer satisfaction.Besides,we received German TUV ISO9001 quality 
management,from fully master the clients requirements,to strict quality 
control before delivery goods.

We are located in GuangZhou,with convenient transportation access.All of 
our products comply with international quality standards and are greatly 
appreciated in a variety of different markets throughout the world.

As a result of our high quality products and outstanding cus-
tomer service,we have gained a global sales network reaching 
Europe,America,Africa and so on.At the same time,we also register another 
company name“Dragon Stage Equipment(HK)Co.,Limited”for dealing with 
foreign customer.

Dragon company insist on “the quality look as the root,the sincerity look as 
the basis,the virtual look as the first,the faith look as the living”for our man-
agement idea,and put forward“integrity win the world,brand decide the 
fate”for our development slogan. “In the spirit of innovation,in the stable 
for the development”used for our service idea,maximizing meet all kinds of 
clients with different needs,in order to harmonious develop between client 
and our company.

Ms. Zhou  Bin

DRAGON

Block B1, Yagang Industrial Area, 
Shijing Town, Baiyun, District, 
Guangzhou, Chi
T: +8620-36461329
F: +8620-36461212
M:  +8618620699611
E: sales@dragontruss.com.cn
W: www.dragontruss.com.cn
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GUANGZHOU HONGWANG PRO-LIGHTING EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

Guangzhou Hongwang Lighting Equipment Co., Ltd. established in 2007, 
the staff in HIGHVALUE always take the responsibility “Let the world dance” 
upon ourselfves. Under the target “Create the international well-known 
brand”, “built up respected enterprise”, we highly raise quality and service 
flag, expand innovation, make “HIGHVALUE” brand image promote quickly. 
The enterprise is developing continuously & steadily.

Wang Gen Ming

No 2. Datian South Street Jiang-
gao Town, Baiyun Area Guang-
zhou City, China
T: +8620-86161742
F: +8620-86161742
M: +8613640824499
E: sales@highvaluelite.com
W: www.highvaluelighting.com
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GUANGZHOU JINGXIN OPTOELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGy CO., LTD.

Guangzhou Jingxin Optoelectronics Technology Co., LTD., is a high-tech 
enterprises which integrates research, development, production and sales 
of LED products. Now our company has 300 normal staff, 36 technicians, 
and more than 20000 square meters factory.

Our company is specialized in the LED light source encapsulation and LED 
lighting products’ research and development, has become the domes-
tic leading LED lighting company. Company have the clean production 
workshop, imported full automatic production line and perfect inspection 
equipment.

Our company since its establish, always adhere to the business philosophy 
that “market-oriented, driven by innovation, with quality as a fundamental, 
Taking prestige as the life, with talent as the core”, we dedicated to provide 
customers with excellent service and product, makes the high-speed 
growth of the Jingxin, Cooperate with high-end customers at home and 
abroad for many years, to make our company in the management and 
quality on a new step, and we accumulated a lot of valuable experience in 
the research and development and production of LED lamps.

Our company is committed to excellent quality to provide customers 
with value-for-money products and services to meet customer demand 
continuously. Working together to create a better tomorrow with reciproc-
ity and mutual benefit, and make contribution to saving energy and green 
environmental protection.

Product details:
High power led source single series
0.5W R/G/B; 0.75W R/G/B; 1W R/G/B; 3W R/G/B; 0.75W WHITE; 1W 
WHITE; 1W VIOLET; 3W WHITE; 3W VIOLET

High power led source full color series
3IN1: 1.5W RGB;2.25W RGB;3W RGB;9W RGB;15W RGB;30W RGB;100W 
RGB

4IN1: 4W RGBW;4W RGBUV;4W RGBA;8W RGBW;8W RGBWUV;15W 
RGBW;100W RGBW

5IN1:15W RGBWA;15W RGBWUV

6IN1: 18W RGBWAV

7IN1: 20W RGBWAVP

High power led source integrated series(COB)
30W;50W;80W;100W;150W;200W;300W;100W CW+WW;

No.12 Bicun Road North, 
Xinhua Industrial Zone, Huadu 
district, Guangzhou China
T: +86-20-36460928
F: +86-20-36461248
M: +86 13928843016
E: sales2@jxgdgz.com
W: www.jxgdgz.com

Eric Mao
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GUANGZHOU KAIXU AUDIO EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

Guangzhou Kaixu Audio Equipment Co., Ltd., found in 2008, specializes in 
development and manufacturing of amplifiers and audio equipments which 
located in Nansha District, Guangzhou.

Our products are compliant with the standard of EU ,CE and ROHS .We uti-
lize state-of-the-art techniques in all facets of production and strict process 
which obey the ISO9001 quality management system to help control and 
ensure quality consistency in every amplifier. We focus on engineered solu-
tions that provide our customers with high quality, cost effective solution 
for their specific applications,backed by superior customer service.

Ms.Yan Jiao Di

F4 Building five, Taishi weijian 
Industry Zone, Donngyong Town, 
Panyu District Guangzhou, China
T: +8620-39100666
F: +8620-61989186
M: +8613602263544
E: ksaaudio@kasaaudio.com 
W: www.ksaaudio.com
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GUANGZHOU SHANGJIA ELECTRONIC CO., LTD.

Guangzhou Shangjia Electronic Co., Ltd (V.Audio). Was found in 2005, It is 
a medium large company that integrates research ,development, manufac-
ture and sales of AV audio equipment. Our company locate in Guangzhou 
Huadu district. We are a medium-sized company that integrates the 
research, development, manufacture and sale of multimedia audio equip-
ment. Our company manufacture 2.0/2.1/5.0/5.1 multimedia home theatre 
speakers,powerful rechargeable battery portable trolley speaker. All prod-
ucts is qualifies to the required certificate or the national relevant product 
management requirement. All products are exported to all over the world.
We have a highly qualified and professional team of the best management, 
quality and perfect prompt service in multimedia theatre system field. We 
sincerely welcome people from all over the world to cooperate with us.

Ms. Luo Shao Feng

North of Anzhi Area of Tuanjie 
Village Pingbu Road, Xinhuatown 
Huadu District Guangzhou China
T: +8620-36983568
F: +8620-36985018
M: +8618026280090
E: vaudio@vaudio.com.cn
W: www.vaudio.com.cn
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GUANGZHOU SHINESTAGE PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

GuangZhou Shinestage Performance Equipment Co.,Ltd. as a set of  de-
sign, production, rental, sales in one enterprise of stage equipment manu-
facturer . It is take over an area of 7,900 square meters with beautiful view. 
Our company has more than 7,000 square meters of production workshop, 
and 400 square meters of capacious office, about 500 square meters of 
staff dormitory and dining room. 

We have advanced production facility and technology which introduced 
from domestic and abroad . Such as, the facility to finalize the design 
mould of truss production and truss calibration, numerical control lathe, 
Taiwan digital milling machine, aluminum alloy raw material automatic 
cutting machine, drilling machine, CNC process center and it’s auxiliary 
facilities. We have a good trained team which with excellent human quality, 
activity,creativity and teamwork. Also we had a good complete organiza-
tion system. Thanks to our standard production process and modern 
management model, we had obtained ISO9001:2008 and Germany TUV 
management certification. Now, we set up a big scale production structure 
system by ourself,can supply the best price, the most safety, and good 
quality production to all customers.

After many years effort, made security brand as our production direction 
and creative concept as our policy. Shinestage supply professional & high 
quality stage equipment for new and regular clients. Our major products 
such as aluminum truss, event tent, scaffolding, chorus sets, aluminum 
assemble stage, bleachers seats, flight case, and any other aluminum stage 
equipment production process. We are sure supply the producst to the 
new & regular clients with best price and good quality. Hope our sincere 
cooperation for create brilliant.

Shinestage Management Principle is quality is the enterprise soul,  business 
integrity is enterprise concept. Our service principle is Professional, good 
quality, quickly delivery, timely to meet customer’s demand. Welcome the 
friends at home or abroad to negotiate and cooperate with us.thanks.

No. 9 Ling Bian Industrial Zone, 
Shi ji Town, Panyu Distict, Guang-
zhou China.
T: +86-20- 34882437
F: +86 20-34863350
M: 13533292044
E: sales10@shinestage.com
W: www. shinetruss.com

Andy Lee
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GUANGZHOU SMART TRUSS & STAGE FACTORy

The company was founded in 2008, which is a large-scale manufacturing 
enterprise specialized in producing a variety of large exhibition & perfor-
mance equipments.  The company have spent huge amounts of money 
introducing advanced technology and equipments from the United States 
and Germany. The company also have employed senior experts of TUV 
production and senior management experts. The standard quality system 
was established in compliance with ISO9001-2008 “Quality System - the 
Production and Installation of Quality Assurance Mode”.  The Products 
of the company have been sold mainly to Europe, the United States, the 
Middle East, Southeast Asia and other areas in the globe. The quality of the 
products have been appreciated by numerous industry customers. 

The company covers an area of 5000 square meters with registered capital 
of 10 million yuan. The company produces mainly four brand series of 
products, listed in the following:

First，SMART TRUSS, which are mainly used for performances, leasing, 
fixing stadium lights brackets, auto shows and indoor & outdoor exhibi-
tions. There are various specifications of bolts and screws, such as 220*220, 
290*290, 390*390, 520*520, 520*760, and 600*1000 etc. 

Second, SMART STAGE, which is used for outdoor performances, shows, 
dancing groups, concerts and other occasions. The height of the stage 
can be lifted and spliced. The main specifications are 1220*2440 and 
1220*1220. 

Third, SMART TENT, which are suitable for weddings, outdoor exhibitions, 
high-end public relations activities, performances, and warehouses etc. The 
span includes 6M, 8M, 10M, 15M, 18M, 20M, 25M, 30M, 40M, etc.

Fourth, SMART BLEACHERS, which have been extensively used for 
stadiums, temporary stands, schools etc. There are manual or electric 
retractable bleachers, small aluminum alloy assembled stands, and large 
Rhea-structured assembled stands. The specific specification could be 
individualised according to customers’ needs. 

The company is located in Guangzhou - the world well-known trading city. 
The company has established the production and technology development 
base. Excellent geographical environment makes transportation extremely 
convenient. Specifically, the company is located in the south of Guangzhou, 
adjacent to the Guangzhou Asian Games City, Nansha Harbor express, G4 
Beijing–Hong Kong–Macau Expressway and Station “Shi Qi”of Metro line 4. 

The principle of the company is “Quality first, reputation first”. The company 
aims to produce first-class products and services for worldwide customers 
through high investments and high-tech equipments. The employees of 
the company are required to be united and dedicated. With talent, infor-
mation, quality and efficiency, the company aims to meet the needs of the 
rapid development of Performance & Exhibition Industry.

No.3 Guan Young Industrial Dis-
trict Shiji Town Panyu Guangzhou, 
Guangdong China
T: +91 9448367281
M: +91 9844037281
E: smarttruss@foxmail.com

B.Satheesh Kumar (India)
Karen (China)
Johnson (China)
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GUANGZHOU XIANZHIyIN ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGy CO., LTD.

Guangzhou Xianzhiyin Co., Ltd. (Keyone Co., Ltd) is a professional speaker 
parts manufacturer established in 1998. Specialized in paper cone, voice 
coil, diaphragm, frame etc. We professionally produce high quality Speaker 
Accessories.

Product Details:
PAPER CONE (Size from 3’’ to 21’’.)

VOICE COIL (Size from 12mm-152mm. Material have 
paper,aluminium,kapton,black aluminium,TIL,TGL,CCAW,CCAR,inside-
outside wind etc)

DIAPHRAGM

FRAMEMs. Li Chun Yun

Shitan Industrial  Park, 
Xinhua Town,
Huadu District Guangzhou China
T: +8620-36813067
F: +8620-36814425
M: +8613560428861
E: keyonehk@gmail.com 
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GUANGZHOU yESLIGHT CO. LTD.

GuangZhou Yeslight CO., Limited is a professional stage Lighting factory 
which mainly produce Moving head light, LED stage light, LED Wall washer 
and so on.

We are located in GuangZhou of China with convenient transportation 
access. 

Our factory covering an area of 5000square meters and we have 100-150 
employees.

Ms. Luo Xiao Hua

Yayao Road, HuaDu Area, Guang 
Zhou Of China
T: +8620-29810843
F: +8620-29810843
M: +8618620083453
E: 2736944626@qq.com
W: www.ledstagelightings.com
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GUANGZHOU yINJIE ELECTRO-ACOUSTICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

We mainly produce kinds of sound films of high pitch loudspeakers. They 
are made of aluminum, titanium, aluminum magnesium, silk, PEI, PET, PEN, 
PEEK and so on. These raw materials have passed standard attestation for 
ROHS. And its specification is from 13 core - 100 core; we can also offer to 
open or change mold, bonde voice coil, aluminum sheet, timber and so on 
according to the client’s drawings or samples. 

Hu Pei Zhang

No 19 Yongchang Road Yongfa 
Avenue, Xinhua Town Huadu Dis-
trict Guangzhou city Guangdong 
province China
T: +86-20-61817616
F: +86-20-61817617
M: + 86 18675833799
E: kaiyue203614@126.com
W: www.gz-yj.net
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H V & COMPANy

It all started in march 2012, when we found out that there are so many 
products in the market but there are very few who can guide the Users the 
correct product without maintenance and within their budget, in Gujarat 
we started the company with the Idea of Serving the users the best quality 
service, and support with the perfect neutral guidance without any kind of 
Discrimination to any user or Dealer, Reason behind the H V & COMPANY 
to Provide Genuine high Profile audio Products complemented by Strong 
Service and support to Professional Audio and Video Rental companies. 
Our Vision was simple – Educate and Empower the Users in everything 
related to Pro audio, we stuck to the basics and today it’s an life changing 
work due to very Positive response,

Today we are the Authorised Distibutors of PRV AUDIO BRAZIL pan India 
and Authorised dealer for many brands for Our Area Like Sennheiser, 
Apart, Neumann, Studiomaster, RCF, CANON, Behirnger, MIDAS, Sony and 
Panasonic and much More. A one stop shop for All your audio visual Re-
quirments, weather it is a small Connector or a Premium Line Array system, 
Perfect place for all your needs.

Products we deal in,
Speaker & Components, Amplifires, Mixers, Microphones, Processors, 
Video Cameras, Photo Camera, and all Audio Visual Equipments. 

1, Opp Jain Balashram , Near 
Gandhijis Statue, Mahuva, 
Bhavnager Dist. Gujarat -364290
T: +91-2844-222558
F: +91-2844222558
M: +91 9898869933
E: hemal696@gmail.com
W: www.hvmhv.in

Hemal Bhatt

PRv AUDIO BRAZIL

BRANDS:
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HARMAN INTERNATIONAL (INDIA) PVT. LTD. 

HARMAN International (India) Pvt. Ltd. (HARMAN India), a wholly owned 
subsidiary of HARMAN International Industries Inc. U.S.A., was incor-
porated in 2009 as an R&D centre providing support to the HARMAN’s 
global businesses. Harman’s Professional Division delivers integrated audio, 
lighting, video and control solutions for the country’s best entertainment 
venues, cinemas, recording studios and commercial and public spaces. The 
Portfolio consists of – AMX (Video Switching & Control), AKG (microphones 
and headphones), BSS Audio (digital signal processing), Crown (digital am-
plifications), dbx Professional (digital signal processing), DigiTec (distortion 
pedals, preamps and modulators for guitar), JBL Professional (loudspeak-
ers/ Monitors), Lexicon (digital signal processing), Martin Professional 
(Lighting)  &, Soundcraft and Studer (digital mixing consoles). Harman has 
recently (2015) acquired SVSi, the leading maker of networked AV (AV over 
IP) products. SVSi has joined HARMAN Professional’s Video and Control 
business Unit marketed under the AMX by HARMAN brand. 

HARMAN Professional offers the widest network of before and after sales 
support (on-site as well as off-site) to its customers and has a toll free hel-
pline number 1800-208-8880 for channel partners and customers across 
India to reach the company for service and support. 

Harman, Expect Brilliance

Pallavi Gupta

Supreme Business Park,
6th Floor, Wing B
Supreme City (Behind Lake Cas-
tle) Hiranandani Garden
Powai, Mumbai - 400076
T: +91(22)3342 7337
M: +91 9741225409
E: Pallavi.Gupta2@harman.com
W: www.harman.com
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HAyMARKET SAC PUBLISHING INDIA PVT. LTD. 
(WHAT HI-FI? INDIA)

Haymarket is Britain’s largest privately-owned and one of the world’s larg-
est media companies with offices in 14 countries. 

Publishes 122 magazines and websites in nearly 50 countries and 31 
languages.

Started in India in 1999 with flagship brand Autocar India. Its bouquet also 
includes brands like Stuff, What Car?, What Hi Fi?, Autocar Professional, 
PrintWeek India and Campaign India.

Most of the tittles under Haymarket India serves to the respective domains 
with their print, online and on-ground platforms.

What Hi-FI? :

What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision India was launched in 2005 as Haymarket’s 
first non-automotive title. 

Drawing heavily on content generated in the UK and benefiting from the 
title’s worldwide reputation, the Indian edition of What Hi-Fi? Sound and 
Vision has become the country’s magazine of choice among audiophiles 
and home-cinema buyers.

Circulation: 85,000

Raheja Xion, 4th / 5th Floor, 
Opposite Nirmal Park, Dr. B. 
Ambedkar Marg, Byculla (East), 
Mumbai 400027
T: +91-22-2378552
F: +91-22-43025050
M: +91 9820391821
E: jayson.lobo@haymarket.co.in

Jayson Lobo
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HILUX LIGHTS

We, ‘Hi Lux’ are regarded as one of the pioneers engaged in manufactur-
ing, trading, exporting, importing and distributing a wide assortment of 
Light and Audio Equipment. Established in the year 2005, we are regarded 
as highly specialized in offering the most preferred range of DJ and Stage 
Lights. We are proud to possess one of the largest varieties of Stage Lights 
in India.

Our effort is to become the Largest Pro-Lighting Company in the country. 
With the help of our latest infrastructure facility, we are able to create Pro-
Lighting One-Stop procurement platform with more than 10 series, which 
almost encompass all the lighting products required.

We are engaged in offering a wide range of Light and Audio Equipment. 
The wide assortment of lighting products offered by us include Moving 
Head, LED Products, Scanner, Follow-spot, Outdoor light, Laser Show 
System, Effect Machine, Controller & Dimmer. In Professional sound area, 
company offers Amplifiers, Mixers & Line Array.

We are able to fulfill the huge order requirements of Light and Audio 
Equipment due to our advanced infrastructure facility. It is fully furnished 
with modern tools and equipment to carry on our activities in an ap-
propriate manner. We have employed highly efficient and experienced 
professionals. They ensure to understand the diverse requirements of our 
clients and offer suitable range of product. With our highly developed and 
well-maintained warehousing and packaging facility, we are able to store 
and safeguard our range efficiently.

Nitin Chandok

C1/12 Second Floor, Mianwali 
Nagar, Paschim Vihar, 
New Delhi 110087 India
M: +91 9810821949 
E: hiluxdisplay@gmail.com
W: www.hi-lux.in/
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HIMALyAN ACOUSTICS (BRAND OF KOOL PACK & ALLIED INDUSTRIES)

We create your Imagination
We have a sound and well established infra structural base to which 
company is indebted greatly for our success in the industry. The company 
is consor tium of very well established group of companies, having good 
experience in the industry. It comprises of cutting edge technology and 
highly skilled manpower enabling us to excel in every sphere of our busi-
ness operations. Our in built manufacturing enables us to manufacture 
products with the highest quality standards and regular innovations for 
improvement. There are ranges of highly sophisticated Czechoslovakian 
machinery giving us an edge over others white our technologies are highly 
skilled and experienced to innovate and bring for you the best products in 
the industry.

Kool Pack and Allied Industries are acoustic specialists providing sound 
control solutions for building interiors. Working exclusively for providing 
acoustic products and advice. Kool Pack and Allied Industries acoustic 
products include sound absorbing panels, acoustic wall and ceiling tiles, 
acoustic doors, acoustic diffusers, acoustic fabric, sound absorbers. These 
acoustic wall and ceiling panels and doors help to reduce noise problems 
such as echo and reverberation and sound transmission. Our highly quali-
fied and experienced acoustic engineers along with the tested reliability 
of our acoustic products allow us to provide professional advice and high 
quality, effective solutions to solve your acoustic problem.

We are proud to introduce a globally accepted technology for your perusal 
and recommendation 
Himalyan Acoustics is the division of Kool Pack & Allied Industries (ISO 
9001:2008), manufacturing Wood Fiber Cement Composite Boards and 
Tiles. The Wood Fiber are uniquely tailored and bounded with cement 
composites. This combination gives the products excellent Sound Absorp-
tion, Thermal Insulation, Water resistance, Fungi resistance and Good 
comprehensive strength. These tiles can be made available in various 
colors and has excellent durability and versatility. These Boards and Tiles 
can easily be cut, screwed or nailed.
The product of the company has tested by Prasar Bharati, National Physical 
Laboratory Ltd. Delhi (NPL) and various other reputed laboratories.

All our products are life long.

Product Details:
Aphony Fibrette, Aphony Fibril, Aphony Fibrette  Baffle, Aphony Gloss, 
Aphony Gloss Baffle, Aphony Grace, Aphony Cortex LD, Aphony Cortex 
Splender, Aphony Cortex Cloud, Aphony Fibril Silent Board, Strech C repe 
System, Sound Isolator, Sound Barrier  Fibrette, Smart Panel, Smart Panel 
Customize, Absorb Wool, Insu Wool, Wooden Slats FR Grade, Iso Wall, 
Acoustic Door Grade A+Acoustic Door Grade A, Diffuser Concave/ Pyra-
mid , Elegant Tile, Moveable Partition 

Mohit Munshi

HIMALYAN ACOUSTICS

Subathu Road, Dharampur, 
173209 Distt. Solan (H.P.) 
India
T: +91-179-2264028 
F: +91-179-2264649 
M: +91 9816044049
E: sales@kpaiindia.com 
W: www.himalyanacoustics.com

BRANDS:
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HI-TECH AUDIO SySTEMS PVT. LTD.

Hi-Tech Audio Systems Pvt. Ltd. is a name reckoned with quality, commit-
ment and service par excellence since past 25 Glorious years. We are one 
of the largest Distributor/ Dealer/ Systems Integrator of Professional Audio 
Video System in India, with a vast dealer network spanned across the entire 
nation.

The brand bouquet includes BOSE, RCF, L-Acoutics, Digico,Sennheiser, 
Christie, BOSCH Security Systems and Klotz. All leaders in the field of Pro-
fessional Audio / Video, Surveillance equipment, Hi-Tech is fully geared to 
handle and provide solutions to all acoustic problems and security require-
ments of varied customers. 

As a one-stop Company, Hi-Tech provides complete range of services 
ranging from Distribution Consultancy, Design, Supply, Installation, Testing, 
Commissioning and Annual Maintenance, thus serving the customers in 
a professional manner, providing quality product, service and value for 
money, with strict adherence to business ethics.

With a work force of more than 200 qualified, experienced and dedicated 
professionals in their respective fields, most of the sales & service engineers 
have undergone training in India and abroad. Resident engineers are 
stationed at regional offices located at all four regions to cater to regional 
clientele.

The most  prestigious and distinguished clientele enjoyed by Hi-Tech Audio 
Systems include the BIAL Airport, Bangalore for sound reinforcement, 
Kingdom of Dreams, Gurgaon, which on the national map is one of the 
best infotainment hub, ITC Sheraton Group,  President’s House, New Delhi 
to name a few.

Rajan Gupta 
Nirdosh Aggarwal

BOSE
RCf
L-AcOUTIcS
DIGICO
SENNHEISER
CHRISTIE
BOSCH SECURITY SYSTEMS 
KLOTZ

F-12, Okhla Industrial Area, 
Phase 1, New Delhi -20
T: +91 11 42633400 
E: rajan@hitechaudiosystems.com 
 nirdosh@hitechaudiosystems.com
M: +91-9811015472 ;   
 +91 9810568450

BRANDS:
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H.S. SOUND

Hs Sound was founded by Husain Shaikh in the year 2004. With constant 
Excellent Performances and a will to give the best to the industry, HS 
Sound has become one of the leading manufacturers of speaker cabinets. 
the company is based in Mumbai.

Husain Shaikh

Hill No. 3, Ashok Nagar, Near 
Bmc School, Sundev Baug, Kurla 
Kamani
T: +91 9819995489
E: reconekits@gmail.com
W: www.reconkits.in

HS SOUND
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IMAX LIGHTING COMPANy

IMAX & more...
IMAX is a brand name of imax lighting company based in china and india.
IMAX lighting company manufacturers and distributes high quality stage, 
led and architectural lighting products. We are continuously working to 
bring new lighting products backed with reliable and efficient customer 
services.

IMAX continues to build and expand expertise in well-engineered products, 
leveraging latest technology to meet the creative, technical and practical 
demands of our wide range of users.

IMAX Lighting company tiedup in recent years with leading brands from 
china in different segments to make a full house solutions for all profes-
sional stage lighting requirements.

Our china partners:
Livestar threater and studio lighting 
Hyper lasers
ICTC truss and case company 
DJ POWER smoke & effect machines
Net.do dimmers and dmx controllers

Gaurav Arora

IMAX
IMAX DIGITAL
LIvESTAR
HYPER LASER
DJ POWER
ICTC

Plot No. 11 & 12,
Shivaji Enclave,
New Delhi 110027
T: +91-11-45570059
M: +91 9810139392
China: +86 15915848083
E:  imaxlighting@hotmail.com
W: www.imaxlighting.com

BRANDS:
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INDIANTELEVISION.COM GROUP

Indiantelevision.com Group an Indian media company. It is involved in the 
news and information business, conferences, research and consulting, busi-
ness of activation (below the line marketing activities), TV production, and 
marketing services.

Its major online publications with an audience of over 5 million monthly 
unique visitors globally include:

Indiantelevision.com is a leading hub of news, information related to the 
Indian television industry. It delivers 3 million plus page views per month, 
with visitors from broadcast and cable TV, content and distribution indus-
tries, advertising media, finance, government and academic communities. 

Tellychakkar.com is a consumer-oriented site dealing with TV programming 
and stars. Tellychakkar.com delivers more than 12 million page views a 
month and has 2 million plus unique visitors in a month.

Radioandmusic.com caters to the soon-to-boom FM radio and the 
looking-to-reinvent itself music industries.

AnimationXpress.com is one of the world’s leading portals for news, infor-
mation and community activities for the animation, visual effects, comics 
and game development industries.

TheGraphicSlate.com is a news service, with cutting edge content across 
industry verticals like Animation, VFX, Gaming, Comics, Tech and more.

Apart from that the company has produced more than 40 conferences 
and events in the B2B sector and owns or co-owns four conferences which 
have become annual properties: India Digital Operators 

Summit (organized in partnership with Media Partners Asia), The News 
Television Summit, The Content Hub, and Music Connects. 

Its production arm, ITV 2.0 Productions, produces The Indian Telly Awards 
and The News Television Awards, creates video web content and also does 
event activation. 

Anoop Wanvari

C-350, Oshiwara Industrial 
Centre, New Link Road, Opp. 
Goregaon Bus Depot, Goregaon 
West, Mumbai – 400104.
T: +91-22 66424000
E: marketing@indiantelevision.co.in
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INTEGRATED ENTERTAINMENT SOLUTIONS (IES)

Integrated Entertainment Solutions (IES) is one of the Pioneer Trading & 
Distribution companies in the field of Professional Lighting, Sound & Allied 
Control Systems headquartered in Mumbai and has an extensive coun-
trywide network. It offers turnkey solutions for all Lighting and Sound ap-
plications for  Entertainment-related venues such as  Architectural Lighting, 
Ballrooms, Nightclubs, Auditoriums, Malls, FEC, Restaurants, and Sound & 
Light installations. Solutions include: Concept, Intelligent Lighting & Sound 
Design, Control systems design and Integration, Supply, Installation, Com-
missioning and finally Maintenance and Servicing of Equipment through its 
authorized service centers.

IES is the DISTRIBUTOR  for ROBE Lighting s.r.o. Anolis (Projects), Avolites, 
Seachanger, Jands Vista, Lumenradio, Pani Projections & Lighting Vertriebs 
Gmbh, Robert Juliat , Le Maitre, Capture,  IES (LED power & control sys-
tems)  VMB  Prolifts, Martin Audio, Penton and & a western region dealer 
for Electrovoice and Powersoft.

Information on the companies represented can be found on our website, 
at www.iesolns.com

Products Dealt In
Professional Lighting Equipment
Professional Sound Equipment
Accessories to Light and Sound Equipment

Rasesh Parekh 
Kekul Sheth

ROBE LIGHTING
ANOLIS
AvOLITES
SEACHANGER
LUMEN RADIO
PANI PROJECTION
ROBERT JULIAT
IES LED
MADRIX
JANDS
CAPTURE
MARTIN AUDIO
PENTON
ELECTROvOICE
POWER SOfT
vMB PROLIfTS
LE MAITRE
MDG

Gala #13 Lal Chimney Com-
pound, Dr. A. B. Nair Road, Next 
To New Nair Hospital (OPD), 
Mumbai 11.
T:  +91-22-23018804,23018805
M: Rasesh 9821125579 
 Kekul 9867325586
E: iesolns@gmail.com
W: iesolns.com

BRANDS:
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J.S ENTERPRISES

The SAVOY group of companies is headed by Mr. J.S.Bhatty , CEO who is 
a Commerce Graduate with 40 years exoerience in marketing of Audio-
Video products all over the country. The Savoy Group was established in 
1985 at Mumbai . Authorized Dealers & Service Centers are located in all 
major cities and towns of india . 

SAVOY is an established player in the consumer entertainment electronice 
field in india and a force to be reckoned with . Since 1985 the group has 
been importing the home and pro audio products from Japan , Singapore , 
Hong Kong , China and Denmark .

In June, 1996 the SAVOY group was appointed as sole distributors in india 
for YAMAHA Audio – Home Theater products . In 2003 , Savoy was ap-
pointed sole distributors in india for MISSION speakers , U.K. In 2006 Savoy 
addesd another  feather to its cap with the sole distribution in india of 
BANDRIDGE ( N.L.) Cables/Interconnects.

Products:
AMPLIFIERS AND SPEAKERS

New lines added in 2008 – 2009 :

KOSS , USA – Headphones

New lines added in 2009 – 2010 :

BARKAN , Israel – Mountiong Solutions

Savoy Active Speakers

New lines added in 2010 – 2011 :

Pure Acoustics , USA 

New lines added in 2013 – 2014 :

Dynaudio Speakers , Denmark.

New  lines added in  2016 – 2017

Bose Pro Audio

Gemini Sound USA

The Groups focus is on the Large Format Retailers like Croma, Reliance 
Digital, Vijay Sales, Hypercity, Staples, (Walmart) Carrefour, Ezone, Spar, 
Metro, Landmark, More, Jumbo, etc.

J..S Bhatty

BOSE,
DYNAUDIO
GEMINI
YAMAHA

205, Rizvi Chambers 1, A wing, 
2nd Floor, Hill Road, Bandra West, 
Mumbai 400050
T: +91-22-26407317 
M: +91 9867008218
E: savoyyamaha@gmail.com
W: www.savoyindia.com

BRANDS:
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JHM CASE CRAFT

Specialist: Sheet Metal Components, Progressive Dies, Flight Case and 
Flight Case accessories

Ruby Electrical Corporation founded in 2004, we have established our own 
brand JHM Case Craft from 2011 and started from flight case hardware. 
After years in flight case hardware, we expanded our business to flight 
Case. With many years of experience, we know exactly what our customers 
are expecting, and that is how we keep growing. Now JHM is one of the 
leading manufacturers in India of flight case and flight case hardware.

JHM started from flight case hardware, so you can find all elements of flight 
case in our company, like Ball corners, L corner, Lock, Handle, Hinges, Line 
array Hardware, SS Ball Pin, Trolley and others.

Since 2011, we started making all kinds of flight cases, from regular 19 
inch racks, musical cases, DJ cases, audio cases, lighting cases, LED display 
cases, and different kinds of special custom cases. We have specialization in 
making different kinds of mixer case.

JHM serves the world with high quality products at reasonable cost. Our 
products are widely recognized and trusted by users and can meet con-
tinuously developing economic and social needs. With wide range, good 
quality, reasonable prices and stylish designs, our products are extensively 
used in DJ industries.

We welcome new and old customers from all walks of life to contact us for 
future business relationships and achieving mutual success!

Hemal Chhadwa

7 Chaudhary Compound, Near 
Sejal Park  Bldg Ghartan Pada 
No2 Dahisar (E) 
Mumbai- 400068
M: +91 9773253808
E: hemai.chhadwa@icloud.com
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JIA LIGHTING & AUDIO EQUIPMENT CO

“JIA Lighting & Audio Equipments Co.” is the youngest among top 10 pro-
lighting companies in India. 

We are proud to boast that we offer India’s largest variety of pro-lighting 
products at aggressively low price.  JIA lighting has over 15% market share 
in India & our products are installed in some of the most prestigious insti-
tutes/ venues. Our products are considered at par or better in comparison 
with other brands whose products are selling at much higher prices.

We are also famous for providing spare parts (for jia products only) at 
nominal prices. 

Products
LED SCREEN, SHARPY BEAM MOVING HEAD, LED PAR LIGHTS, LASER 
SHOW SYSTEM, MOVING HEAD WASH, FOLLOW SPOT, CITY COLOR, 
SEARCH LIGHT, SMOKE MACHINE, BUBBLE MACHINE, FIRE MACHINE, 
DMX CONTROLLER & OTHER TYPES OF STAGE LIGHTS.

Gagan Bajaj

JIA
SHAINA
PROLUX
SOvA

1690/3, Sundar Bhavan, Gali Jog 
Dhian, Bhagirath Palace, 
Delhi 110 006
T: +91-011-23876830
M: +91 9810167219
E: info@jia.in
W: www.jia.in

BRANDS:
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JIANGMEN ZHONG XING ECONOMIC AND TRADING CO. LTD.

V-F230 

230w 7RFollow spot light

Voltage:AC100-240V 50HZ/60HZ

Power:7R 230W 

Color:white,red,green,yellow,blue 

Function:focus,iris,strobe Light carton 

package size:75*33*28cm 

N.W:10KG

G.W:11.KG 
Zeng Huixiu

No 104, 5th Building Juxianyuan, 
Pengjiang  District, Jiangmen City,
Guangdong Province, China
T: +86-0750-315239819
F: +86-0750-315239817
E: vesitian@126.com
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JML PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKER

It has been a decade for JML professional audio in this field. Our Product 
and services have won great recognition & good reputation from its cus-
tomers on national level for excellent quality products and services.

JML Professional audio are suppliers of Public Address System, Professional 
Sound System and DJ equipments.

“JML”   has a steady and guaranteed quality with reasonable price, through   
which we have won number of stable customers. We have given our 100% 
to fulfill our customer needs and continue to maintain our reputation in 
the market. We are proud to make our contribution in raising our product 
performance to excellence. 

After the success of “JML” we have launched “ABIS” Diaphragms in the mar-
ket since 5 years ago. Alike JML, ABIS Diaphragms also gained prosperity in 
the market nearly all the retailers have selling our Diaphragms.

Jameel Ahmed Ansari

JML
ABIS

Gem Apartments, Shop no. 2, 
M.M.C. Cross Road No. 2, 
Next to Pikale Hospital, 
Mahim West. Mumbai 400016
T: +91-22-24446552
M: +91 9820166523
E: jmlspeaker@gmail.com

BRANDS:
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JONA LED

As one of the leading LED display solution providers around the world, 
NovaStar commits to promote industrial upgrading of display industry 
through technology.

With headquarter being located in the beautiful ancient capital - Xi’an, 
Nova has 30 branches all around the world, serving more than 10000 
customers. With continuously strengthened innovation ability, outstanding 
customization capacity, excellent service capability and improving delivery 
ability, we have won the trust of worldwide customers!

We have multiple product lines, including product lines of LED display 
synchronous control system, LED display asynchronous control system, LED 
display point-by-point calibration system, cloud-based information pub-
lishing and management system, etc.; these products rely on each other, 
forming a complete ecosystem.

Our products, with excellent performance, strong function and outstanding 
quality, have won the trust of customers. In 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, 
Tiananmen Celebration for the 60th Anniversary on National Day of 2009, 
2010 Shanghai World Expo, 2010 Guangzhou Asian Games, 2011 Xi’an 
International Horticultural Expo, 2011 Games for University Students, 2014 
Brazil World Cup and other large-scale activities, the most well-known LED 
display screen control systems are all provided by Nova.

39-40, opp. State Bank of India, 
Main Chandni Chowk, Delhi 
110006 India
T: +91 11 4156 9565
M: +91 7065125125,9560666055
E: rajan@jonaled.com
 jonaledmadipur@gmail.com
W: www.jonaled.com

Rajan Malhan
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ROXY is an ISO 9001:2008 certified company, in Trade since 1951, engaged 
in designing, engineering and manufacturing a wide variety of Public Ad-
dress Systems like PA Amplifiers, Power Amplifiers, USB Players, PA Audio 
Mixers, DJ Mixers, Portable PA System, Driver Units, Microphones, Loud 
Speakers, Sound Columns, Reflex horns, Microphone Stands, Speaker 
Column Stands, Battery Chargers, Voltage Stabilizers etc. ROXY offers 
broad range of Public addressing products where flexibility and reliability 
is essential. The products are designed for harsh and hostile environments 
characterized by indoor – outdoor usage. The company has the expertise 
and possess requisite experience to provide safe and reliable products 
for Public Address purpose. ROXY products are widely accepted for its 
quality and are available through more than 200 dealers in India. We are 
also undertaking Govt. projects on a regular basis. ROXY products are also 
exported to various GULF/ Middle East countries and Africa. 

Products Dealt in:
PA Amplifiers, Power Amplifiers, USB Players, PA Audio Mixers, Dj Mixers, 
Active Crossover, Portable PA Systems, Microphones, Loudspeakers, Driver 
Units, Diaphragms, Speakers, Sound Columns, Microphone Stands, Voltage 
Stablizers, Chargers etc.

A 107, Phase II, Okhla Industrial 
Area, New Delhi 110020
T: +91-011-28756367, 28758275
M: +91 9811206113, 9810076501
E:  divyavir@gmail.com
 kapilrishabh@gmail.com
W: www.roxy.in

Divyavir Jain / Kapil Jain

ROXY
AUDIOSTAR
ME
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KAyVEE RADIOS

BRANDS:
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KIRAN SALES CORPORATION

Product details:

1.  Cable Ramps 2 channel, 3 Channel & 5 Channels are ideal solutions to 
prevent your cable from getting damaged during live events. 

2.  Techflex expandable sleeves are perfect to protect your cables and 
easier to identify them

3.  Neutrik Connectors like XLR, Speakon, RCA, Jacks, Ep
4.  Belden wires and cables for Audio and Video applications 
5.  PAVE make Mike and Speaker cables  and readymade cords like XLR to 

XLR, Speakon TO Speakon, XLR to Jack, JACK to JACK, EP to Jack,  any 
other cords as per your requirements can be made.

5.  Partex make marking system for identifying your cables and easy 
recognition. We can print your name on the marking sleeves and make 
them.

6.  Rip Tie make complete Velcro Tie solutions for all your cable needs.
7.  Neptune Bals Plugs and sockets
For more information you can visit our website www.kiransales.com 

52/C, Chottani Building, Proctor 
Road, Grant Road, 
Mumbai-400007
T: +91-22-23862749
M: +91 9322235353
E: biren@kiransales.com
W: www.www.kiransales.com

Biren Sheth

BELDEN
NEUTRIK
TECHfLEX
PARTEX
PAvE
NINE
KLOTZ
EURO

BRANDS:
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KONIG & MEyER

Established over 65 years ago in the music branch, K&M stands for sophis-
ticated equipment with excellent quality. K&M products are distinguished 
by innovative design, functionality and durability. As one of the world’s 
leading providers of music stands, microphone and instrument stands, 
speaker stands, seats and accessories for lighting, sound and studio tech-
nology, K&M constantly are challenged to develop innovative solutions for 
our customers’ needs and wishes.

In accordance with their quality standards, almost all metal and plastic 
items are manufactured in in-house production. Over 1,500 stands and 
brackets are produced in our two plants in Germany and sold in 80 coun-
tries worldwide. Many of their products have already become classics as 
well as standards in the music industry.

K&M Products Display
K&M Double Keyboard Stand << SPIDER PRO 18860 >>

K&M Mic Stand  << 21020 >>

K&M Electric Guitar Stand << Heli2 17580 >>

K&M Music Stand  << 10065 >>

K&M Speaker Stand  << 21435 >>

Reinhardt Dias

KONIG & MEYER

Furtados Music India Pvt. Ltd.
201, Town Cantre II,Andheri Kurla, 
Road, Marol, Andheri (East), 
Mumbai 400059, INDIA.
T: +91-22-242875014
E: reinhardtd@furtados.in
W: www.furtadosmusic.com

BRANDS:
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KRySTAL CABLES INDIA PVT. LTD.

Krystals Cables India Pvt. Ltd. is India’s leading manufacturer of Cables 
for the Audio, Video, Lighting and Broadcast Industry. We are located in 
the vibrant and ever growing Industrial Model Township of Manesar (IMT 
Manesar) which boasts of its world class infrastructure and facilities. Spread 
over 2000 square yard, our factory has complete testing laboratory and 
excellent manufacturing facilities. We are serving the industry with consist-
ent quality since 1980.

We at Krystals Manufacture and Distribute the following range of 
products-:
1.  Krystals Bulk Cables
 Microphone Cables - High Flex and Installation Range
 Speaker Cables - High Flex and Installation Range
 Lighting Cables - for Par Cans Lights and others
 DMX Cables - for 512 channel DMX systems.
 Mains Cables - 3 phase power with earthing cores
 Broadcast Cables - Camera and audio video combo Cables.
 Video Cables - VGA & RG Types
 Networking Cables - CAT-5 , CAT-6 UTP & STP cables 
2.  Krystals Ready2connect Interconnects and Multicore Systems 
 Stage Boxes - with or without Multipin Connectors.
 Snake Drums - with or without Flight case
 Interconnects - Microphone, Instrument, Y type etc
 Looms - D-sub to xlr, xlr to xlr, DMX etc.
 Splitter Snake Systems - with lundhal transformers.
3.  Amphenol Audio Connectors -
 XLR Connectors ( both cable and chassis mount)
 Phono Jacks ( Proffesional T series and Musician Series)
 RCA and 3.5 mm mini jacks
 Speakon Connectors 
4.  Krystals  Audio Connectors - **** New Launch****
 Krystals -XLR Connectors ( both cable and chassis mount)
 Krystals - Phono Jacks 
 Krystals - RCA 
 Krystals - 3.5 mm mini jacks
 Krystals- Speakon Connectors

Sandeep Mohan
Nidhi Mohan

KRYSTALS
AMPHENOL
KWIK TRUSS

Plot No. 261, Sector - 6, 
IMT Manesar, Gurgaon 122050
T: +91-124-
4367005/006/007/008
M: +91 9810609936 / 
9910078183
E: krytalsindia@gmail.com
 saleskrystals@gmail.com
W: www.krystalscables.com

BRANDS:
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KV2 AUDIO (MASTER DISTRIBUTOR CINETEKK)

All significant and memorable achievements have small beginnings. Late 
Mr. A. Kuppuswamy, father of Mr. K. Varathan Swamy founded Swamy En-
gineering Works, way back in 1960, dealing in theatre sound & projection 
machinery spare parts. From this humble beginning it was a long journey 
through the evolution of Cinema Theatre Systems. Then the Indian market 
was dominated by few manufacturers of projection machinery and sound 
systems, till the slump started in the late eighties because of the onslaught 
of television, video and satellite transmission. In mid nineties the trend 
started reversing and people began to go back to the big screens and to 
the cinema theatres.

Nineties witnessed the liberalization of the Indian Economy. People wanted 
the best sound systems. Swamy Engineering Works rose to the occasion. 
With almost four decades of experience in the field, we strategically aligned 
ourselves to “invent the future”, a future with state – of – the art cinema 
theatre sound system and projection machinery.

Cinetekk tied up with world leaders in theatre projection ad sound equip-
ment to bring the best in the world to the Indian Cinema theatres. India 
ranks among the largest cinema producers in the world. Indian cinema sur-
vived the era of satellite television. Customer tastes changed. Hi Fi sound 
reproduction became the prime need.

Swamy Engineering Works to meet the phenomenal growth of the future 
diversified its group activities into three operations, Manufacturing, Imports 
from the principals and sales service and marketing. While Swamy Engi-
neering Works consolidated itself in manufacturing of projection machin-
ery. “Cinetekk” imports and markets wide range of theatre sound systems 
and professional amplifiers and Cineland focuses on sales and services.

To meet the growing future demand of the exhibition industry, Swamy 
Engineering Works with years of experience in the manufacturing of pro-
jectors, recently launched “Photophone P-35 Projectors” with optical sound 
head. This, time – proven projection machinery is in operation in more 
than 7000 cinema theatres all over India and is considered one of the best 
in the world, originally designed by RCA of USA.

Our design engineers have upgraded the projector the projector with a 
lens Turret System for easy change over from standard to cinemascope 
projection. This versatile projector and sound head is compatible with all 
types of Arc Lamps, Xenon Lamps Houses, Platter Systems, Reverse Scans, 
Digital readers.

In a short period of 3 years we have already successfully installed and 
commissioned 75 Nos. of P – 35 Projectors all over India, including few 
prestigious 

Multiplexes. More than 500 cinemas have been upgraded or newly com-
missioned with sound systems supplied by Cinetekk.

V. Murali Manohar

Kv2 AUDIO, CZECH RE-
PUBLIC 
HARMAN PRO
POWERSOfT
QSC AUDIO
DOLBY LABORATORY, USA
DATASAT
USL INC, USA
EMINENCE SPEAKERS, USA
NEUTRIK CONNECTORS, 
SWITZERLAND
vTEC AUDIO, SINGAPORE
ETC…    

Plot No:18, Villianur Main Road, 
Balaji Nagar, Oulgaret, Pondi-
cherry – 605010 Tamil Nadu
T: +91-44-28559532
F: +91-44-28557734
M: +91 9840030261
E: murali@cinetekk.co.in
W: www.cinetekk.co.in

BRANDS:
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KVANT SPOL S.R.O/ PANGOLIN LASER SySTEMS.INC.

KVANT spol. s.r.o. is a European manufacturer with a rich history of devel-
oping quality laser systems. Thanks to our in-house Research & Develop-
ment facilities our clients are assured the very latest advances in laser 
technology every time they place an order.

Our R&D department has contributed to a number of patents and patents 
pending in a variety of laser related fields including in laser beam shaping 
and the modification of laser light parameters.

Ongoing research and product development is carried out under the same 
roof as our production line in our 1,800 sq.M floor buildings in the capital

city of Bratislava with over one hundred staff creating our high quality laser 
products.

Our products such as the 20 to 40 Watt, full-colour laser entertainment 
systems are proving extremely popular and are experiencing a high volume 
of sales.

Also the Clubmax and Atom series consisting of all the semiconductor di-
ode lasers have contributed to our world-wide expansion into smaller clubs 
and venues where our systems are being utilised more and more.

Over 20 years of genuine laser display engineering.

Opavska 24, Bratislava, Slovakia
T: +424264511355
F: +421265411355
M: +421918632028
E: info@kvant/justin@pangolin.com 
W: www.kvantlases.sk
 www.pangolin.com

Dusan Navara
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LAVOCE ITALIANA (LAVOCE CO., LTD)

Lavoce Italiana’s DNA is a complete mix of design, technical know-how and 
electro acoustic excellence Made in Italy plus the reference manufacturing 
capabilities & typical competitiveness of the far east.

Our R&D team in Rome is where all LAVOCE loudspeaker projects are 
born, tested and validated with its 20 years of experiences & knowledge. 
Quality & Reliability in electro acoustic performances made up the keys of 
our R&D Team.

Since 2007, Lavoce Italiana team has been focused on combining the 
parent companies’ design & testing know-how and manufacturing experi-
ences, also invested in developing and producing OEM\ODM loudspeakers 
for our distinguished partners worldwide.

100% Made in Italy Technical Excellence, Passion for Sound & Commitment 
to Total Quality plus Product Value and Logistic Advantages of its manufac-
turing team in China. This carefully crafted joint venture allows us to offer 
our partners the bests of both worlds without compromise while providing 
an efficient logistics regardless the geographic location of our partners.

In addition to customized OEM/ODM solutions for our partners, now 
LAVOCE brand Professional Audio loudspeaker lines are here, ready to 
offer our partners complete programs for Neodymium & Ferrite woofers, 
Compression Driver and soft dome tweeters. 

Find more on: www.lavocespeakers.com

Pierpaolo De Hinicis

No 218 Huicheneng Road 
314112 Siashan Country Zhejiang 
China
T: +390733870840
F: +390733870880
M: +393494760452
E: pierpaolo.dehinicis@lavocespeakers.com 

W: www.lavocespeakers.com
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LBT ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.

LBT Electronics was established in 2008. With its HQ being in Singapore 
and the R&D center in Delhi, India, we achieve the best of both worlds 
for worldwide distribution from Singapore and best engineers from India 
to manage the R&D center.  Backed by experience and passion, we offer 
our clients high grade Broadcast Lights, Controllers, DJ Lights, LED Lights, 
Stage Lights, Theater Lights, Moving Heads and Lighting Accessories. We 
ensure that all our components, from the raw material to the electronics, 
are of superior grade. 

This competency of ours has enabled us to win the confidence of clientele 
from various sectors like broadcasting, construction, engineering, com-
mercial and domestic. 

We fully understand the importance of reliability and we focus on ensuring 
we achieve that without it being overly priced like our branded counter-
parts. We assure the quality is comparable without compromise. 

With the success we have achieved thus far, we will continue to manufac-
ture more variety of products relevant to the industry, bringing our clients 
total lighting solutions. 

Our Mission 
To continue to main high standards and reliability without compromising 
on design and aesthetics. 

Our Vision 
To achieve a top brand status in the pro light industry.

WZ-485/12A, Ground Floor, Basai 
Dara Pur, New Delhi 110015 
India
T: +91-11-45390332, 45390331
M: +91 9810258540
E: info@lbtpro.com
eventsolutionindia@yahoo.com
W: www.lbtpro.com

Eshdeep Singh Bhasin

LBT

BRANDS:
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LEDIKA STAGE TRUSS CO., LTD.

The manufacturing industry of stage equipment in China has grown gradu-
ally from nothing with the economic reforming. As a professional stage 
equipment manufacturer enterprise, LEDIKA FLIGHT CASE & STAGE TRUSS 
CO.,LTD has been underwent the marketing changeable situation by 15 
years. At the beginning , Ledika is specialize in producing the aluminum 
truss, layer truss, mobile stage. Nowadays, Ledika was grown up and focus 
on R & D and exhibition event service enterprise. The new products are 
upgrading to mechanical stage series, stretch stage of chorus and grand-
stand series, rotate truss and outdoor tent series etc.

Ledika is focus on four business models, they are stage structure, exhibition 
service, entertainment lighting and event planner. Meanwhile, Ledika is 
provide the service for stage equipment rental and constructing, project 
working and installation etc. Ledika has established the marketing status 
gradually by a complete business chain of development, design, produce, 
installation and rental.  

Ledika insist on human-oriented, celerity and convenient design, remark-
able technology was deeply recognized by Europe, Middle East and all 
clients around the world.

In the meantime, Ledika takes the security as the first priority by strictly 
abiding the International Quality Control Standard leads us with honored 
in becoming the supplier of the 2007 Shanghai Summer Special Olympic 
Games opening ceremony , and contributed to the setting up for the 2008 
Beijing Olympic Games. Also became the nominated constructor for2010 
Guangzhou Asian Games.

We are also devoted ourselves in the rental and project installation for the 
following significant events:

Opening Ceremony of Guangzhou International Light Festival , Guang-
zhou South Music Festival . Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou Auto Show, 
Shenzhen International Low Carbon City , Zhuhai DongAo Island, Beijing 
National Stadium world Championships and Jiangsu Hollywood 5D Water 
Curtain Performance etc.

Ledika has its great honor and status in the world but we are looking 
forward to a new brilliant future. We are young enterprise with 15 years 
compare to 100 years old enterprise. Therefore, we have much opportuni-
ties to keep learning and contribute in the society.   

Ledika is hopefully to make all the stage dreams come to true.

Jenny Zhang

No 6 Wenfa Road Dawen Village 
Dongchong Town, nanshan area, 
Guangzhou
T: +86 2084856921
F: +86 2084853316
M: +86 13928807387
E: export@ledikacom
W: www.ledika.com
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LLOyD LEE COMPANy

Lloyd Lee Company designs and manufactures professional audio systems 
for use in commercial and professional settings such as auditoriums, hotels, 
restaurants, clubs, stadiums and sound rental companies.

Mr. Richie Braganza established Lloyd Lee Company in 1998 (earlier known 
as Electrocord way back in the 1980’s) with the vision of manufacturing 
and providing quality pro-audio equipment at very reasonable prices. The 
combination of high level material, unique design and superior perfor-
mance make Lloyd Lee Company products one of the best values in the 
industry and have set a bench-mark for high performance audio solutions 
to be used by professional sound rental companies and contractors for a 
variety of applications.

Backed by a dedicated management, strong technical know-how and 
unique designs, Lloyd Lee Company has grown over the decade to be 
India’s finest professional audio equipment manufacturing company. Today, 
Lloyd Lee Company is engaged in designing, product development, manu-
facturing, installations, sales, servicing, consultation and technical support 
With complete Team Work.

Products 
Professional Audio For Live Sound, Club Sound & and Installs

Amplifiers,  Loud Speaker Systems, Crossovers., Trussing, Hoist, Power Safe 
& Flight Case 

Zura Braganza

Office No21 Ground Floor, 
Creative Ind Estate, Sundar Nagar 
Off Cst Road Santacruz (East) 
Mumbai -400098
T: 9833374789
M: 9820307275
E: sales@lloydleecompany.com 
W: www.lloydeecompany.com
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MADRIX

MADRIX - LED Lighting Control Solutions

LEDs have become a major highlight in today’s lighting and entertainment 
industries. The MADRIX range of software and hardware products will help 
you use the full potential of this modern technology. Thanks to very intui-
tive controls, you have the right tools available to manage each of your 
projects and create stunning lighting effects. With MADRIX, you will quickly 
produce extraordinary results and amaze your audience every single time.

The MADRIX® brand brings powerful and easy-to-use LED lighting control 
solutions based on innovative software and hardware to the lighting 
market.

MADRIX is the LED lighting controller. It is a feature-rich and intuitiveWin-
dows® software.

The application is both an effect generator and media server with out-
standing capabilities to display unique real-time effects on your LEDs. 
Endless stunning and fully customizable visuals are created live for you 
usingpixel mapping (2D), voxel mapping (3D), and the built-in graphics and 
rendering engine.

MADRIX supports many well-known industry standards, such as 
DMX512,DVI, Art-Net, Streaming ACN (E1.31), the Philips Color Kinetics 
(KiNET) and Insta/ROBE protocols, Eurolite T9, ColourSmart Link,Colorlight 
5A, Colorlight A8, and Colorlight T9. Including the new SPI chips through 
its latest product MADRIX NEBULA ( advanced SPI decoder receives control 
dta over USB or Art-net over Ethernet) and STELLA( Art-Net and DMX512).

MADRIX  is distributed in  INDIA by Integrated Entertainment Solutions ( 
booth J35)

Integrated Entertainment Solutions 
Lal Chimney Compound, Shop # 13, 
Mumbai Central, Mumbai - 400011, INDIA
T: +91-22–23018804 TeleFax: +91-22-23018805
E: iesolns@gmail.com  W: web: www.iesolns.com

MADRIX can be used alone, or along with any DMX/MIDI console or desk.

Rasesh Parekh 
(+91-9821125579) 
Kekul Sheth 
(+91-9867325586)

Inoage GmbH, 
Wiener Straße 56 01219 Dresden  
Germany
P: +49 351 862 6869 0
F: +49 351 862 6869 68
E: info@madrix.com 
W: www.madrix.com
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MARTIN AUDIO

Martin Audio was founded in London in 1971. Martin Audio enjoys an 
international reputation for the design and manufacture of premium loud-
speaker systems for virtually every application – including touring, theatre, 
installations, stadiums, HoW, corporate AV, nightclubs and cinema. 

Martin Audio is respected as one of the best professional sound manufac-
turers with innovative cutting edge technology. Research-led products such 
as MLA, CDD ( live and weatherised) continue Martin Audio’s commitment 
to providing its distributors, customers and audiences with innovative 
world-class loudspeaker solutions across all major market sectors world-
wide. 

The line array era has presented the company’s engineering team with 
exciting new challenges. Since introducing the W8L touring line array in 
2001, in-house research, underscored by several authored AES papers, has 
led to a re-evaluation of array principles and laid the foundation for Martin 
Audio’s award-winning flagship touring system – the MLA Multi-cellular 
Loudspeaker Array.  MLA cellular technology, with independent software 
control of each of up to 144 cells in an array, is different in concept to line 
array, and is not constrained by the 3dB decrease in SPL with doubling of 
distance associated with conventional line arrays. 

Sole Distributor India:
Integrated Entertainment Solutions 
Lal Chimney Compound, Shop # 13, 
Mumbai Central, Mumbai - 400011, INDIA
T: +91-22–23018804 TeleFax: +91-22-23018805
E: iesolns@gmail.com  W: web: www.iesolns.com

Rasesh Parekh 
(+91-9821125579) 
Kekul Sheth 
(+91-9867325586)

Century Point, Halifax Road, 
Cressex Business Park,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire 
HP12 3SL England 
T: +44 (0) 1494 535312 
F: +44 (0) 1494 438669
W: www.martin-audio.com
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MAXWORTH TRADING CO.

We are dealing in three products. One is Industrial Air Cooler, Second is 
Multipurpose Folding table, which we can use in Industrial area, factory 
area, office area and indoor as well. Our both products are applicable for 
both Commercial and Domestic uses. And third product we are dealing is 
Health Mate Exercise machine. 

Product details: 
Surbhi: Air cooling fans with high blower technology, Low power con-
sumption, shock proof and specially designed to occupy less space, Light 
weight easy to shift , very high air delivery, designed to match with best of 
interiors, with perfume chamber.

Multipurpose Folding Table: We have six in one folding dining table 
which we can use as per our requirement with different variation. After 
folding over all weight is 10kgs. Easy to carry. Can be use indoor and 
outdoor.

Rakesh. T

Budhaji Niwas, 91/C, Chandiwala 
Compound, Beside Hanuman 
Temple, Nr. Triveni  Sangam 
School, M.P.Marg, Curry Road (e). 
Mumbai: 400 012
T: 09322011457
M: 09820694591
E: maxworthtradingco@gmail.com
W: www.maxworthtrading.com
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MEGA INDIA

Mpro is devoted to the designing, manufacturing, marketing, and distribu-
tion of Professional Audio equipment suited for the Indian market. Our 
products include Line Array, Loudspeaker Systems, Power Amplifiers, Digital 
Processors and Mixer Consoles, DJ Effect Lights, Arichitechral Lighting etc.  

A widespread dealers network stretching across the farther corners of the 
country makes Mpro products available to all. Every product of the compa-
ny incorporates innovative technology, and manufactured under stringent 
quality control techniques exacting standards of the Indian Market. Our 
products are market responsive, cost effective and meet the demands of 
future technology. 

We continue to consistently create products with unmatched performance, 
unflinching reliability and unwavering support. Our products are aestheti-
cally designed to please, coupled with user friendly operations and experi-
enced after sales service support.

Rahul Gupta

20 Mahila Udyami Park 2 
Greater Noida 
Uttar Pradesh 201306
T: +91 9650244255
M: +91 9810422431
E: sales@mproindia.com
W: www.mproindia.com
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MEGASTAR LED LTD.

Head office in Panipat Harynana and Branch Office in Bhiwandi Thane, 
we, MEGASTAR Led Ltd, are manufacturing, importing and supplying 
impeccable quality products such as Led Video Wall and Led Scrolling 
Board. The product is made with premium grade material, which is sourced 
from sound vendors. The vendors hold sound business experience in the 
domain. The design, shape and size of the array are kept highly contem-
porary and trendy, suiting the changing needs of the patrons. The array 
is praised all across the country for its high quality, unmatchable perfor-
mance and consumes low voltage.

Go Green Is Our Motto
Today, the major concern of the society is Environment and its protection. 
We care for our society and planet as well. Thus, we are not involved in any 
activity, which harms the environment directly or indirectly. The products 
are developed using completely natural material that can be recycled for 
further use. Further, with our energy efficient Led products, one can save 
an ample amount of energy cost for lighting. Apart, the range also saves 
material and maintenance cost.

Product we deal in
We are manufacturing, importing and supplying a genuine quality range 
of Led Products. The array is featured with long working life, minimum 
maintenance and reasonable pricing. The product is listed below:

Led Video Wall

Led Scrolling Board

LED Scrolling Display Board 

LED Scrolling Message Board

Manmeet Singh

Gala No-14, Ground Floor, Dharam 
Nx Near, Pritesh Complex Anjur 
Mankholi Road Val Bhiwandi 
Thane 421302
T: +91 2522656412 
M: +91 8806431313
E: megastarmumbai@gmail.com
W: www.megastarled.com
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METRO

We are leading manufacturer of speaker cone and other speaker acces-
sories like- cone paper, voice coil, spider, dust cap, diaphragm, basket, 
speaker kit magnate with aim of ensuring best quality and latest technol-
ogy in our product.

The company is in the hand of technically specialized person. Who strongly 
take steps to ensuring the quality of product.

Gulfam Kagzi

Bawadi ka Bas, Tejaji ka Bada, 
Jain Nasiya Road, 69, Kagzi 
Colony Sanganer, Jaipur, 
Raj. 302029
M: +91 9829015039,   
 9950010990
E: metrospeakercone@gmail.com
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MICRO ELECTRONICS

Glorious 40 years  
MICRO ELECTRONICS INDIA was incepted in the year 1975 as a small 
workshop of old Delhi. Since then, the company has scaled unprecedented 
heights in the domain of Public Address Systems Manufacturers, Exporters, 
and Importer in India. We are one of the first very few companies in India 
who got the ISO and CE certification. MICRO is the name well recognized 
in Indian and Overseas market. Moreover, the well experienced Mr. Udit 
Gupta and Mr. Praful Gupta have also contributed a lot in making the com-
pany to acquire an enviable position at the international fronts. 

Goal
The goal of our company is to provide the Technology & quality of 
Branded products at the Indian Price. 

Quality Assurance
The procedure of testing starts with the procurement of the material for 
manufacturing of products. Further an eye is kept on the process of manu-
facturing. Moreover, the R&D unit of the company strives hard to further 
enhance the quality of the products. 

Network
We have more than 250 (and growing) distributors who are highly respon-
sible for supplying the products in every nook and corner of India.

Products 
LINE ARRAY are available in single 12” (VRX932), DUAL 12”(VT4888 & 
LA1200) AND DUAL 15” (VT4889)

AMPLIFIER are available upto 2500Wx4 channel both in SMPS and Trans-
former technology.There are total of 20 different POWER AMPLIFIERS to 
satisfy needs of every type of demand. 

SPEAKER are available in wide range of power upto 2500W with 6” HUGE  
voice coil.

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO MIXER are available both for Live events and for DJ 
parties. 

HF DRIVERS, PROFESSIONAL DJ COLUMNS, MICROPHONES and Other PA 
Equipment. 

Udit Gupta

MICRO, 
QUBE, 
DJ PRO, 
MAffICK

S-546, School Block-2, Shakarpur, 
Delhi-110092, India
T: +91-11-22483816
M: +91 989103739
E: udit@micro-acoustic.com
W: www.micro-acoustic.com

BRANDS:
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MINTU ELECTRONICS

Established in the year 1984, we, “M/s Mintu Electronics”, have been 
termed as an excellent manufacturer and supplier of  Lights and Sound 
Systems. These products are widely recommended for their robust & field-
tested design, high measurement sensitivity and less energy consumption. 
Furthermore, exceptional grade raw material and advanced techniques 
are used while designing these products. Due to their enormous attributes, 
these products are highly demanded by our clients located across the 
nation.

All these products are developed at our state-of-the-art manufacturing 
unit, which is equipped with contemporary tools and machines. With the 
help of these latest techniques and modern machinery, we develop the 
complete range of products for our valuable clients. In addition to this, 
we have employed a team of quality controllers, which performs stringent 
checks on these products to ensure that these are at par with the global 
standards. Due to all these qualitative factors and excellent quality product 
range, we have garnered a huge client base across the country.

Under the patronage of our M.D ‘Mr. Sudhir sharma’, we have been able 
to achieve tremendous success and growth in this competitive domain. 
His exemplary leadership skills and excellent managerial capabilities have 
always supported us in standing ahead of our counterparts in the industry.

Product Portfolio:
We are a distinguished manufacturer and supplier of  Lights and Sound 
Systems. All these products are designed using exceptional grade material 
that is procured from trustworthy vendors. Furthermore, these products are 
widely acclaimed for their compact design, less energy consumption, easy 
operations, high efficiency and longer service life. Owing to their numerous 
characteristics, these products are widely acknowledged in various indus-
trial segments. Apart from this, these products are thoroughly checked by 
our professionals to ensure their high durability.

Product Category:
• Speaker Systems • Line array speakers  • Live mixers  • P.a.amplifiers  • 
D.j mixers • Professional cd players  • Effect processor • D.j Controller • 
Crossover and equalizer  • Laser Lights • Professional Power Amplifiers • 
Power  speakers • Sharpy Light • P.A. Systems • Karaoke microphone • Live 
recording systems • Head phones • UHF Microphones & VHF Microphones 
• scanner Light • Sharpy  Light • Smoking Machine • Professional Audio 
System • Led par light • Smoke machine • DMX Controllers • Customized 
flightcases • Stage Accessories

Sudhir Kumar

Shop No.1690/12, Sunder 
Bhawan, Bhagirath Palace Market, 
Chandni  Chowk, 
Delhi - 110006, India
T: +91 9868017760,   
 9350744003 
E:  mintuelectronics1690@gmail.com
W: www.mintuelectronics.com
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MISHTI ENTERPRISES

Mishti Enterprises is an eminent Wholesale, Trader and Supplier of wide 
range of Hardware. We offer our clients an extensive range of l Corner, 
Butterfly lock, Hinges and latch, Plate and Sprung Handle and Ball Corner. 
These products are procured from most trusted vendors of the market. Our 
vendors manufacture these products in sync with global quality principal 
and employ optimum quality material and components. Offered prod-
ucts are available from us in several specifications. Due to their durability 
strength, accurate dimension and rust resistance, these products are highly 
recognized in industry.

Under the adept guidance of our Director Antima Gupta, we are increas-
ing OUI knowledge and accomplish demands and need of our clients. His 
friendly nature and best management is highly admirable in market.

Product dealt in
We offer our clients an extensive range of l Corner, Butterfly locks, Hinges 
and Latch, Plate Spyung Handles and Ball Corners.

Antima Jain

MST

2294, Gali paharwali, 
Dharampura, Chandni Chowk, 
New Delhi 110006 India
M: +91 9711898353
E: mishtient04@yahoo.com

BRANDS:
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MODERN STAGE SERVICE

In 1956, an ambitious young man took a step to change the course of 
stage lighting in India forever. Fast forward five decades, Modern Stage 
Service has established itself as the largest stage and intelligent lighting 
company in the country. Our team of designers and engineers are knowl-
edgeable, experienced and skilled and are committed to providing the best 
possible expertise and services.

Here at Modern Stage Service, we accept nothing butthe best. Our equip-
ment is widely regarded as the best in the business due to its superior 
performance and underlying quality. For this reason, it is patronized by a 
number of lighting designers, lighting experts, architects and engineers.

While each light speaks of professional excellence, every unit makes perfect 
practical sense; aesthetically pleasing and appreciated not only by profes-
sionals but by everyone.

As well as being elegant, our equipment is known to be sturdy and adept 
enough to meet the requirements of various platforms such as theatres, 
studios, hotels, clubs, discotheques, exhibitions, photo shoots, recreational 
centers and festivals.

Our equipment has been installed in more than thousand auditoriums 
around the country. In addition to this, we also represent over fifteen 
renowned brands from around the world and are the distributors of profes-
sional lighting equipment, trusses, projectors, dimmers, colour gels and 
theatre communication system.

Sahil Wadhwa

ANTARI
ALTAIR
AYRTON
CHRISTIE
DTS
MA LIGHTING
MAGICfX
DTS
SGM
PR LIGHTING 
SHOLITE
PROLYfT
PROLYTE
ROSCO

Modern Stage Service
35 Double Storey Market, 
Lodhi road
New Delhi 110003
T: +91-11-24619643/743/843
E: sahil462@gmail.com
W: www.modernstageservice.in
 www.1neup.com

BRANDS:
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With over 3.6 million man hours of work experience, over half a million 
corporate, government, private and PSU events, exhibitions, installations 
and experience centres combined and across 6 continents and infinite 
partners, Modern Stage Service Pvt. Ltd., led by Mr. Davinder Wadhwa is 
today synonymous with spectacular Event Design, innovative Technology 
and inspired Engineering. 

Modern Stage Service Projects, a division of Modern Stage Service Pvt. 
Ltd., led by Mr. Pratik Wadhwa, offers technically challenging multimedia 
solutions by using art, architecture, energy, design and technology to 
transform spaces into ‘wow’ environments and experiences. 

Modern Stage Service Pvt. Ltd. seeks to revolutionize the Experiential 
Marketing space by providing turnkey solutions with Technical Design and 
Conceputalizing, that allows them to redefine creativity’s limits and en-
hance it with technology to make it a reality. Organised precision, flexibility, 
versatility, creativity, showmanship and strategic execution integrated with 
cost efficiency and absolute value are corroborated and etched in their 
every action, be it Production Planning and Designing, Technical Direction 
and Consultancy or Onsite Management & Execution. 

Modern Stage Services Pvt. Ltd. is a holistic multifaceted integrated solu-
tions company; one of the largest in the Indian Sub Continent.  Pioneers in 
multiple, simultaneous activations worldwide, they are exclusive representa-
tives and distributors nationally of the latest in Lighting, Audio and Visual 
Equipment, with partners like Medialon, Christie, Dataton Watchout, Pixi 
Lab, and more.  

Davinder Wadhwa

37, New Municipal Market, Lodhi 
Road, New Delhi, India, 110010
M:  +91 9811314206
E: davinder.wadhwa@gmail.com
W:  mssworld.com
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MODI DIGITAL

Modi Digital has gained substantial recognition as India’s leading Pro Audio 
Consultancy and Distribution Company. Our core purpose, which guides 
us in our approach to doing business, is to deliver the best possible audio 
& acoustic solution in a unique and cost-effective way. Modi Digital was 
formed to offer premium recording studio design & undertake complete 
audio install projects, pro audio equipment distribution, technical design-
ing, acoustic designing and after sales support to the audio industry.

Pro Audio Distribution & Dealership : Our experience is with both analogue 
and digital technology and we are authorised distributors for all the major 
Pro Audio products listed below :

Authorized Distributors for :
RME

SPL

Sonodyne

Reference Laboratories

Rosendahl

Merging Technologies

TUBE-TECH

Alva Audio

Violet Design

JZ Microphones

Eve-audio

WSDG

Haken Audio

Drawmer

Joel Dsouza

RME
SPL
SONODYNE
REfERENCE LABORATO-
RIES
ROSENDAHL
MERGING TECHNOLOGIES
TUBE-TEcH
ALvA AUDIO
vIOLET DESIGN
JZ MICROPHONES
EVE-AUDIO
WSDG
HAKEN AUDIO
DRAWMER

502 Durga Chambers, Veera 
Desai Road Andheri West 
Mumbai 400053
T: +91 65558276
M: +91 9833780564
E: sales@modidigital.com 
W: wwwmodidijital.com

BRANDS:
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MONDIALE PUBLISHING

Mondiale Publishing is the publisher of mondo*dr the international 
magazine for the installed entertainment technology sector focussing on 
lighting, sound and video. It also publishes TPi magazine, which covers the 
international live touring and production industry, the magazine covers all 
aspects from lighting, sound and video technology through to crewing, 
transport and catering. Mondiale Publishing is also the organiser of the TPi 
Awards and the UK and European Festival Awards.

Rachael Rogerson

Waterloo Place, Watson Square, 
Stockport, SK1 3AZ
T: +44 (0)161 476 5580
F: +44 (0)161 429 7214
W: www.mondodr.com
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MPTV CORP

MPTV Corporation was founded in 1973 with one clear vision - To make 
cutting edge technology available to the Indian customer at affordable 
prices.

The company now owns two brands, Stonewater and Dynamite. Under the 
umbrella of Stonewater, we have developed a fine range of products tailor 
made for the installation and Pro-Audio markets. Dynamite offers a wide 
range of products to the PA market segment. The product offering includes 
High performance Drivers, Amplifiers, Mixers, Aluminum horns.

From the very beginning we have adopted a policy of heavy investment 
in research and development Regular upgrades to our labs with the latest 
available simulation software and precision instruments allow us to be in 
step with the best in the industry.

By involving experienced musicians at various stages of our design process, 
we ensure a synergy of the technical and the organic elements of audio 
engineering. Through continuous effort and innovation, we render prod-
ucts that perform optimally and are yet durable enough to withstand harsh 
operating conditions.

Our products often incorporate India specific technologies for enhanced 
durability. This approach was a result of a specific research initiative fol-
lowing our observations that international designs often suffer from high 
failure rates owing to the harsh operating conditions and high ambient 
temperatures found in India.

At the most fundamental level however, it is our undying passion for music 
and our perfectionist approach to engineering that make us different from 
the herd.

Mohit Palesha

DYNAMITE
STONEWATER

113 Bhawani Peth Gul Ali,
Pune 411042
M: +91 9527045000
E: mptvcorp@gmail.com  
W: www.dynamite.co.in

BRANDS:
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MRH DIGITAL SySTEMS

Calibre Sound Systems Pvt. Ltd. are importers & dealers in professional 
sound systems equipment’s. We are the exclusive distributors of Mipro 
Electronics Co. Ltd., Taiwan in India. They deal with professional wireless 
microphones & portable P.A. Systems. We are also one of the main dealers 
for Electrovoice & Dynacord products which is distributed through Bosch 
in India.

Ajit Prakash Thakur

MRH House, 290, Lamington 
Road, Grant Road East,
Mumbai – 400 007.
T: +91-22-43459006
F: +91-22-23873618
M: +91 9821036491
E: ajitcalibre@gmail.com
 ajit@mrhdigital.com
W: www.mrhdigital.com
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NAMDHARI IMPEX

A city, it is said, grows along with its entrepreneurs, and vice versa. While 
a city looks for new facilities and services to offer to its citizenry, an enter-
prise thrives on the opportunity it spots from the citizens. 

In 1984, Hyderabad was still a laid back and sprawling city. The jewel of the 
city was Charminar, and the next best tourist attraction was the Birla Man-
dir, and an evening well spent meant taking a long leisurely drive along the 
tank bund. The icons of the city such as the Hitec city or the present day Taj 
Krishna were still on drawing board. Large shopping malls were not even 
thought of. The Ritz and The Banjara made up the entire list of elite hotels, 
and convention centers were unheard of. 

 In such a period, precisely in April 1984, Namdhari group set its shop in 
Putli Bowli, (which is now considered part of Old City), by Mr.Mahinder 
Singh Malhotra our group patriarch and chairman, a visionary and a leg-
end in his own right,  bringing with him several first of its kind equipments 
for an event set up, including tent house articles, electrical and sound 
systems, etc.., but it brought new ideas in event planning and set up to the 
city which was earning its glory in its rich history. 

At a time when Hyderabad was just about waking up to a national 
standard in event planning and set up and global ideas, by about 1990, 
Namdhari group has firmly established itself as a fore runner and provided 
almost every answer to a question in event management. 

Namdhari slowly but firmly made inroads into , electrical systems, sound 
systems and became a one stop shop for any need, for conducting any 
occasion, social, corporate or a trade fair. By early 2000, the group set up 
several firms to look after individual specializations. 

By the time event management made its firm foot hold as a specialized 
profession in the city in late 2000, Namdhari was fully ready with its repor-
terie of sound, projection and entertainment systems. Today, the group 
has three companies specializing in sound and video systems, namely, 
Namdhari Audio Visual Equipment, Namdhari Entertainment Systems, and 
Namdhari Impex. This division is headed by our Chairman Sri Mahender 
Singh Malhotra, and a strong technical back up provided by Sri Gurmukh 
Singh Malhotra. 

The growth of the group has been built on a single most important dictum 
“never refuse a client”. We strongly believe that while we are the first choice 
of many of our loyal clients, for some of them, we are the last option too. 
Accordingly, we have always provided every product or a service, how-
soever simple it may be, or, however complex and difficult. We are always 
open – literally and virtually. This belief has stood us on solid ground, and 
given us our strong roots. 

Gurprit Singh

NEXT PRO AUDIO
AUDIOfOCUS
POWERSOfT AMPLIfIERS
fOX LIGHTING
fOX CONTROLLER
fOX HOISTS
fOX TRUSS
PIONEER CONTROLLERS 
AND DJ PLAYERS 

Plot No 122 Happy Valley Road 
No-13, Banjara Hills,
Hyderabad 500034
T: +91-40-23317418
M: +91 9030067130
E: namdhariimpex @gmail.com 
W: www.namdhariimpex.in

BRANDS:
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NARAIN AUDIO AND LIGHTING LLP

Narain Pro Audio lighting Pvt. Ltd. needs no introduction in the Pro Audio 
field in India. Started in 1958, the company has grown from a Dream 
of  late Shri Naraindas Motwani  to  India’s most Well Known Professional 
Audio and Lighting Company, spearheaded by his sons Mohan Motwani  
(Managing Director), Rajesh Motwani (Retail & Publicity) & Manoj Motwani 
(Marketing). 

We, at Narain are driven by our Dedication to quality and most important 
reliability. Narain Distributes Products all over India with Dealers Located 
across the length and breadth of the Country .Our products are available 
in over 270 Dj and Audio Stores. Our Products are available all over the 
Country from Ludhiana in the North to Kollam in the Deep South  and 
Rajkot in the West to Imphal in the NorthEast corner of our huge Nation.

We know that brands don’t become market leaders just based on their 
products’ technology, feature and value offering – it takes much more – as-
pects like prompt and efficient after sales service and maintenance, ready 
availability of spares etc are equally important , so Service is probably the 
most important part of our business .Narain has invested Crores in ensur-
ing stocks of all relevant spare parts for products marketed by us , plus we 
have 42 Service centres covering most parts of the country , so you don’t 
need to go far to get quality servicing for Narain’s marketed products. 

The company has installed thousands of projects involving design and 
setup of Professional Pro Audio Systems, Live Sound Reinforcement, DJ 
Setups and Commercial Sound Applications. Furthermore, the lighting 
division has catered to Nightclubs, Bars & Restaurants, Indoor and Outdoor 
Installations all across the country. A complete one stop shop for clients, 
the company believes in personal attention and houses a complete sup-
port team to do so; Starting with the administration strength, a creative 
and design team and a highly qualified team of sales & project personnel, 
who are all working audio and lighting professionals.

Audio
NX Audio : NX Audio is a Mumbai, India based brand and for over the last 
9 years has made a name for itself as a high quality brand offering excel-
lent products at Great Prices. The Brands Nx Audio and Proton have con-
sistently been pioneers in offering fantastic value for money and our team 
of sound engineers and musicians constantly strive to develop creative and 
easy to use solutions. As we are Headquartered in Mumbai, we know and 
understand the Indian conditions and Nx Audio products are Designed (in 
fact over designed) to handle a lot of abuse. NX Audio Products are beta 
tested for months before launch and hence can take the rigors of the road. 
We go to the biggest and best OEM factories to build our products to 
ensure quality control. 

Rajesh Motwani
Manoj Motwani

NX AUDIO
PROTON
SATAN
RAYTECH
AUDIOCENTER
PHONIC

Shop No. 4, Kamla Spaces, 
Ground Flr, Khira Nagar, SV Road, 
Santacruz (W) Mumbai 400054
T: +91 43458000
F: +91-22-23823384
E: info@narain.in
W: www.narain.in  
 www.nxaudio.com
 www.satanlighting.com

BRANDS:
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NASA POWER COMPANy

Nasa Power Company is a renowned manufacturer and exporter of all Kind 
of Speaker spare parts viz. cone papers, Voice coils, Titanium Daiframes, 
Spiders, Dust Capes, baskets & speaker Magnets. We manufacture different 
types of spare parts depending upon the specific requirement of its cus-
tomers. Established in 2001-02, the company has taken giant steps towards 
success and has become one of most prominent exporter & manufacturer 
in it’s area. A substantial parts of Nasa Power Cone success, is due to the 
able hands the company is in. we are manufacturing professional audio 
loudspeaker components and has earned a reputation as a high qual-
ity supplier to many of the world’s leading pro audio companies. We are 
Supplying all models of P’audio, RCF, DAS, JBL , B & C , Eminence& Ahuja 
type parts.

OUR BUSINESS PARTNER IS U-SONICS POWER CONE (MALAySIA)
We are Authorised distributer of U-Sonics power cones, whom make high 
quality of speaker cones in the world.

Infrastructure / Strength
Highly qualified & competent professionals (Well qualified sound engineers 
are being part of our TEAM), latest machinery, a comprehensive quality 
control department-our infrastructure is inclusive of all. Our main strength 
lies in our infrastructure. It not just helps us to survive in a healthy manner 
but also constantly thrive in the competitive market.

Nasa Power Company products details.
1) All kinds of speaker parts,
2) CONE PAPERS,
3) VOICE COILS,
4) SPIDERS,
5) DUST CAPS,
6) TITENIUM DIAPHORMS etc.

Abdul Razzak

U-SONIcS	POwEr	cONES	
(MALAYSIA) 
NASA
BLUE LINE
KANTON
STUDIO PLUS.

D-43, New Kalyan, Nagar Near 
Rudraksh Restarent Shikar Pura 
Road, Sanganer 302029 Jaipur 
(RAJ)
T: +91-141-2733801
M: +91 9928000157
E: welcomtrade@gmail.com 
W: nasaPowercone.com

BRANDS:
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NEUTRIK INDIA PVT. LTD.

Neutrik is an international corporation with over four decades of know-how 
and experience in the manufacture of innovative electrical and electronic 
interconnection products and systems.

The company was founded in 1975 with the idea to create innovative 
products utilizing the most recent mechanical and electronic know-how. 
Today Neutrik is the world leader in designing, manufacturing and market-
ing of audio, coaxial, power and circular connectors. Neutrik’s main objec-
tive is to be “one step ahead” i. e. to understand the future market needs 
before they become obvious and to accommodate demands before they 
occur.

Neutrik’s audio range includes XLR connectors, plugs, jacks, speaker con-
nectors, patch bays, fiber optic connection systems and digital wireless 
solutions. Since the beginning in 1975, a great number of patents as well 
as license agreements are the evidence of Neutrik‘s innovative and creative 
achievements. No doubt, our customers can rely on having high quality 
products at an unsurpassed cost/performance ratio in their hands when-
ever they come across Neutrik.

Products Dealt In
Audio, Video, Data & Optical Connectors

Ketan Anklesaria 
Kshama Bhagwat

NEUTRIK

Level 3, Neo Vikram, New Link 
Road, Above AUDI Showroom 
Andheri West, Mumbai 400053
T: +91-22-65017555
F: +91-22-26163540
M: +91 9820543424
E: anklessaria@neutrik.com 
W: www.neutrik.in

BRANDS:
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NEWTECH VIDEO SySTEMS

Newtech video Systems is a leading provider of top of the line LED Video 
Wall Solutions to Government Sector, Corporate Sector, Theaters, Audi-
toriums, SportsStadiums, Staging, Hotels, Bars, Religious Places, Temples, 
Shopping Ma”s, Real Estate Developers, Mobile Hoarding, Rental & Event 
Management Companies.

We offer innovative solutions for Indoor LED, Outdoor LED, Mesh LED & 
Dance Floor LED applications.

Our large LED Video wall screens are water proof and weather proof and 
have consistent picture quality in both day and night time operations so 
they are used round the clock 24 X 7. Configured in different models with 
different pitch values they can be connected to various input formats like 
live Camera, VCD-DVD-Blue Ray Players, Cable - HDTV Television, Internet, 
Computers, HDMI and Media Player.

Gaurav Khurana

AD-12C, Pitampura 
New Delhi 110088
T: +91-11-2786 8997
M: +91 9810103697
E: newtechvideosystems@yahoo.com
W: www.newtechvideosystems.com
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NEXUS AUDIO VIDEO

Nexus Audio Video is a company involved in High End Audio.

The company is owned by Khushrau Jilla aka KJ, an audiophile obsessed 
with the highest levels of audio playback. 

It is this obsession which drives Nexus Audio Video not look at business 
in a practical manner, but rather one which many may view as a crazy 
adventure. Sometime this passion works wonders and KJ has ensured that 
the company is always responsible towards its elite clientele, who indulge in 
reference level audio systems purchased from him.

It is viewed by Nexus Audio Video that in our country, the gap in loud-
speakers used for monitoring in studios and loudspeakers used in top end 
domestic playback is sadly too vast. Studios lag far behind.

In an attempt to bring to local sound engineers a top monitoring system to 
close this gap a solution immerged. 

PMC Speakers from the UK is one such reference level loudspeakers im-
ported by Nexus Audio Video to solve a long time problem.

Listen and decide.

Khushrau Jilla

171, Sealord – A, Cuffe Parade, 
Mumbai – 400005
E: Kjaudio1@gmail.com
T: +91-22-22184028  
M: +91 9819727055

NEXUS AUDIO 
VIDEO
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NICOLAUDIE GROUP

We are NICOLAUDIE GROUP, the leading DMX lighting controller manufac-
tures in the world.

Our large range of products from SUNLITE, DASLIGHT, SUSHI DS will give 
you the exceptional ease to select a perfect product that suites you the 
best.

Our very own software platform for the respective products from the Nico-
laudie group is available for free online. Separate platforms for MAC and 
WINDOWS will give you absolute pleasure in programming.

The SUSHI-DS world’s most attractive DMX controller which can handle 
128 channels (live), 12 channels (standalone) is the perfect solution for 
small installations. And the SUNLITE SUITE2 range that can handle more 
and more universes, sound synchronization and many more features for 
big live events.

The all new DVC 4 Is again a best range for entertainment solutions, is 
available on stores already.

The SLESA range from NICOLAUDIE is best suites with architectural out-
door installations and The STICK FAMILY we call it will be absolutely perfect 
for indoor DMX LIGHTING.

Just imagine you can get the perfect DMX controller from a very basic 
range of 39$ to the biggest of all our products at 1569$.

Our devices which are compatible with ETHERNET can be accessible from 
different applications like LIGHTPAD, EASY REMOTE, ARCOLIS etc. (both for 
android and IOS)

With the ARCOLIS app you can even program your device with the mobile 
phone itself. (Isn’t it great! )

Please visit www.nicolaudiegroup.com to just quickly get a glimpse of our 
product range.

China Office
Eros Jee
Onelink plaza, Office 2902
Jiefang nan Road No.39
Guangzhou 510120, China
T: +86 20 83641823
E: asia@nicolaudie.com

Satya Indukuri

Dubai office, Ras El Khor Ind. 
Area 2, Street 16B, Warehouse 
#4,  Dubai, UAE
T: +971 (0) 55 308 77 54
E: dubai@nicolaudie.com
W: www.nicolaudiegroup.com
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OCTUNE ELECTRONICS LLP

Sweton Speakers
A new generation exclusive product range from a 3-Decade Old Trusted 
Acoustic House

SWETON Speakers- a name that symbolize elegance, style and superior 
craftsman in Precision Transducers. It has been one of the pioneer brands 
of India and the undisputed market leader of Eastern India.

Technically Superior
SWETON Speakers  are the finest in technical superiority and aesthetic so-
phistication. Over the years its quality standard has been steadily upgraded 
and today, it is widely recognized as one of the best in the market.

Extensive Range
SWETON Speakers are available in a wide range according to Indian mar-
ket needs. Its popularity among the discerning buyers is the ultimate proof 
of the quality.

Competitively Priced
SWETON Speakers are affordably priced and engineered to suit every 
budget without slightest compromise on quality.

Secured packing
They are securely packed in strong card board boxes and are well pro-
tected from transit damage to ensure full value for customer money.

Quality Assurance
Manufactured at the modern plant in Kolkata, Sweton products undergo 
rigorous quality control test to ensure a trouble free long life.

V. K. Jain

SWETON

85, N.S. Road, Kodalia, 
Kolkata - 700146
T: +91-33-22376255
M: +91 9831011477 /   
 9903869783 / 7044411300
E: sweton@gmail.com 
 octuneelectronics@gmail.com

BRANDS:
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OPAL OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.

We are dealing in speaker crossover network since 2000.

We are the only one who started designing speaker networks in India.

We use the latest software available to design the networks.

We know exactly what our customers are expecting from us.

And thats how we keep growing. Now SnS networks are no 1 in India, our 
R&D department is always working hard to achieve the best quality.

Our vast experience has helped us in making the widest range of networks.

We also design speaker and line array cabinets as per the clients require-
ment.

Gagandeep Singh

G-1a Rajouri Garden,
New Delhi 110027
T: +91-11-45067149
M: +91-9810150689, 
E: gagan@hotmail.com  
 musesickindia@gmail.com
W: www.opaloverseas.com
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OSRAM INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

OSRAM is one of the leading light manufacturers in the world. The com-
pany’s portfolio covers the entire value chain from components – including 
lamps, electronic control gear and opto semiconductors such as light-emit-
ting diodes (LED) – as well as luminaires, light management systems and 
lighting solutions. The company, which is internationally oriented, had more 
than 35,000 employees worldwide and generated a revenue of almost 7 
billion Euros. The company’s business activities have been focusing on light 
– and hence on quality of life – for over 100 years.

Global leader with future technologies
“Light is creating bright moments”
With LED-based products making up a major share of the total turnover, 
the company is setting significant trends with regard to technological 
changes in the lighting market. More than 60 percent of research & devel-
opment expenditures are in the SSL area.

Light the Star
The real star of a great show is light! And OSRAM is the right partner when 
it comes to stunning light solutions for events and concerts! More than 
30 years of application knowledge, combined with a broad technological 
know- how make us one of the pioneers in the Entertainment and Stage 
lighting market. As a reliable and professional partner we are at your side 
to find the best solution for your individual needs – from cutting edge LED 
components to ready-to-use solutions.

INDIA DEBUT FOR OSRAM “FRESNEL” AND “PROFILE” AT PALM 
EXPO 2016
With the successful launch of KREIOS PAR in 2015, Early this year Osram, 
introduced two new high-power LED spotlights, the Fresnel, and the 
Profile. The Fresnel and Profile add to the Kreios range and are ideal for 
concert, theater, and event lighting. The spotlights are particularly suitable 
for small to medium-sized stages and allow flicker free dimming via the 
DMX512 protocol or manually.

We will be displaying both these spotlights in our stall (booth no# B17, Hall 
#5) at the PALM Expo 2016.

Our goal is to make your event a great show!

For further details visit: 

“KREIOS.OSRAM.COM”

https://www.facebook.com/OsramKreios/

Anand Raj

Signature Towers, 11th Floor          
Tower B, South City - 1
122001 Gurgaon, Haryana
India
T: +91 124 238 31 80
F: +91 124 238 31 82
E: anand.raj@osram.com
W: www.osramindia.com
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P.AUDIO SySTEM CO., LTD.

The name P.Audio is known throughout the world. As one of the world’s 
leading manufacturers of professional audio loudspeaker components, 
P.Audio has earned a reputation as a high quality supplier to many of the 
world’s leading pro audio companies. P.Audio designs and produces a 
complete range of low frequency and high frequency transducers to exact-
ing standards of performance and reliability.

Products dealt in 
P.Audio designs and produces a complete range of low frequency and high 
frequency transducers near Bangkok Thailand.

Howard Chen

P.AUDIO

19/4,6,7  Moo 2 T. Bangkratuek 
A.Sampran Nakhon Pathom 
73210, Thailand
T: +6624416600  
F: +6624416699 
M: + 66818146714
E: howard.c@paudiothailand.com 
W: www.paudiothailand.com

BRANDS:
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PAARTH KABLE CONNECT PVT. LTD.

PLATINUM PURRPLE is an ISO 9001:2008 certified company committed to 
Quality and Customer Satisfaction. PLATINUM PURRPLE offers Total Audio, 
Video and Broadcasting  cables as well as telecommunication , data trans-
fer, fire alarm & power cables . PLATINUM PURRPLE provides competence 
in Cable technology – covering measurement, control, communication 
and power distribution applications, as used in exploration, refining or gas 
processing sites, petrochemical, chemical, power generation and similar 
applications. Our specialization is in manufacturing tailor-made cables as 
per customer’s specifications.

Vikas Agarwal

5, Kamla Niwas, Proctor Road, Nr. 
Grant Road East Bridge, Laming-
ton Road, Mumbai - 400007
M: +91 9320611775, 
9022074222
E: paarthkable@gmail.com
W: www.eliancegroup.com
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PARTyMAP DJ ACADEMy

PartyMap DJ Academy a brand of PartyMap Eductaion LLP was Founded 
in May 2011 by Mr. Nik Talreja. PartyMap is India’s largest Electronic Music 
Education center with centers in several cities. We offer certification in DJ, 
Electronic Music Production & Sound Engineering courses. DJ Akhil Talreja 
is a top Indian DJ and is the brand ambassador of Party Map. Apart from 
classroom courses PartyMap also offers Online Courses. Many international 
students have got trained via live video conference. PartyMap is also India’s 
largest Online Artist Booking Service for Bollywood Music Artists. PartyMap 
has done several placements locally & globally of top artists.

2) Brands : DJ Akhil Talreja & Party Map

3) Products Dealt in : Advance Dj course for Beginners,Digital Djing 
course,Electronic Music Production & Mastering,Battle on Cdj & Sound 
engineering Course

Poonam Panpatil

Frameboxx, 101-108, 1st Floor, 
Shoppers Point, S.V. Road,
Opp Andheri Station, Andheri(W) 
Mumbai 400059
T: +91-22-66753203/07/08
M: +91 8692919579
E: nik@partymap.in
W: www.partymap.in
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PASGAO ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGy CO., LTD.

Pasgao Electronic Co., Ltd. was founded in 2002, located in Enping city, 
southwest of Guangdong Province. Over last ten years, we has been focus-
ing on the research, development, production and sales of wireless audio 
device, and gradually grown to be a powerful wireless audio company with 
larger scale, enjoying high prestigious in wireless audio field. We have more 
than 13,000 square meters manufacturing base now, and gradually formed 
six extensive product lines, including wireless microphones system, wireless 
monitor system, wireless conference system, wireless instrument micro-
phone system, wireless speech system and portable wireless PA system.
For years, under the company’s positive marketing strategy, we focusing 
on developed markets like Europe and America, exploring South America, 
Asia and other emerging markets as well, have gained stable and sustained 
sales growth in overseas market. In Pasgao’snew strategy, we will extend 
our business to three core sectors: specialized performing market, portable 
speech market and personal mobile music market.At the same time, com-
bining the Internet and mobile Internet as well as cloud computing, we are 
scheduled to achieve the digitalized, networking and multimedia wireless 
electroacoustic products. 

FreeBOX Presentation Wireless Microphone System           
Mainly Functions Introduction
FreeBOX Wireless Presentation Wireless Microphone System     
• High sensitivity condenser microphone, pickup sound easily in 10cm 
range • Automatic data synchronization. Automatically starts the channel 
saved last time when the system starts up • Integrated PowerPoint page 
turning function in bluetooth adapter. No need to buy PowerPoint page 
turner any more • Equipped with the function of reverberation, appro-
priate adjustments to the reverb ratio can create good atmosphere to 
render your speech • 30M working distance for wireless microphone, ideal 
for small speech and no worry about frequency drop out • Built-in DSP 
processing, perfectly compensates acoustics system, effectively increasing 
the microphone gain  • With SD/USB disk/bluetooth function, the system 
supports lossless audio format decoding, perfectly reproducing the original 
sound • MP3 player recording function • High-energy lithium-ion battery 
provides up to 8 hours working time • External audio input can be directly 
connected to computer’s 3.5 interface to realize audio output.

Tmic2 Handheld Transmitter
• Automatic data synchronization • The system has universality, i.e. the 
Tmic2 transmitter can be connected to any Tmic2-R receiver • Encrypted 
by ID code ensures the system excellent confidentiality • USB charging, the 
transmitter works more than 8 hours after fully charged • PowerPoint page 
turning function makes teaching and presentation much easier    

Ms. Peng Hai Yan

V1 2nd DISTRICT, Industrial 
Transfer Park, Enping City Guang-
dong, China
T: +86750-7823777
F: +86750-7182700
M: +8613827091882
E: penny@pasgao.com
W: www.pasgao.com
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PENN ELCOM DONGGUAN CITy

PENN ELCOM has over more than 40 years of experience with manufactur-
ing, designing product solutions and distributing products for a variety of 
specialist industries.  We are recognized as a world leader in OEM Flight 
Case and Speaker Cabinet hardware, as well as 19 Inch Racking solutions.  
PENN ELCOM is now establishing ourselves regionally as a leading one-
stop supplier of Flight Case & Speaker Cabinet hardware.

Ms. Linda Huang

Yuquan Ingustrial Area Fenggang 
town, Dongguan City, Guang-
dong Province
T: +86769-86803388
F: +86769-86803388
M: +8613922512993
E: Linda.huang@penn.elcom.cn
W: www.pasgao.com
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PERCON JAyANSH IMPEX

For more than 30 years PERCON has been devoted to the design, manu-
facturing and marketing of professional cabling solutions for the Broadcast 
and multimedia fields.

We guarantee the best customer service and technical support and offer 
an impressive range of top-quality products to meet any project’s needs

Our range of products includes a wide variety of professional top-quality 
cables, connectors,

assemblies, tools and accessories to cover the installation needs of any 
audio stage (Theatre, Music), live Sound (Concert tours), rental companies, 
auditorium, stadium, events and multimedia applications.

Percon product line includes analogue, digital audio-video cables, cable 
assemblies: made to measure with professional connectors, accessories, 
tools, cable reels, BNC’s, HDTV solutions.

Product details:
1. Percon Cat 6 FTP 23 AWG data – 150mtrs LED cable with FTP connec-

tors from processor to LED panel.
2. Percon Cat 7 SFTP 23 AWG data – 200mtrs LED cable with FTP con-

nectors from processor to LED panel.
3. Percon Cat 6 4 core Snake cable 100 meters
4. Percon FM AES/EBU Digital:
 • AK 7001AL • AK 2111AL • AK 2034 • DMX 502
5. Percon 110 Ω digital Snake Cable:
 • AK 7008AL 8 pair Snake cable • AK 7012AL 12 pair Snake cable
 • AK 7016AL 16 pair Snake cable
6. Percon Mic & Audio Snake Cables: 
 • AK 203 • AK 201AL • AK 134AL • AK 220AL • AK 2201AL • AK 150AL 

• Snake cable in 2,4,6,8,12,16,24&32 pairs
7. Neutrik Connectors:
 • NAC3FCA • NAC3MPA-1 • NAC3FCB • NAC3MPB-1 • NC3FD-LX • 

NC3FXX • NC3MD-LX • NC3MXX • NE8FDP • NE8FDP-R • NE8MC-1 • 
NL4FX • NLT4FX-BAG • NL4MP • NL4MPR • NLT8FX • NP2X • NP3X • 
NTP3RC

8. Switchcraft connectors for Audio XLR connectors AAA3MZ, AAA3FZ, 
E3FSC, E3MSC, BNC, Chasis, RJ 45 Chasis & HDMI Chasis.

9. Cable reels for  audio, snake, Cat6 shield cables
10. Percon HDMI 2K x 4K cables upto 100mtrs & DVI 24+1 1080p cable 

upto 15mtrs
11. Percon Speaker cable for loudspeaker & home theatre system.
 • 16 AWG SK 2115 • 14 AWG SK 2125 • 18 AWG SPAV 18 round out-

door cable • 20 AWG SPAV 20 round outdoor cable • 16 AWG SP 215 
loud speaker cable • 14 AWG SP 222 loud speaker cable • 12 AWG SP 
240 loud speaker cable

2  Patel Mansion , 6A, Proctor 
Road, Near Grant Road Rly Sta-
tion, Grant Road (East) 
Mumbai 400 007
T: +91-22-23873385
F: +91-22-23877405
M: +91 8087150234
E: info@wireacc.com
W: www. wireacc.com

Shageer N.S

PERCON, 
NEUTRIK, 
SWITCHCRAfT

BRANDS:
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PIONEER INDIA ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.

Pioneer DJ designs and builds market-leading equipment and software for 
DJs. Since the launch of our first CDJ player more than 20 years ago, we’ve  
worked closely with DJs to deliver next generation products than inspire 
and shape the global dance music community. Iconic products include the 
CDJ-2000-NXS2 digital player, DJM-900-NXS2 mixer, RMX-1000 remixer 
and rekordbox™ music preparation software. In 2014 we launched KUVO, 
the online platform that lets clubbers find out what tracks DJs are playing, 
in real time, we added another revolutionary product to our range in col-
laboration with Dave Smith Instruments i.e. Toraiz-SP16 (sampler and step 
sequencer). 

In Sep, 2015 we launched the rekordbox dj Plus Pack: 
the DJ performance software that gives DJs the flexibility to use a single 
rekordbox library whether they’re playing with a controller, CDJs or XDJs.  

Our Spectrum Services: 
Pioneer DJ products range from entry-level controllers and CDJs for bud-
ding DJs, to the top-flight Nexus set up which is club standard in profes-
sional DJ booths all over the world. 

Products Dealt in: 
Car Audio 
Pro SV (DJ) 
Home Audio 

Anirban Bhattacharya

216, 2nd Floor, Time Tower, M.G. 
Road, Sector 28, Gurgaon 122 
001, Haryana, India
T: +91-124-4636100, 463-6166
M: +91-88-263-31128
E: anirban_bhattacharya@
pioneer.com.sg 
W: www.pioneer-india.in
 www.pioneerdj.com 
F:  www.Facebook.com/PioneerIndia
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POPE PROFESSIONAL ACOUSTICS LIMITED

The POPE Professional Acoustics Ltd provides manufacturing, design and 
installation services to a wide range of POPE Professional® sound equip-
ment for Places for Worship, Auditorium, Seminar hall, Conference Hall, 
Discotheques and Live Sound. In the sound industry, POPE Professional is 
one of the leading brands in India. Our widest range of products provides 
to the different needs and taste of a myriad of Customer requirement for 
any application in the field of professional sound.

Our primary goal is to bring a technologically advanced design to clients 
and we use Latest software available to aid our technicians in the design 
of the system and also to predict the coverage and sound pressure levels 
within the seating environment.

Our comprehensive product range ensures that we can exactly meet our 
customer’s technical and financial specifications. We will give you competi-
tive pricing, advice and information, using a wide range of products that 
provide the right equipment for your requirements.

Our Company Shines ‘One World One Sound’ and ISO 9001:2008 certifica-
tions, POPE professional® products are innovative, market responsive, 
cost effective and meet the demands of future technology. Every technical 
aspect in our product has been studied intensively in order to recognize 
what occurs when a complete system is functioning.

We have carried out several projects successfully. Apart from this through 
our distributors and dealers also we made challenging projects in different 
states successfully. We assure you to give our service and co-operation at 
any time anywhere.

The POPE Professional® is our registered brand. It stands for the high 
quality products that have Advanced Technology presented.

VISION
“The POPE Professional’s vision is to be the world leader in sound equip-
ment products and related services. We will earn our customer’s enthusi-
asm through continuous improvement driven by the integrity, teamwork 
and innovation of our people.”

MISSION
The POPE Professional Acoustics Ltd will design, develop, manufacture, 
supply, install, service, inventory maintenance and distribute Line Array, 
Loud-speaker System, Power Amplifier, Digital Signal processor and Ac-
cessories. In addition we will be supporting those systems that have yet 
to be discovered. We understand and appreciate the many challenges 
the system users face regarding accuracy in sound clarity, complexity and 
deadline. We will support those users and their deadlines to the best of our 
ability. Not only with the common off the shelf items, but also diverse and 
custom items made especially for your particular project.

Ravi Kumar 

POPE PROfESSIONAL

89, Rajiv Gandhi Nagar, Phase - 1, 
80 Feet Road, B.R. Layout, Sowri-
palayam, Coimbatore - 641 028, 
Tamilnadu, India (South) 
T: +91 422 4273556
F: +91-422-4273559 
M: +91 9042822444
E: info@pope-pro.com
 gmsn@pope-pro.com
W: www.pope-pro.com

BRANDS:

Also visit our 
DEMO QUBE 
at VIP Parking Area

Booth	No:	J63

Hall	No:	1
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POWERSOFT S.P.A.

Founded in Italy in 1995, Powersoft is a worldwide company, headquar-
tered in Florence (Scandicci) Italy ，that designs, manufacturers and mar-
kets high-end and patented technologies and solutions for the professional 
audio industry. 

Recognized as a world leader in lightweight, high power, single rack space, 
energy efficient amplifiers, Powersoft is the first company to have introduce 
Pulse Width Modulation technology (PWM) in a way that has enabled 
them to achieve efficiency and power which were unthinkable, in addition 
to Power Factor Correction (PFC).

Powersoft is a leading player in Telematic Services for Fleet Management as 
well as in the Professional Audio market. It is organized into two Business 
Units, both of which are guided by the same assets: - Research and tech-
nologies as tools - Passion as an engine - Customer satisfaction as a target 
Innovation, sustainability, reliability, passion, safety and teamwork are the 
values constitute Powersoft’s philosophy and all its high tech products and 
services. These are the principles that led the Powersoft’s Mission: create 
new, better and different technologies.

Powersoft’s Italian made products are available all over ther World, with 
widespread partners, distributors and authorised service centres. Its state-
of-the-art amplifiers can be found in an array of applications, ranging from 
stadiums, sporting arenas, theme parks, performance venues and airports 
to convention centres, churches, cinemas and clubs, and are used by the 
world’s leading tour sound companies. 

Integrated Entertainment Solutions is the Western Region Dealer and an 
Authorised Service Center  for Powersoft in India

Integrated Entertainment Solutions 

Lal Chimney Compound, Shop # 13, 

Mumbai Central, Mumbai - 400011 , INDIA

T: +91 - 22 – 23018804 TeleFax #: +91 - 22 - 23018805

Email: iesolns@gmail.com  web: www.iesolns.com

Rasesh Parekh 
(+91-9821125579) 
Kekul Sheth 
(+91-9867325586)

Via Enrico Conti, 5
Scandicci - FI 50018 Italy
T: +39 055 735 0230
F: +39 055 735 6235
W: www.powersoft-audio.com/
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PREMIER INDUSTRIAL IMPORTERS

Premier Radio & Electronic Corpn. was established in the year 1966 by Late 
Shri Navinchandra Sanghavi and his brothers. 

In the initial epoch, Premier Radio was involved in distribution of electron-
ics and engineering parts across India, but since last many years we are 
engaged with the esteemed German brand “Sennheiser” for distribution of 
its wired / wireless microphones and professional / consumer headphones 
for the western part of India through their subsidiary called “Sennheiser 
Electronics India Pvt. Ltd.”

Presently dealing in below brands:
Sennheiser – Germany
Apart Audio – Belgium 

In the year 1968, Premier Radio founded its sister concern company called 
Premier Industrial Importers. This company was among the first to intro-
duce ‘SONY’ Audio Cassettes in India. Later became one of the pioneer 
companies to introduce world renowned brands in Audio Industry such as 
Celestion Speakers (UK), Goodmans (UK) for Loudspeakers, Roland (Japan) 
and Yamaha (Japan) for Professional Audio & Musical Instruments, Allen & 
Heath (UK) for Audio Mixing Console. Equivalently accelerated the Indian 
Lighting Market by introducing the eminent brands of Lightings such as 
NEC (Japan), Sankyo Denki (Japan), Clay Packy (Italy) and Avolites (UK)

Presently importing and distributing Professional Loud Speakers, Power 
Amplifiers, Signal Processors, Stage Lightings & Effects Equipments from 
the below world leading brands. 
B&C Speakers – Italy 
Fischer Amp – Germany
XTA – UK
Antari Lightings & Effects Ltd. - Taiwan
Acme Lightings – China
K’Star Lighting – China
Kind Amplifiers – Italy
Pulsar Lightings – UK
Silver Star Lighting – China

Premier have a good network of dealers across the country & their trained 
personnel offers excellent & prompt after sales service. Premier has an 
impressive clientele in the Indian entertainment industry.

35, 1ST Floor, Vijay Chambers, 
Tribhuvan Road, off Lamington 
Road, Grant Road East, 
Mumbai 400004
T: +91-22-23881926
F: +91-22-23820932
M: +91 9820125356
E: sales.premierradio@gmail.com
 sales.premier.indimp@gmail.com
W: www. premierpro.in

Kiran Sanghavi

SENNHEISER – GERMANY
APART AUDIO – BELGIUM
B&C SPEAKERS – ITALY 
fISCHER AMP – GERMANY
XTA – UK
ANTARI LIGHTINGS & Ef-
FEcTS	LTD.	-	TAIwAN
ACME LIGHTINGS – CHINA
K’STAR LIGHTING – CHINA
KIND AMPLIfIERS – ITALY
PULSAR LIGHTINGS – UK
SILvER STAR LIGHTING – 
CHINA

BRANDS:
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PROFESSIONAL AUDIO AND LIGHTING ASSOCIATION (PALA)

Sound and Light service providing Industry has been catering to the 
various needs of mankind during, festivals, events, elections, in temples, 
mosques, churches, gurudwaras and various religious places for over a 
century.

In India lakhs of people are associated with the Sound and Light Service 
providing Industry.

This Industry comprises of highly qualified people, technicians, engineers 
and people who have learned from their experiences in their day to day 
tryst with work of providing sound and light to various events, festivals, etc.

Somewhere, around the year 1999, various Stalwarts from the Sound and 
Light Industry and the Service providers of Sound and Light felt the need 
of having an uniform approach towards their customer’s requirements and 
sensed the need of organizing the people of this Industry; and thus the 
journey began. 

The journey though not easy has experienced much high and lows with 
a series of meetings, debates, brainstorming sessions held across various 
states of India and amongst the Veterans and Stalwarts of the Industry and 
the much needed support of service providers of Light and Sound, includ-
ing the smallest of them. 

The hard work and persistence finally bore fruit and culminated into Pro-
fessional Audio and Lighting Association ( PALA) that was registered and 
legal formed on the 25th of January 2016.

Raju Naidu.   
Zura Braganza 

40, Marol Co-Op, Industrial Es-
tate, Marol Sagbaug, M. Vasantji 
Road, Andheri (East). 
Mumbai - 400 059.
M: +91 9702025174
E: palaindia1@gmail.com 
W: palaindia.com ; palaindia.in
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PRO AUDIO ASIA

Now in its 14th year, Pro Audio Asia has been serving those readers who 
make their living from the pro audio business and is distributed to studios, 
broadcasters, rental companies, systems integrators and dealers across the 
Asian Pacific region. With offices located in Singapore, Beijing, Guang-
zhou and the U.K, each bi-monthly issue delivers pertinent news from the 
region, global product news updates, big name interviews, technological 
features, tradeshow reports and company profiles. Together with its sister 
publications, Worship AVL, Pro Audio MEA and the Chinese Edition of Pro 
Audio Asia, the title is an indispensable tool for all professionals. Digital is-
sues can be downloaded for free via www.proaudio-central.com or via the 
industry’s first dedicated social network  www.proaudiosocialstream.com . 
Sign up now and connect with the entire industry for free. 

Sue Gould

17 Upper Grosvenor Road, Tun-
bridge Wells, Kent TN1 2DU, UK
T: +44 1892 676280
F: +44 1892 676282
E: sgould@proaudioasia.com
W: www.proaudio-central.com
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PROMEDIA

Promedia is a distributor of Copper connectivity Products for the broad-
cast and ProAV Industries. Its Products include cables, connectors, and 
patch-bays terminated cables. The company is expanding its product 
offerings with the introduction of Tactical Grade Optical Fiber Products. The 
Distributor is also setting up facilities for termination/repair of optical fiber 
products. These products are specially targeted at the broadcast, sports 
telecast and touring sound industries. The company is further expanding its 
transformer-based microphone splitters offering. Both 24 and 48 channel 
splitters will be offered in both 1:2 and 1:3 split configurations. A complete 
range of electrical distribution system is also on the cards. This is specially 
targeted at stage shows, concerts, and television production.

Products :
PROLINK-AV - Audio Cable: Microphone, Line & Multi Pair Snake; Video 
Cable: SDI, HD，SDI, Triax, CCU, SMPTE 311; Data Cable: DMX, Tactical 
Fiber / CAT5e / CAT7; Install: Wall Plate/Box, 19” Panels, 19” Racks; Stage: 
Stage Box, Amp Panels, Cable Reel; Audio Snake, Mic Splitter, Power 
Distributors; Terminated Cables: XLR, BNC (HD), Phono, Guitar, D-Sub, Y 
Cables.
NEUTRIK (LIECHENSTEIN) - Audio Connectors: XLR, 1/4”, RCA, Speakon; 
Video Connectors: HD，SDI 75 Ω BNC; Misc Connectors: Powercon, Ether-
con, Opticalcon
LITTLITE (USA) - Gooseneck Lamp, Console Light, Desk Light & Rack 
Light.
NTI (LIECHENSTEIN) - Audio Test Instruments: Digital, Analogue & Acous-
tic Analyzes, Digital & Analogue Signal Gen. Class 1 & 2 Measurement 
Microphones.
Syntax (Italy) - Electrical Systems, Control Panels, Adapters, Splitters and 
Extensions for Power Distribution
Telegartner (Germany) - Video Connectors: HD-SDI 75 Ω BNC, F-Type; 
RF Connectors: BNC, SMA, N-Type, 7-16 DIN; Inter Series Adapters: BNC/
RCA/F/N/SMA
SCHILL (Germany)- Cable Reels: Metal / Polymer Cable Reels, Self Wind-
ing Reels, Motorized Reels
CHECKERS (USA) - Cable Protractors: Heavy Duty, Extra Heavy Duty Low 
Profile, 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 Channel
Our New Product
Stage Power Distribution Boxes: Rugged Customizable Impact Resistant 
Loop Through & Modular Stage and Truss Mounting versions; Input / Out-
put : 1 & 3 Phase; Connector Types : (As required) CEE 5 & 3 Pole, 19 Pole 
Socapex, Schuko, Indian 3 Pin, IEC, PowerCON - 20A, PowerCON – 32A, 
PowerCON True1

Nikhil Doshi (Director)

PrOLINK-AV
NEUTRIK (LIECHENSTEIN)
LITTLITE (USA)
NTI (LIECHENSTEIN)
SYNTAX (ITALY)
TELEGARTNER (GERMANY)
SCHILL (GERMANY)
CHECKERS (USA)

42, Kuber Complex, New Link 
Road Andheri (W) 
Mumbai 400053
T: +91-22-67021711  
M: +9820023077
E: nikhil@promediain.net 
W: www.promediain.net

pro

BRANDS:
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PROMUSICALS

ProMusicals founded in 1991, was born out of the driving need for a Pro-
fessional Electronic Musical Instrument and Digital Audio Store in India.The 
brainchild of Sudhin Prabhakar, a lead guitarist with 18 years of gigging 
with some of the finest Indian Rock groups like Down Sterling, Nemesis 
Avenue, Juravi, Burn, Jus Frenz and Roxygen, Sudhin believed he had the 
musical experience and the will to make this a reality.

With just the able support of m/s Reynolds Calcutta, the largest Musical 
Instrument distributor in India at the time, ProMusicals.

made its modest beginnings as a hobby music store, in a tiny disused office 
room on the 4th floor, selling Electronic Musical instruments and acces-
sories to professional musicians.A refreshing With uncompromising quality 
standards, a progressive technology driven product line, ‘over the top’ 
customer care and a high profile customer base, ProMusicals was quickly 
making waves while bringing a modern and exciting new face to music 
retailing.

Expanding quickly into a whole new line of Music related businesses, in 
1994 ProMusicals moved into a swank new1000sq.ft.Showroom located in 
the heart of town with additional warehousing and service room facilities. 
Featuring its new Pro-Rooms concept - a series of little showrooms dedi-
cated each to Hi-fi and home theatre, P.A, systems with DJ and Lighting 
gear, a fully equipped Digital Audio and Music Software demo room cum 
studio, an electronic service centre and an independently located Music 
School,ProMusicals had truly established itself in style as the first of its kind 
Professional Electronic Music Store in India.

ProMusicals today is the ‘exclusive all India distributor’ for some of the 
worlds leading Pro-audio manufacturers. We take pride in the personal 
way we guide our customers, from being amateurs & hobbyists to becom-
ing respected industry professionals and sometimes even super stars.We 
are strongly musician centred and we believe that with over two decades 
of stage/ studio performance and consultancy behind us – we understand 
musicians needs better.

We encourage you to call or email us and begin what we hope will be the 
most enjoyable buying experience you have ever had.

So come play with us…

No.25, Casa Major Road, 
Egmore, Chennai 600 008
India
T: +91 044-28193607
M: +91 9884631886
E: vivin@promusicals.com
W: www.promusicals.com

Vivin Kuruvilla
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QUTUB STAGE

Qutub Stage has been in the audio equipment rental business since the 
last 16years.We have entered into audio distribution business in the year 
2010.Currently we are distributing  H.P. Diphagram, Microphone accesso-
ries, Poly Cardonic Flight cases & Active D.S.P. Sound.

For more information, please get in touch at qutubstage@yahoo.com

Shadab Khan

1088/B 1, Mehrauli
New Delhi 110030
M: +91 9811219123
E: qutubstage@yahoo.com

QUTUb STAgE
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R.S. SOUND AND COMPANy

R.S. Sound And Company Established in the year 2004 as one of the 
leading pro-audio Cabinet Manufacturer & First quailty acoustics manufac-
turer in INDIA .With Help of efficient and new Era manufactruring process 
R.S.Sound established strong  customer network functioning All over INDIA 
.We are able to provide all your pro.Audio requirements Like speaker , 
speaker cabinet, linearray ,  installation and cinemas speakers, speakers 
accesory& Professional grade state of art Equipment. Our products Are re-
ally Sturdy that they can stand even the roughest uses for years R.S Sound 
And Company offers a broad product range with various paint technology.
Within a Short span of time the company has built it reputation as reliable 
and affordable pro.audio &Acoustics solution provider 

Products Dealt In:
Speakers
Empty Speaker Cabinet
High power subwoofer
Cinema speakers
Linearray systems
Linearray cabinet
Stage monitors
Customized pro audio crossover
Speakers cabinet paint & accesory
O.E.M, O.D.M of Cabinets
Alluminium Lift & Truss

Navneet Paradava

LION BROTHER ACOUSTICS
RSSOUND PRO.AUDIO 
CABINETS
ELECTRO ACOSTIC GER-
MANY

Shop No 4 Chitrakut Shopping 
Centre,Near Uma VIDHYA-
LAY NIKOL – NARODA ROAD 
Ahmedabad 382350
M: +91 9510861836
E: rssound1991@gmail.com 
W: www.rssoundindia.com

BRANDS:
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RAJDEEP ELECTRONICS

Rajdeep Electronics a Pioneer in the field of Audio for more than 2 dec-
ades with host of products from the best of the brands all under one roof. 
Having diversified into the custom install audio for the past decade have  
steadily made a mark in the field of custom install audio with product offer-
ings from most reputed brands in the market.

JNM Audio a wholly owned concern of M/S.Rajdeep electronics was 
created close to a decade ago with a single goal in mind, to cater to the 
needs of all the quality conscious clients in the field of custom audio. JNM 
Audio has grown from strength to strength in these years from having just 
a handful of products to now offering the widest range of products in the 
market today (close to 100 models and counting).

JNM Audio now adds another feather to their cap with the introduction of 
Premium & luxury custom install audio products, These are premier prod-
ucts to be offered in this segment. Best suited for all the audio aficionados 
who want aesthetically pleasing product with high quality sound from 
custom install audio.

Vijay Chabbria

2, Muniswamappa Lane, SP Road, 
Bangalore 560078
M: +91 9342842661
E: vijay@rajdeepelectronics.com
W: www.rajdeepelectronics.com
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REyNOLDS INC.

Reynolds Inc, with offices in Bangalore, Hyderabad, Pune and Chennai, 
distributes the following brands in India:

Furman Sound
The Furman range of power conditioners are indispensable for every 
installation project as well as in live rental systems.

Pro Intercom 
Professional talkback and Intercom systems and have been working with 
India’s top theatres and rental companies and have proved to be extremely 
rugged, and cost effective.

Look Solutions 
Probably the best smoke and haze machines in the Indian market today. 
Made in Germany.  

Cordial Cables 
Cordial Cables are well-known all over the world for manufacturing top 
quality professional cabling for the Audio, Lighting and Video industry. they 
also make a range of accessories, including pre-fabricated cabling and DI 
boxes.

Eurotruss 
World leader in concert trussing now offers a great range of stage decks at 
economical prices.

Atmosphere 4K
Atmosphere is the first 4K Ultra High Definition ambience and enter-
tainment platform for luxury hotels, cruise line, casinos, bars, lounges, 
restaurants and spas.  A pioneering technology and unique content library 
design and produced by leading specialists within the sound and vision 
market.

Christopher Lawrence

fURMAN SOUND
PRO INTERCOM
LOOK SOLUTIONS
CORDIAL CABLES
EUROTRUSS
ATMOSPHErE	4K

131, Brigade Road
Banglore 560025
E: christopher@reynoldonline.com 
W: www.reynoldonline.com

BRANDS:
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RICATECH B.V.

Ricatech has been a pioneer in the electronics market for almost a decade. 
Starting as a manufacturer and supplier of MP3 players and audio fidelity, 
Ricatech has grown to become the largest supplier and manufacturer of 
nostalgic, retro and vintage audio electronics in Europe. Ricatech’s high 
quality handcrafted jukeboxes and turntables reflect the American history 
and combines yesterday’s feeling with today’s technology. Ricatech is con-
stantly developing n ew models and accessories that meet the demand for 
the market and cooperate with many professional partners.

Ricatech is the worldwide exclusive licensee of the Elvis Presley Jukeboxes. 
This jukebox, with its dancing bubbles and rotating color cylinders reflects 
the free American spirit of the 50’s . Now you can own a part of “American 
history”.

Richard Singh stated, “This was a great project. We worked long and very 
hard on designing, tooling and the special features. I can proudly say that 
this is the finest jukebox we have ever designed.

Richard Singh
J Shah
M: +91 9820148053

Cornusbaan 1, 2908 KB Capelle 
aan den Ijssel, 
The Netherlands.
E: galaxyfunworld@yahoo.com
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RIVERA DIGITEC (I) PVT. LTD.

Who We Are
Rivera Digitec Pvt. Ltd. Established in Mumbai in 1997 is a distribution firm 
with exclusive distribution rights for a number of leading manufacturers in 
the PA (professional audio) and MI (Musical Instruments) Industry.

Rivera Digitec is now fully equipped with the entire range from musical 
instruments, sound solutions and audio video products, all under one roof 
solution.

In India we have a wide network of sales offices i.e in Mumbai, Delhi, Kol-
kata, Chennai, Bangalore, Hyderabad and Indore.

Together with its portfolio of reputable brands, a dynamic team and strong 
service platform & financial foundation there is no surprise that the com-
pany has achieved a market leader position in its niche industrySubhash Khandelwal

ROLAND
ZILDJIAN
SAMSON
HARTKE
DB TECHNOLOGIES
SHURE
ZOOM
TRINITY
WASHBURN GUITARS

411.Nirman Kendra, Off Dr.E. 
Moses Road, Mahalaxmi (w) 
Mumbai-400011
T: +91-22-24983080
F: +91-22-66604461
E: rivera@riveradigitec.in

BRANDS:
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ROBE LIGHTING S.R.O. 

Robe lighting is the fastest growing moving light manufacturer in the 
world. The company is based in the Czech Republic and produces high 
quality intelligent lighting projectors for the professional entertainment, 
architectural and themed environment markets.

Embedded in the company philosophy is the practise of working as closely 
with our business partners and end users as possible, listening to their 
needs, thoughts and wishes and understanding their markets. Knowing 
our business is based on numerous individuals, we endeavour to meet as 
many of them face-to-face as possible. Building the “Robe Family” means 
all comments and feedback are welcome. The Robe brand is experiencing 
record growth in all sectors and our products can be found on stages, in 
concert halls and TV studios all over the world. 

Over 350 employees work at Robe’s primary 20.000 square metre facility in 
Valašské Meziříčí, and the products are exported – via a worldwide distribu-
tor network – to over 90 countries and 5 continents

The administration side of the company is constantly expanding to keep 
pace with the increases in production. The future is full of ambitious plans 
and ideas, and Robe continues to focus on designing and producing well-
engineered products meeting the creative, technical and practical demands 
of our wide range of users and investors. .

Robe is distributed in  INDIA by Integrated Entertainment Solutions ( booth 
J35)

Integrated Entertainment Solutions 
Lal Chimney Compound, Shop # 13, 
Mumbai Central, Mumbai - 400011, INDIA
T: +91-22–23018804 TeleFax: +91-22-23018805
E: iesolns@gmail.com  W: web: www.iesolns.com

Rasesh Parekh 
+91-9821125579
Kekul Sheth 
+91-9867325586

Hážovice 2090/ 756 61 /
Rožnov pod Radhoštěm / 
Czech Republic 
T: +420 571 751 500 
F: +420 571 751 515 
E: robe@robe.cz  
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ROLLING STONE

Founded by the legendary Jann Wenner four decades ago in San 
Francisco,Rolling Stone  is not just the world’s greatest music magazine 
but also a global cultural icon. Published in 15 countries, it is  the pop 
culture reference point  for more than 12 million young adults around the 
world, who come to the magazine every month for the same reasons as a 
previous generation: to be informed, to be inspired,  to form an opinion, to 
develop an attitude and, of course, to Rock & Roll. Rolling Stone’s sphere of 
influence reaches across  music, entertainment, movies, television, fashion,  
technology and national affairs. Rolling Stone covers everything that’s 
important, trendsetting, and newsworthy to the thought leaders among 
young adults. Rolling Stone is among the best known brands among the 
young around the world.

Rolling Stone India was launched in 2008 as the 14th international edition 
ofRolling Stone. In its approach, content  and style the magazine follows 
the same philosophy as the other international editions. Within no time it 
has grown to become India’s most popular  music magazine. Month after 
month its content reflect the growing popularity of rock&roll across the 
country. Apart from keeping its growing readership abreast of what is hap-
pening in the international world of music, Rolling Stone India has taken 
upon itself the role of  providing Indian musicians a legitimate platform to 
project their music to an  expanding audience. The Indian music scene is 
burgeoning, and Rolling Stone India can take some credit for it.

Nadim Shaikh

401, 4th Floor, Todi Building, 
Behind Ideal Industrial Estate, 
Mathuradas Mill Compound, 
Lower Parel (W) Mumbai 400013
T: 91 67487731
M: +91 9821895795
E: nadim@mansworldindia.com, 
bhairav@spentamultimedia.com
W: www. mansworldindia.com
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S.V. CASE CRAFT

S.V. Case Craft Flight Case Manufacturer-
Flightcase is a Network Operations Solutions Provider and a well - re-
ceived provider for managed services. We support clientele varying from 
supporting network operations of niche telecom companies to managing 
/reporting Accounting / Data analysis tasks for companies based out of 
Country. We are able to manage daily operations as well as provide the 
right interface for entrepreneurs, carriers and corporate companies from 
the different service.

Our products are known for their dependability in demanding application. 
They are manufactured under strict quality control and special attention 
is devoted to ensure that each and every items fulfills the requirements of 
customers in quality and performance. We have a proven track record of 
reliable service aiming to provide rapid solution. Close customer contact 
is maintained and ongoing support is provided throughout   the life of 
product.

Shiva Vishwakarma

A1, Sai Brahman Dev Nagar, 
Utten Road, Bhayander W, Thane, 
Mumbai 401101
M: +91 9820442448
E: svcasecraft@gmail.com
W: www.svcasecraft.com
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SANAEyA

Sanaeya firm Founded by Mr. M. B. Canteenwala in 1982; it’s proprietor-
ship firm, the Firm was registered with The Sales tax department of Gujarat 
Government it’s Reg. No. is 24072402126. It has continued to build on 
its resources with emphasis on its quality professional capital value….with 
sensing a need to provide Customized solutions.

Vision - Our Quality Policy
“We are COMMITTED   to strive for achieving good quality of product with 
excellence design, to the best satisfaction of our CLIENTS by continually 
improving our processes, updating our knowledge, services and training 
our key human resources”.

The Path towards Excellence 
We are proud of providing accurate, informative, and analytical and time 
bound services to our Clients. Before providing any service to any of 
our Client, we first evaluate our readiness to do so, with respect to the 
knowledgebase, and availability and competence of infrastructure, both 
technological and human.

What we are 
The Firm has expert owner who will give the bench mark services to Cli-
ents. We are continuously upgrading and improving our team and systems 
to grab the challenges to achieve the success.

Presently, Firm is providing the services in Audio visual sales and services 
for multiplex cinema and professional sound systems. The Firm has also 
in the field of manufacturing of professional sound systems with it’s own 
design.

Sanaeya offers following Services: • Production of Professional sound 
systems • Dealer of Harman Professionals • Service contract for Multiplex 
Cinema Sound and Projection Systems • Service centre of Crown(USA) 
Amplifiers • Acoustic Consultation for Cinema and Auditoriums 
Our Methodology & Approach includes Client Mapping like Understand-
ing the client’s existing activities & future plans, Organization Structure, 
Expansion plans, Perpendicular Integrations & staff needs. The Firm aims 
for  providing high standard services to clients.

Production of Professional sound systems
Manufacturing of different kind of speakers systems like: • Vented Enclo-
sures • Hybrid Enclosures • Array Systems • Stage Monitors • T – Bins • 
Scoops Enclosures 

Dealer of Harman Professionals 
We are dealer for Harman Professional products since 2007. We are deal-
ing in following products of the company. • Crown Power Amplifiers. • JBL 
pro speakers systems. • Sound craft multi channels mixer. • DBX processors 
for professional sound systems. • Lexicon Digital sound processing systems. 
• AKG microphones.

Rajesh Prajapati

E WING

B-58, Maruti Industrial Prk, Opp.
Naroda Fire Station, Naroda 
Road, Ahmedabad 380 025
T: 
M: +91 9824517156
E: info@sanaeya.com
W: www.sanaeya.com

BRANDS:
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SANDy AUDIO EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

Enping City Sandy Audio Equipment Company Limited is a member of  
CAIA, entertainment technology association china. Founded in 2006, set 
the development, production, marketing, engineering services as one. The 
main production, sales professional speaker, power amplifier, mixer, micro-
phone and peripheral equipment. After 10 years of development, Sandy 
has an area of 15000 square meters of Industrial Park, plant area of nearly 
15000 square meters and 800 square meters of product experience center; 
the enterprise has strong technical force and high-quality staff team, has 
formed a production scale of strength.

Wen Xiao Jun

Southern suburbs of Enping City, 
Guangdong, China industrial 
zone Sandy Industrial Park
T: +86750-1183788
F: +86750-1183788
M: +8613822325075
E: sandyaudio@163.com
W: wwwsandyaudio.com
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SEHGAL SALES CORPORATION

Sehgal sales corp. Is one of the leading co. Engaged in manufacturing 
and dealing in a wide range of P.A. Systems. Founded in 1970 by late Sh. 
B.L. Sehgal.The firm has aimed at delivering standard and effective audi-
tory communication products till date. Now we are dealing under three 
brands-: SEHGAL P.A. Systems, SA Professional and S.Audio products. 
Being the outcome of decades’ research and experience we have a notice-
able presence in amplifiers and D.J systems.We have spent considerable 
time, knowledge and resources in procuring spare parts.Hence we have a 
wide range of most reliable and appropriate spares and circuits.We can say 
we are different from others in a way that we keep records of back up and 
quicker handling of complaints.We always seek support of our dealers.

Yuv Raj Sahgal

SEHGAL P.A. SYSTEMS
SA PROfESSIONAL 
S.AUDIO

1680/4, Joghian Street, Bhagirath 
Palace, Delhi 110006
T: +91-11-45613053
M: +91 9873399022
E: sehgalsales@rediffmail.com  
W: www.sehgal.in

BRANDS:
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SENNHEISER ELECTRONICS INDIA PVT. LTD.

Sennheiser Electronics India was established in 2007 as a hundred percent 
subsidiary of the German audio specialist, Sennheiser electronic Gmbh & 
Co. KG. 

For decades Sennheiser has been a reliable and innovative partner in 
broadcasting and high-profile live audio. Founded in 1945, the company 
has stood for top-quality products and tailor-made solutions for every 
aspect of the recording, transmission and reproduction of sound. Backed 
by a culture of innovation and a passion for excellence, Sennheiser has set 
standards in wireless technologies, headsets, microphones and integrated 
systems alike.

Also on the Sennheiser stand is Apart & Neumann.Berlin. Neumann is one 
of the world’s leading microphone manufacturers. Established in 1928, the 
company has been recognized with a string of international awards for its 
products and technical innovations. Since 2010, Neumann has offered its 
expertise in electro-acoustic transducer design to the studio monitor mar-
ket, where it provides high-quality solutions for its customers in broadcast-
ing, recording, and audio production. 

Apart is a Belgian brand of specialized and unique loudspeakers and 
electronics for the fixed installed sound market. From the trendy fashion 
boutique over the classy restaurant and ambient bar up to the luxury hotel, 
with the Apart products you can cover them all! 

Products dealt in – 
•  Headphones
• Wired Microphones
• Wireless Microphones 
• In-Ear-Monitors (IEM)
• Studio Microphones 
• Radio Microphones
• Conference Microphones
• Wireless RF Systems 
• Studio Monitors
• Speakers
• PA Systems
• Amplifiers 
• Switchers
• Antennas

For more information, visit www.sennheiserindia.com

102 A, First Floor, Time Tower 
M.G. Road, Sector 28 
Gurgaon, Haryana – 122002
T: +91-124-4187800
M: +91 9999070430
E: info@sennheiserindia.com  
 shilpa.saini@sennheiser.com
W: www.sennheiserindia.com

Shilpa Saini

SENNHEISER
NEUMANN
APART AUDIO
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SHENZHEN GLOSHINE TECHNOLOGy CO., LTD.

Founded in 2006 with a great passion for LED Screen technology, 
GLOSHINE has become the leader of HD LED Screen manufacturers for 
rental and fixed installation displays. Whether it is a large or small event, 
GLOSHINE provides our experience, dedication and attention to all details 
required to help our customers get the job done right and to perfection.

GLOSHINE’s factory site consumes a  5 acre area and employs more than 
400 skilled people. We have invested over USD5 million in professional 
equipment and machinery. We produce an average of 8000 square meter 
of LED Screens per month with stringent quality control. Our LED screens 
are sold to more than 50 countries worldwide. Our goal is to save your 
time and money, so our customers can focus on marketing services and 
offering the best quality LED screens to their customers.

Products dealt in: 
Indoor /outdoor LED screens

No.10,North Fuping Road, 
Pingdi Town, Longgang District, 
ShenZhen ShenZhen China
T: +86 75529951691
F: +86 75584419301
M: +86 13480170164
E: sales644@gloshine.cn
W: www. gloshine.com.cn

Brook Shan

GLOSHINE
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SHENZHEN LINSN TECHNOLOGy DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.

Shenzhen Linsn Technology Development Co., Ltd. founded in 2000, is 
committed to developing and manufacturing high-tech products with 
tailor-made services. The company has a solid base of technology and has 
powerful strength in large variety of fields: LED display, , Auto-control, etc. 
Especially in the aspects of the hardcore of LED display technology--control 
system, no matter software or hardware both have become the actual 
criteria of the industry.

Linsn LED control system includes: full-color synchronism, full-color light 
decoration, full-color asynchronism, double-color synchronism, double-
color asynchronism etc. The system has been adopted by hundreds of 
domestic LED factories, and it becomes the first choice. Besides, it has 
being exported overseas by large amount.

The matching software of the Linsn LED control system---LED Studio, is 
highly praised by the users. Now there are editions diverse languages 
available, such as English, Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, French, 
and so on. And Japanese and Russian editions are coming.

Stable-performance, credible quality, and high Quality-to-Price ratio; 
because we follows the tent that “Quality for most, Service for most, Credit 
for most and Customer for top”; because we have flexible method of 
development, manufacture and distribution.. We hold everybody’s hand, to 
develop the LED industry of China, and also the world.

Mike Yin

LINSN TECHNOLOGY

Floor4, Block7 Zone 2 baiwan-
gxin Industrial Park, Xili nanshan 
district  Shenzhen CHINA
T: +86-755-88832080
F: +86-755-86183597
M: +86-13603073017
E: mikelinsn.com
W: www.linsn.com
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SHENZHEN MAGNIMAGE TECHNOLOGy CO., LTD.

Shenzhen Magnimage Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in 2009, located 
in International E City in Shenzhen, China. Company offer professional 
equipment and solution for relevant enterprises of conference events, large 
stage performance, Media advertising, command center.

After several years’ development, Magnimage developed a series of lead-
ing products and gain great reputation in LED video processor field.

Welcome to contact us! Our hot selling product like LED550DS, LED580FS 
and MIG620CS1 are here waiting for your inspection.

Products: 
LED500A/B     LED540CS     LED550DS    LED580FS
MIG-620CS1 switcher    MIG-CL9000 controller

8F, Bld F5 TCL International City, 
#1001 Zhongshan Park Road, 
Nanshan, Shenzhen, China
T: +86 86647651
F: +86 86647650
M: +86 13613048386
E: della@magnimage.com
W: www.magnimage.com

Della

MAGNIMAGE
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SHENZHEN REAL SOUND ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

REAL SOUND,Based in Shenzhen,China,is an intergrated sound sys-
tem manufacturing and exportor.It is a well-known brand in both 
China and overseas markets.Speaking about Southern Aisa sound 
market,Its reputation is know to professional sound rental companies in 
Bangadesh,Bangalore and Chenni.Established in 2008,with advanced pro-
duction facilities and devoted R&D engineers,we released newly invented 
line arrays such as Kmax-915,Kmax-812 after success in Kmax Series 
and LCA-12 to compete with some branded sound companies during 
Guangzhou PLS fair.For more detalls,please visit our official website www.
realsound-audio.com.

REAL is also a major player for customized producer for whole-sellers,

To have a face-to-face meeting with REAL people and REAL products?You 
are welcome to be at our stand during the MUMBAI PALM fair during May 
26-28,2016,REALSOUND BOOTH is Hall 1,G73.Thank you.

Wang Pingjian

No 24 -2Longxing Rd, LongCun, 
DakangCun, Henggang Town, 
Longgang dist. Shenzhen, China
T: +86755-84265015
F: +86755-84260659  
M: +8613544116259
E: sales@realsound-audio.com
W: www.realsound-audio.com
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SHENZHEN TIMEWAyING TECHNOLOGy CO., LTD.

FREEDEO is a leading Cinema 3D industry brand as well as a China’s na-
tional high-tech enterprise specialized in R&D, manufacturing FREEDEO is 
the only domestic brand possessing various 3D technology patents as well 
as a number of national patent certificates certified by FCC, CE, ISO9001, 
etc.

In 2015, Shenzhen Timewaying Technology Co., Ltd successfully entered 
the NEEQ market (Stock code:832024). In the future, FREEDEO will speed 
up the development and increasingly attracts partners within the 3D indus-
try to create value for cinema 3D ecosystem.

Ms. Peng Shi

22FC2block Nanshanzhiyuan 
no.1001 xueyuan Road District 
Shenzhen
T: +86755-83869616
F: +86755-83869896
M: +8613932719688
E: liuhuan@timewaying.com
W: www.timewaying.com
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SHIV INDUSTRIES

We introduce ourselves as a leading manufacturer of Al - Alloy trusses and 
accessories in India, and have pleasure to highlight our activities in details 
to you which may become helpful to you to select your requirements if our 
products fall in - line with your needs.

The main features are as follows :
1) We have complete in - house facilities to manufacture our all items of 

Al - Alloy Trusses with modern machineries and highly skilled labour 
force in our W/s. 

2) Our range of product - size is very large to full - fill total requirents of 
our various esteemed clients to select from product - range.

3) Our standard size of trusses are - 
 i)  300 x 300  ii)  400 x 400  iii)  810 x 600  iv)  600 x 400  v)  1060 x 600
 From above range clients can select any size in length, width and 

height of Box - Truss as per requirements condering their loading 
capacity and availability of space at venue. 

4) We can provide trusses for exhibition stalls in various sizes as per 
clients needs and suitable for the space available on rental basis.

5) All our trusses are very accurate in sizes, very quich in erection and 
quite easy to dismentle with minimum men - power which save lot of 
time. All our accesorries for fitments are made on CNC machines with 
very high degree of accuracy.

6) We sale Al - Alloy trusses on Out -right bases and we also provide 
Trusses on rental bases.

7) So far we have NO - DEALER in India for selling our products. We sale 
our products directly to our actual - user clients.

8) We provide AFTER - SALE SERVICE to our valued clients if required.
     
We hope, above informations will help you to select your needs and your 
early action in the matter is highly solicited with a view to go ahead for 
long time relations with fair and honest business.

W-35, MIDC, Taloja, District 
Raigad Raigad 410218
M: +91 9820934934
E: shiv_ind2008@yahoo.com
W: www.miw.in , 
 www.aluminiumtrusses.com

Uttam Vaghela
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SHIVA SHAKTI PRODUCTS

Shiva Shakti Products an ISO 9001 : 2008 was established in the year 1996, 
under the headship of our mentor, Mr. Pawan Kumar, His vast knowledge 
and experience has assisted us in growing in leaps and bounds in the 
industry. Due to his ceaseless efforts, we are able to stand among the key 
Suppliers of Professional Speaker System, Audio Amplifiers, Stage Monitors, 
Sub-woofer, Line Array Speaker Systems etc.

Infrastructure
We have a sound infrastructural base that is well fumished with high-end 
machines and equipments that are apt for the manufacturing of premium 
products. Build over a large space, our infrastructural base is divided into 
various sections to assure smooth production. We continually upgrade the 
production machines to keep Pace with the advancement in the technol-
ogy.

Quality is the buzzword of the organization. We maintain the quality stand-
ards of the products at every stage of production. To test the quality of 
the products, we have inslalled testing equipments like oscilloscope, signal 
Generator, Spl Meter, Magnet charger, Digital multi meter etc. Our skilled 
quality control executives keep a strict vigil on the production process to 
assure the development of the finest quality products.

Dedication and enthusiasm are the team that can describe our team of 
professionals. Our team includes experienced engineers, technicians and 
other allied workers. They all are well versed with their respective Field and 
manufacture flawless products.

Products:
Professional speaker systems, Audio Amplifiers, Stage monitors, Stabliz-
ers, Line-arrays, Speaker components, Sub-woofer, Passive Cross-overs, 
microphones, professional connectors etc.

Manjit Kumar

AUDIOTRACK

D-9/1496, New Deshmesh 
Avenue, Opp. Khalsa College, 
Amritsar Punjab 143001 
India
T: 5012439
M: +91 9815308262
E: audiotrackasr@yahoo.com
W: www.audiotrack.co.in

BRANDS:
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SHIVA SySTEMS

What started 18 years ago as a hobby has now grown into a major Sound 
& Light Rental Company.

Three Years ago we ventured into sales of Professional Lights, Sound & 
Trussing in India.

With a state of the art Demo Room & on the spot walk in service for all our 
product we have pioneered  the art of Sales & Service.

In SHIVA SYSTEMS we believe the customer has the right to See & Hear 
the product they buy. That is  why we have put in a lot of

Effort in getting you the best of quality at a price unmatched in the Field.

Products dealt in :-
Stage Lighting & Fixtures.

B-602, Mansarovar, Suchidham, 
Filmcity Rd, Malad East next to 
Dindoshi Depot Mumbai 400097 
India
T: +91-22-28491892
M: +91 8828270072   
        9820522090
E: shivasound@gmail.com
W: www.shivas.co.in

Sumit Aggarwal 
Sachin Patodia

S-PrO

BRANDS:
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SIROCCO CAB N CORDS

At Sirocco we believe to move with the present time and venture into new 
technologies to provide the world with high quality and proficient products.

We have already been in the cable industry for the past 3 decades and 
have a very diversified product line, starting from the generic Round cables 
to Networking, CCTV and Microphone cables, now HDMI Cables and so 
on. 

Recently we have entered in the LED industry where we have started a new 
line of energy saving products like LED bulbs, par lights, flood lights, etc. to 
help in the development of a  Energy efficient new world.

Our products have the best quality and robust construction to provide a 
stable output and a everlasting life, this is realised by using premium qual-
ity raw materials and a very specific quality analysis where each and every 
unit is checked at various steps before it reaches the consumer.

We give priority to our customers to provide them with the best possible 
solutions, because this is the only way to form everlasting relations.  

Products Dealt With: 

• Microphone, CCTV, Power and Networking Cables
• Power, Computer, Microphone, Networking, Snake Cords
• Par LEDs, Flood Lights, LED Tubes, LED Surface Light, Bulbs.

G1, 1432 Rampur Mundana, 
RIICO Industrial, Bhiwadi, 
Dist-Alwar, Rajasthan-301019
M: +91 +91-9958013355, +91-
9910153032
E: gagan@sirocco.in , 
 kanishk@sirocco.in
W: www.sirocco.in

Sanjay Aggarwal, 
Gagan Maheshwari

KOLIGHT
KOMCORD
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SONIK-TEC ACADEMy

Sonik-Tec is involved with Music Education and specializes in ‘Music 
Production Courses’. The Academy is based in Mumbai and has been in 
business since aprox. 5 years.

At Sonik-Tec, students can learn to produce Electronic Music, a style of 
music that has become exceedingly popular, all over the world in recent 
times and will continue to do so.

Students receive training on Industry standard software and Hardware and 
learn the latest techniques in Electronic Music Production. The courses 
guide students through, various aspects of Music Composition, Sound Syn-
thesis, Editing, Mixing and Mastering, allowing students to produce Music 
of a Professional Standard.

Sonik-Tec is run by Mr.Chirag Kotak, who has been involved with electronic 
music for over 10 years. Studied Audio engineering at Digital Academy 
Mumbai and SAE Byron Bay Australia.

Products Dealt in :
Music Production Courses

Brands:
Software and Hardware students are trained on

Ableton Live, Imageline FL Studio, Focusrite, Novation, Clavia Nord, Access 
Virus, U-He, AKG, Yamaha

Chirag Kotak

B Wing, Crystal Plaza, New Link 
Road, Opp. Infinity Mall, Andheri 
West, Mumbai 400053
M: +91 9819558623
E: info@soniktec.com
W: www. soniktec.com
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SONODyNE

Sonodyne was founded by and was the brainchild of India’s decorated 
audio，technocrat, Ashoke Mukherjee. Having established itself in the early 
90’s as a leading player in its home audio markets, Sonodyne expanded its 
vision to take Indian sound innovation global.

Sonodyne has been designing and manufacturing since the late ‘80s，from 
its EOU units in Mumbai and Kolkata, niche products such as turntables, 
speakers and amplifiers and as OEM in pro audio and power electronics. 
In the early 2000s with the Indian economy starting to grow exponentially, 
opportunities arose in pro audio, install, cinema, and studio. Sonodyne 
took the conscious decision to align its design, manufacturing and distribu-
tion to meet the professional sound needs of new India. However, there 
was fierce competition since the leading global brands also targeted this 
same market. By introducing an optimum combination of research, design, 
performance, and value into products, Sonodyne has emerged as a strong 
force in the Indian professional audio industry.

With the growth in markets, distribution, improvements in product quality 
and manufacturing locations, the next step was to look overseas. The initial 
offering was a range of active near field studio monitors that has become 
the standard in Indian broadcast and production studios. By utilizing a 
combination of solid aluminium die cast enclosures, high quality transduc-
ers and customized high power amplification, Sonodyne Reference Series 
deliver exceptional performance at great value.

The Sonodyne Reference Series is distributed throughout Asia, Oceania, 
Europe and North America, and has received both acclaim and accolades 
from international press. The professional user base is growing at fast rate, 
primarily due to high detailing to price ratio.

Creativity remains the driving factor in Sonodyne. Now, aided by industry 
standard design and development tools, it is quicker to realize the end 
results of this creativity. Innovation still spurs us on. To look at things in a 
manner more effective, more optimal, remains our cornerstone. As India’s 
pioneering audio equipment manufacturer, our aim is to introduce new 
technologies and solutions for the global arena.  

Products dealt in: 
Speakers, amplifiers

Sukanya Mukherjee

SONODYNE, 
AUSTRALIAN MONITOR

98 NB Block E New Alipore, 
Kolkata 700053, INDIA 
T: +91-33-23990418
F: +91-33-23967243
M: +91 9830855259
E: response@sonodyne.com
W: www.sonodyne.com 
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SONOTONE

Sonotone is a renowned distributor of audio & cinema equipment in 
India, representing top industry names such as P.audio (Thailand), Mackie 
(USA), JTS Microphones (Taiwan) & Dyna Group Taiwan (DynaTech, DynaDJ, 
DynaComm).

Our goal is to produce innovative solutions wherever high sound quality 
is important. We have been providing our clients the very best in terms 
of technologically advanced products & services since 1978, including 
professional loudspeakers, pro audio equipment, audio DSP equipment 
and even high quality waterproof loudspeakers, with a network of dealers 
across 21 states in India. Sonotone today is an industrial enterprise capable 
of anticipating with great intuition the needs of its vast clientele, from the 
amateur to the world’s best professionals of the audio sector. Our products 
are sought after by professional sound rental companies, cinemas, DJs, 
hotels, clubs and restaurants.

Products :
Loud Speakers, HF Drivers, Power Amplifiers, Microphones, Audio Mixer, 
Active and Passive loudspeakers with cabinet, Line array, Digital sound 
Processors, DJ Player and DJ Mixer.

102, Savoy Chambers, Above 
Mini Cooper Showroom, opp. 
Masjid, Off Linking Road Exten-
sion, Santacruz (West), 
Mumbai 400054, India
T: +91-22-66439999
M: +91 9820533603
E: karan@sonotone.in
W: www. sonotone.in

Karan Nagpal

P AUDIO (THAILAND)
MACKIE (USA)
JTS (TAIWAN)
DYNATECH (TAIWAN)
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SOS GROUP

SOS GROUP is an innovative company looking for taking the sound 
experience for music lovers to the next level by new concepts in sound 
engineering.

The dedication shown by SOS GROUP in going the extra mile to deliver 
high quality-high performance audio products at friendly prices has been 
appreciated greatly by several industry professionals.

Having consistently delivered high quality and high performance audio 
products at prices that are extremely competitive and customer friendly, 
SOS GROUP has proved to be the perfect solution for those Indian cus-
tomers who rely on passive technology.

Indian market continue to choose passive technology with the priority be-
ing value for money.

We believe that this philosophy allows SOS GROUP products to always sat-
isfy the most rigorous and challenging expectations in audio reproduction.

“SOS GROUP” has a steady and guaranteed quality with reasonable price, 
through which we have won number of stable customers.

And through the industry’s constant support and encouragement, SOS 
GROUP will continue to grow and build its legacy of delivering the latest 
and most efficient high quality audio products and technologies.

“WE ARE LOUD”

Bilal Ansari

403, B-Wing, Aquil building,
New Anna Sagar CHS, Mohilli Vil-
lage  Sakinaka, Mumbai-72
T: +91-22-25025812
M: +91 9930784060
E: reconekits@gmail.com
W: www.reconekits.in
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SOUND CAPITAL PRO AUDIO

Sound Capital Pro Audio is the brainchild of highly qualified and experi-
enced veterans of the Pro Audio Industry. We are the answer to the need 
of definite sound delivery at higher affordability, worldwide. 

With this motive, Sound Capital Pro Audio has delivered highly engineered 
products at an affordable and competitive prices. This is the prime reason 
behind our promising growth and being the preferred choice of system for 
large venues, touring and sound rental companies. 

Sound Capital Pro Audio gives you full control over how you present your 
sound in venues and excels at outdoor performances as well. Speakers are 
not just about what comes out of them but also what goes into them, and 
Sound Capital Pro Audio has put in adequate ideation into other aspects 
of all our products. All the components in our speakers are of the leading 
speaker manufacturing companies across Europe.

We have designed our systems in a way to deliver exactly what they should 
and also what sound rental companies what it to do. This has set a new 
standard for the top pro audio rental companies of public addresses. 

Sound Capital Pro Audio Products
1. Line Array System 

a. SC-3000 - created for the large arenas and stadiums
b. SC-5000 - compact sized for large arenas and indoor venues
c. SC-9000LX - compact sized for large arenas and indoor venues

2. Sub-Woofer 
a. SC-8000 
b. KS 
c. SC-2000s

3. Point Source & Monitor speaker
a. K-3000 
b. M-1000 

4. Digital Active Crossover
a. NS-36DSP (3 in 6 out) & NS-48DSP (4 in 8 out) Sampling Rate 

96Khz
b. NS-192DSP (4 in 8 out) Sampling Rate 192Khz

5. Wireless Microphone
a. RS-UHF 85 (the 19” UHF Receiver & Wireless Handheld Micro-

phones/Lapels/Headsets)
6. 5 Channel Cable Manager - A MUST HAVE for every pro audio rental 

company

Uday Shah

SOUND CAPITAL PRO 
AUDIO

S-11, Shantai Vihar, Next to 
Shantai Hotel, Rasta Peth, 
Pune-411011, India
T: +91 9422313346
M: +91 9822086753
E: sales@soundcapitalpro.com
W: www.soundcapitalpro.com
 www.facebook.com/sound-
capitalpro
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SOUND EMPORIUM

Sound Emporium, foundation was laid on 1999 by Mr. Nawal Agarwal a 
Bachelor of  Electrical Engineering (from Delhi College of Engineering) by 
Profession. Although he has been associated with Professional Lights & 
Sound Field since 1994. And this is when the journey started, to provide 
the Indian Market with The Best Sound & Lightning Solutions in Profes-
sional Segment. 

In the due course of time with the sheer hard work & dedication, Sound 
Emporium made tie-ups with World’s biggest names in the respective 
fields.

2003was the year, when he introduced the Leading  International Name 
‘Beta 3’ in India &  set the standards of Sound System to the next level. 

Then came the next milestone in the journey when Sound Emporium 
joined hands with Osram Gmbh & it is how Osram India Pvt Ltd started its 
Channel partnership with S.E. in India in  2010& changed the definition of 
Professional Lighting System in PAN India in all the segments from Events, 
Clubbing, and Architainment to Studios, Medical & Science Labs.

Amidst all the Big name, under Sound Emp. Umbrella originated a new 
Brand “A-Pro”, which  due to its quality & high technology soon became  
one of the fastest selling Brands & created own demand space in market.

With Osram, Beta3, A-Pro & many other similar Product Range today, it’s 
more than 17 years now since Sound Emporium has become the synonym 
for Light & Sound solution for any & every requirement for all purposes. 
With established Connections  with all the Dealers/ Distributors/& a  Huge 
Customer Base, Sound Emporium is at present engaged in marketing 
Professional Light & Sound Systems PAN India. 

Sound Emporium is not only about selling or marketing but has a dedi-
cated division of Service Center to facilitate the after sale Services require-
ments and provide our Customers a trouble free & smooth product usage. 
As at Sound Emporium the motto is ‘To give the Customer Best Serving 
Experience’.

Looking for a long term & fruitful Business Association.

5/32 Kirti Nagar Industrial Area, 
Delhi 110005
T: +91-11-45784407, 45028730
M: +91 9999761584
 +91 9811074405
E: info@soundemporium.co.in
W: www.soundemporium.co.in

Nawal Agarwal

A-PrO
BETA THREE
OSRAM

BRANDS:
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SOUND LAND

Sound Land is one of the leading pro audio and lighting equipment dis-
tributors in India and has 30 years of service in the Sound & Light industry. 
We are always being there in your serve to provide the right solution for all 
your pro audio and lighting requirements. Our goal is to exceed our cus-
tomer’s expectations at every point of contact; we must provide excellent 
products and outstanding customer service, all at guaranteed low prices.

We offers a broad brand of products based on high quality profes-
sional sound and light equipments including complete line of active/
passive speakers, line array systems, monitors, live mixers, live and studio 
microphones, professional power amplifiers, processors, as well as Moving 
heads, Scanners, Follow spots, city colors, laser lights, wide varieties of ef-
fect lights and outdoor flood lights etc.,

We are the distributors of Montarbo pro Sound Systems - Italy, Faital pro 
- Italy, Le Maitre Ltd - England, JB Lightings - Germany, EXXO, AM pro 
Connectors, AM pro Cables, AW professional, Digi Sounds, Shine Show 
Dimmer packs, and Live audio Speakers etc.,

Sound Land is the ultimate choice for all your audio, lighting, trussing, 
flight cases, Staging and professional accessories or for any other needs ,  
we deals in Behringer, Harman Pro, Eminence, Neutrik and many leading 
brands in the world in Chennai. Sound Land is absolutely committed to 
providing reliable and affordable pro audio and lighting solutions for all 
your needs.

We understand the needs of the clients in today’s market place. Total 
customer satisfaction will always be our bottom line; our team has worked 
with leading organizations to create customized Sound & Lights solutions 
that are both focused and effective. With a wide-range of resources at our 
disposal, we are fully equipped to develop successful. Sound Land is willing 
to develop and cooperate with the trade circles in India, we will meet your 
needs with our top quality products and follow up service and warmly 
welcome all businessmen to visit us for a business negotiation.

A. Elumalai

MONTARBO PRO SOUND 
SYSTEMS
fAITAL PRO
LE MAITRE LTD.
JB LIGHTINGS
EXXO
AM PRO CONNECTORS
AM PRO CABLES
AW PROfESSIONAL
DIGI SOUNDS
SHINE SHOW DIMMER 
PACKS
LIvE AUDIO

New No:123, Old No: 50, Sing-
hanna Chetty St,. Chintadripet, 
Mount Road, Near Radio Market, 
Chennai-2
T: +91-44-28547557
M: +91 9940098368
E: info@soundland.in
W: www.soundland.in
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SOUND SOLUTIONS

Sound Solutions is a technically driven company, our core manangement 
consists of Engineers and Technocrats. They come from Electronics and 
Mechanical Engg backgrounds, with Q vision of quality based on research 
for innovative designs and technology.

Sound Solutions has come a long way since 2002. We started our business 
as manufacturers of loudspeakers but now we are a leading brand A-’P/
Id in the Indian market for the complete professional audio solutions. With 
a strong channel partner network spread all over India and our dealer 
integrity we are spear heading into the Indian market. As A-’PfId we make 
better products, more profitable products, thus making it the ideal choice 
for consumers for all their acoustic needs. A-’PfId enjoys its brand image as 
leading loudspeakers & loudspeaker systems manufacturer in India.

We also offer professional audio products like microphones, compression 
drivers, amplifiers and stage and studio accessories.

At Palm Expo 2016 we Launch our Eternal range of installation and profes-
sional loudspeakers systems.

Yogesh Mehndiratta

A-PLUS

6 Krishna Market, Lajpat Nagar – 
1, New Delhi 110024
T: +91-11-29816213
M: +91 9810290979
E: sound_solutions2002@yahoo.com
W: www.aplusaudios.com
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SOUND TEAM

With the growing requirements for acoustic design consultancy & turnkey 
solutions, Sound Team was founded in 1994 by one of India’s most 
respected sound engineer Daman Sood. Sound Team provides complete 
turnkey solutions that include studio design with execution, equipment 
selection based on user workflow & needs and supply & installation with 
user training. Sound Team with its team of experts has become a preferred 
choice among industry professionals. Sound Team also undertakes project 
management for foreign acoustic designers having their design executed 
here with local experts so that the entire facility is made as per international 
standards. 

With the vision to see the best audio tools available to engineers Sound 
Team distributes several Pro Audio Companies and has developed a dealer 
network to cover key metros across India. Providing quality products at 
competitive prices with prompt after sales support.

Authorised Distributors for the following companies
Audio Monitoring: Genelec Oy 
Microphones: Brauner Microphones
Audio Signal Processing: Solid State Logic, Manley Labs, Grace Design, 
Chandler Ltd.,
Audio Converters: Prism Sound
Outboard Reverb Processors: Bricasti Design, Eventide
Cables: Reference Labs

Shiv Sood

GENELEC OY 
BRAUNER MICROPHONES
SOLID STATE LOGIC
MANLEY LABS
GRACE DESIGN
CHANDLER LTD.
PRISM SOUND
BRICASTI DESIGN
EvENTIDE
REfERENCE LABS

B-2, A/3 Nalanda Usha Colony,
Ramchandra Ext. Lane,
Malad (w), Mumbai 400 064.
T: +91 22 2881 4041
F:  +91 22 2881 0374
M: +91 9820341843
E: info@soundteam.in
W: www.soundteam.in

BRANDS:
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SOUND WAVES ENTERPRISES

Sound Waves Enterprises is based at Pune in 2004. We are manufacturing 
flight case for the last 14 years. Here at the flight case company we special-
ize in protection solutions for almost all transport environments.

At the flight case company our cases have been uniquely developed and 
constructed to deliver unbeatable protection and storage. They’re made 
with tough, high-quantity parts.

We are also manufacturing Power Trolleys in backlight sheets. We provides 
unit to protect any single and three phase device.

Features of Power Trolleys
- 30 HP/100A per pole
- Fully Automatic Operation
- Under/Over Voltage Protection (UVLO/OVLO)
- Open Ended Floating Voltage Protection (Neutral Failure)
- Multi Function Display Panel (Status & Faults)
- Compact Form Factor -  1RU * 482 * 240mm
- Rack Mountable  

What is Flight Case?
A Flight Case is a transportation container used to safely pack and trans-
port anything that needs protection. Originally, flight cases were used by 
rock and roll touring bands to transport sound equipment, lighting equip-
ment and musical instruments. Today, flight case are using used in touring, 
TV, film, military, medical, business and many other industries.

Term Flight Case
The term flight case is synonymous with road case and ATA case, but while 
road case is the more commonly used term in the United States, flight case 
is the industry accepted word in Europe. Some flight cases are equipped 
with TSA-approved locks to comply with new air travel security measures.

About it
A flight case is typically made of plywood sheets (phenolic or with plastic 
layer, sometimes an aluminum layer). The sheets are kept together using 
aluminum extrusion profiles and rivets. Composite materials such as Plasti-
Clad are used for strong and light weight case needs.

About us
Sound Waves Cases is a manufacturing company managed by a Team 
having good experience over years in the Flight case & associate industry.
Products manufacture by the group meet the highest quality standards. We 
are committed to quality, service, design and your satisfaction.

So if you’re looking for something specious, just let us know. Whatever 
you need, we’ll help you get hold of the most appropriate flight case and 
guarantee you the best form of protection for your equipment.

Sr.No.11/3, Vrundavan Society, 
Jadhav Nagar Part-2, 
Mangadewadi, Katraj, Pune – 
411046, Maharashtra.
T: +91 020 - 65217886
M: +91 9881417886, 9764900402
E: info@soundwavescases.com, 
amitgogawale4@gmail.com
W: www. soundwavescases.com

Amit Gogawale
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SOUNDGLITZ

SOUNDGLITZ is Bangalore based Premier chain of retail stores of Musical 
Instruments & Pro Audio Products. It is synonymous with music & covers 
all the gamut of music & sound. It distributes & deals in over 100 brands & 
cover the whole country in Pro Audio & sound equipment like  Mesa Boo-
gie, Harman group, Marshall, Fender, Ampeg, Peavey, Hartke, Behringer, 
Sennheiser, Shure, Yamaha, Alto, Audio Technica etc. It is supplier of stage 
gears, drums etc to most of the major festivals like Bangalore Open Air, 
Mad festival, Storm, Rock & India, October Fest etc. SOUNDGLITZ also 
runs its own state of the art Recording Studio, Music Academy & Event 
Management company. 

Siddharth Patwa

95, Crescent Eminence, Brigade 
Road, After Joseph Commerce 
College, Bangalore 560025
T: +91-80 41470284 
F: +91-8041127048
M: +91 9886754864
E: siddharth.patwa@soundglit-
zlive.com
W: www.soundglitz.com
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SRSG BROADCAST INDIA PVT. LTD.

SRSG’s journey started as frontrunner to bring Apple technology to the 
Indian subcontinent. Today, SRSG has emerged as one of the leading 
full-service player offering an array of products and services for system 
integration, broadcast consultancy, IT Infrastructure services, maintenance 
services and digital archiving services for the broadcast Industry.

Our team looks back with pride on this amazingly powerful journey to 
become a one-stop-complete-solutions provider organization. SRSG has 
emerged as one of the leading full-service-basket player for Media. IT and 
Broadcast technology industry. In Span of 15 years we have crossed inter-
national borders and have established ourselves with our work at Dhaka 
and Hong Kong apart from other 7 offices and Apple service centres 
across India, manned by 100+ trained and experienced professionals and 
about half of them being engineers.

We are known In the market for our expert capability in system Integration 
as well as an agile and customer-focused team.

As a result, we are recognized as a preferred partner by most of the 
companies In India In the broadcasting and media industry-media houses, 
production houses, post-production businesses, broadcasters etc.

We are very proud of our associations with internationally acclaimed 
vendors, high-end customers and highly competent and dedicated team of 
professionals. As an organization we have learnt from each of these asso-
ciations and cherish their conbibution in our growth story. SRSG is defined 
by its team of experts and their associations and cherish their contribution 
in our growth story.

SRSG’s Latest association is with Paris Headquarted Vectracom to provide 
Digital Archiving Solutions to the Indian Broadcasting and Media Industry.

Pioneers in Turnkey Solution & System Integration for Broadcast, IT 
& Media Industry
• Digital Asset Management
• Play-out Automation 
• News Room Automation
• Post-production Set Up
• Solution Graphics System & compositing System
• Integration Turnkey Solution
• Uplink & Downlink RF Services Consultancy

Rashi Verma

2nd & 3rd Floor, plot no2 Site no-
37 & 38, local shopping Complex, 
Behind Kalkaji -110019
T: +91-11-49508100
F: +91-11-49508120
M: +91-9891227236
E: rashi.verma@srsg.com 
W: www.srsg.com
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STAR DIMENSIONS INDIA PVT. LTD.

Star Dimensions India Pvt. Ltd. started in the year 2000 having offices in 
Mumbai, Pune, Goa. Star Dimensions is also one of the professional and 
leading rental company which offers a one stop shop for all kinds of light-
ing and trussing equipment. We provide all kind of solution in terms of the 
right application of equipments.

Jay Mathuria

GLOBAL TRUSS
ELATION LIGHTING
UNIvERSAL EffECTS
SMOKE fACTORY
COLUMBUS MC KINNON – 
LODESTAR
HOIST
f.A.L
STATIC LIGHT COMPANY
SKJONBERG CONTROL-
LERS
BARCO PRODUCTS
GLOBAL TRUSS
ELATION LIGHTING
UNIvERSAL EffECTS

303, Mathuria Apts, Sir M.V. Road, 
Andheri (E) Mumbai 400069
T: +91-22-26837016
M: +91 9820290155
E: jay@stardimensionsindia.com
W: www.stardimensionsindia.com

BRANDS:
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STAR MEGATECH

Star Megatech – A Pro Audio-Video-Lighting division: Providing excel-
lent quality sound and audio experience - transcends beyond the sale 
of recognized brands and goods, to an extensive understanding of the 
market and expert post-sales services. We believe in offering a vast range 
of technology backed by sustainable audio solutions to our clientele. We, 
Premier Wholesaler Private Limited, were established as an import-export 
and trading unit in October, 2013 in Ahmedabad and have excelled - ever 
since - as a trusted name in pro audio - video and lighting companies 
with the name of our division Star Megatech. Some of the brands that are 
offered include industry giants like RCF, Digico and many more. Apart from 
being authorized dealer and channel partner of Hi-tech Audio Systems Pvt. 
Ltd. of RCF products for Western region (Gujarat and Rajasthan), we are 
also proud manufacturers of our own brand outfit that goes by the name: 
Star Acoustics.

Star Acoustics is conceived as our own wing of professional audio systems 
manufactured in China and customized to the needs of current industry 
standards. The brand has been incorporated as a mark of quality products 
and value for money. We are releasing a product range that meets the 
usage requirements of small scale business to large audio assemblies. 
Our years of existence and experience of the business will materialize as 
a range of compelling product configurations at unbeatable prices. The 
product catalog will boost a variety of active and passive speakers, amplifi-
ers, crossovers, microphones, etc. for both live and installed sound systems.  

Product Range:
Active and passive speakers, amplifiers, crossovers, mixers, microphones, 
LED par, moving heads, laser lights, LED wall, truss, etc. for both live and in-
stalled systems from brands like Digico, RCF, LBT, Satan and Star Acoustics.

Kamal Patel

STAR ACOUSTICS
RCf
DIGICO

Devraj Farm, Behind Minotti 
Showroom, Sindhubhavan Road, 
Bodakdev, Ahmedabad - 380054
Gujarat
T: +91 7965141122
M: +91 9537735555
E: kamalpatel@premierwholesaler.in
W: www.premierwholesaler.in/
starmegatech

BRANDS:
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SUN INFONET PVT. LTD.

Rising SUN
Sun Infonet Pvt Ltd was established in July 1999 in New Delhi, India and is 
part of the Sun Group.
Sun Medical Systems was the first company formed under the Sun Group 
and was engaged in the import and marketing of Sony medical products 
throughout India. Over the years Sun Medical solidified its reputation in 
the medical field and was appointed exclusive distributor for several high 
profile medical products including Codonics, Medtronics and Philips.

Sun Infonet’s Foundations & Finding Shure
With a foundation steeped in the medical sector, Sun Infonet was founded 
to distribute and service state-of-the-art radio and data communications 
equipment. As a natural progression, Sun Infonet signed a distribution 
agreement to represent Shure in India in June 2003. Neeraj Chandra, 
Director of Sun Infonet recounts, “We are always looking to increase our 
product portfolio. Over the years, we have developed business relation-
ships with various corporate customers – our objective to meet the com-
plete requirement of our valued customers by providing all the solutions 
under one roof, thus strengthening our relationship further. Since we had 
RF background, it was not difficult to understand and develop the micro-
phone business and working with Shure, a worldrenowned manufacturer 
of industry-standard microphones and audio electronics; it was an obvious 
step in the right direction.”
To ensure that they would achieve targets, Sun Infonet created an extensive 
dealer network of over 35 large-scale channel partners who had strong 
experience in the audio segment. They also offered their Shure channel 
partners larger territories to enjoy better profit margin, and in turn better 
support and service for the end user. To continue to not only motivate their 
channel partners but also ensure that they were kept up to date, Sun

Infonet supports them with continued technical inputs, new product 
information, personal visits, promotional events and seminars and publicity 
materials, cash incentives on a quarterly basis and above all flexible terms.

Leap of Faith
“When we began to look for a new distribution center in India, Sun Infonet 
presented itself as a capable counterpart with dexterity in brand and dealer 
management. It may have taken a leap of faith in naming Sun as exclusive 
distributor for Shure, but after three years of solid business-building, we 
have complete trust in their capabilities and representation of the Shure 
brand,” says Anita Man, Regional Sales Director, Shure Asia.

“All Shure products are accepted well in the Indian market due to its quality 
and sound performance but since we have large corporate companies in 
India, the DSP products like mixers, feedback reducers, Microflex micro-
phones have a larger market share. The wireless business is also strong in 
India primarily due to the range factor,” says Neeraj.

Hemant Gaba 
Neeraj Chandra

2/5, West Patel Nagar, 
New Delhi – 110 008
T:  +91-11-49808905, 49808999,  
 +91-11-49808905, 
F:  +91-11-45612901
M: +91 8860333309 /   
 9811089557
E:  info@sungroup.net
 hemant@sungroup.net
W:  www.suninfonet.net
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SUNFROM PRO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

Sunfrom Pro Lighting Equipment Co., Ltd. is located in Huadu district 
specialized in LED Stage Lighting. Our factory has more than 2000 square 
meter space for the production and trading. Most of our new products 
have utility patent, sold to all over the world, like South America, Europe, 
USA, India, South East Asia, Middle East, etc. 

Ms. Huang Wan Xi

No. A1 Building Zhongrun 
Industrial Area, Checheng Road 
HUADU, Dt Guangzhou, China
T: +8620-86349077
F: +8620-86349077-618
M: +8613602494252
E: 2850165457@qq.com
W: www.sunfromlight.com
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SUNIL ELECTRIC COMPANy

We have pleasure to introduce ourselves as channel partners, distributors, 
stockist and supplier of quality product in electrical field for more than five 
decades, to the private, publ ic sectors, projects and OEM clients. We give 
below the present range of our

Distributorship for the Electrical LV and MV Switchgear.
1. M/s. Neptune (India) Ltd.
BALS(Made in Germany) make PVC Insulated single phase (2pin & 3pin) 
and three phase (4pin, 5pin & 7pin) plugs, sockets, connectors and inter-
lock unit ranging from 16A to 125A.

2. M/s. Schneider Electric India Pvt. Ltd.,
ACTI 910Ka MCB’s, RCCB’s, Isolators & DB’s

3. M/s. KEI Industries Ltd.
Copper Flexible (ISI) range of house ana flexible wires and cables for 
Electrical Panels.

4. M/s. BRENNENSTUHL (Germany)
BRENNENSTUHL (made in Germany) make PVC enclosures for Indian and 
German Sockets.

BRENNENSTUHL (made in Germany) make spike guard.

Dhaval Jariwala
Anil Jariwala

NEPTUNE
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
KEI INDUSTRIES
BRENNENSTUHL

158, K.M. Sharma Marg
Lohar Chawl, 
Mumbai 400002
T: +91-22-66337358
 +91-22-22087249
M: +91 9987767377
E: order@sunilelectricco.com
W: www.sunilelectricco.com
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SUNRISE ENTERPRISES

Established in the year 1992, we, “Sunrises Enterprise, Mumbai”, are en-
gaged in distribution & supply of public address speakers & speaker boxes, 
mikes, garden speaker, ceiling-inwall speaker, speaker box & flight cases 
accessories, DJ sound & Persang karaoke systems.

Our product find uses in Commercial as well as Residential sectors. These 
products are sourced from certified manufacturers of the industry and are 
known for quality attributes such as long functional life, reliable perfor-
mance, easy installation & low maintenance.

Owing to optimum quality standards of our speakers, Cabinets and mi-
crophones, these are widely utilized in Commercial as well as Residential 
establishments. Aided by a team of expert procuring agents, we are able 
to source only the best products for our esteemed customers. Our vendor 
base includes reputed and authentic manufacturers of the industry who 
have vast knowledge and experience in this field. Known to stringently fol-
low TQM policies in their business operations, these organizations provide 
us with quality products within the promised time frame. Facilitated by a 
capacious warehousing unit, we are able to store speakers, Speaker Boxes 
and microphones in bulk Quantity. Our organized distribution network 
enables us to provide safe and prompt delivery of products at the clients 
end. Under the able guidance of our C.E.O. and mentor ‘Mr. Rajesh Doshi’. 
so far,we have managed to cater to the exact needs of customers located 
across the nation. His proficiency in this field enables us to deliver topnotch 
quality products--service and garner a rich clientele in the market.

Rajesh Chandubhai Doshi

PERSANG KARAOKE

Shop No. 6, 54/D, Jyoti Estate,
Near Hotel Grant, Off. Lamington 
Road, Procter Road, Grant Road, 
Mumbai – 400007
T: +91-22-23872017
M: +91 9320085187
E: sunrise9@vsnl.com

BRANDS:
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SWAMy ENGINEERING WORKS

Established in 1960, Swamy Engineering Works (SEW) is an Indian company 
devoted to rrwnufacturing of Cinema projectors and theatre sound spare 
parts, founded by late Mr. A.Kuppuswamy, father of Mr. Varathan Swamy 
and Mr. Shanker Kuppus wamy.

Building on years of repairing and improving Cinema systems to provide 
quality service, SEW started manufacturing the revolutionary 35 mm 
cinema projectors and carbon arc lamp-houses in the late 70’s and early 
80’s. Seeing many improvement in the quality of cinema sound in the same 
decade, SEW joined hands with Cinetekk to redefine the future of Indian-
Sound Industry with leading edge professional sound system and projector 
machinery.

With Over 25 years of experience into Professional Audio, SEW has distrib-
uted in many theatres aLL over India, including few prestigious multiplexes. 
With two globaLLy acknowledged leaders in the sound industry, Eminence 
Speaker LLC, USA and HANSER MUSIC GROUP (KUSTOM), USA Speaker, 
Powered Speaker, M.l.Speaker & Speaker Parts distribution throughout 
India. SEW is the place for Audio En thusiasts, Musicians, Artists and Sound 
Engineers who can experiment their own designs with affordable state-of 
the-art class speaker, and for cinema theatres or Public Address who are 
planning to install or upgrade sound systems.

K. Shanker

EMINENCE SPEAKER
HANSER MUSIC GROUP 
(KUSTOM)

No.3, Blackers Road, Vijay 
Complex, 1st Floor, Next to Casino 
Theatre, Anna Salai, 
Chennai 600002
T: +91-44-28549532
M: +91 9444403585
E: swamy.enggs@gmail.com
W: www. swamyengineering-
works.com
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THE INVENTORy

As distributors and dealers of the best brands in the world of music 
technology, we provide the most cutting edge tools for music production, 
sound engineering and live performance.

Our team consists of professional DJs, producers and sound engineers with 
years of experience at the forefront, constantly pushing the boundaries of 
music technology and electronic music production in India. As expert users 
and passionate critiques of music technology products, we are able to pro-
vide objective insights about these products to our dealers and customers, 
helping them make informed decisions and purchases. We also provide the 
support our customers and dealers require to truly get the most out of the 
experience of using these world class products.

Our flagship store in Chennai has a dedicated full-fledged studio for pro-
ducers, providing them a unique hands-on experience with the products 
even prior to purchasing them.

Products Dealt in:
Studio Monitors, Audio Interfaces, MIDI Controllers and Keyboards, Synthe-
sizers and outboard modules and processors.

102/145, Luz Church Road, 
Mycapore, Chennai - 600004, 
Tamil Nadu
T: +91-44-43326415
M: +91 9840064063
E: tanseer@the inventory.in
W: www. theinventory.in

Tanseer Jabbar

ABLETON
AIAIAI
ARTURIA
AUDIENT
DYNAUDIO
KEITH MCMILLEN INSTRU-
MENTS
LEWIIT MICROPHONES
LINDELL AUDIO
MOOG MUSIC
NEKTAR
PRESONUS
RUPERT NEvE DESIGNS
TANNOY
TC ELECTRONIC
TC HELICON
WALDORf
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THE MEDIA TRIBE

We represent The Media Tribe - Institute for Media Arts & Technology.  We 
are a nationally awarded institute offering courses in Sound Engineering 
& Music Production and offer diploma courses accredited by The City & 
Guilds, UK.  Our courses are offered in association with the cultural arm of 
the Norwegian Government, Concerts Norway.  This association offers the 
students opportunities to work on international projects.

Students of The Media Tribe work on real life projects and gain experience 
in the industry while undertaking their courses.  Our students have worked 
on Bollywood projects like Bhaag Milkha Bhaag, live shows with AR Reh-
man and large format TV shows like MTv Unplugged and Coke Studio.  

We would like to conduct an awareness building workshop at your prestig-
ious campus to induct the students into careers in Sound Engineering and 
Music Production.  We would, ideally, like to do a one day workshop with 
senior faculty of TMT and a special half an hour session with the founder 
and award winning producer, Ashish Manchanda.  

Ashish Manchanda

F-4, Siddhi Mohd Chawl, Bengal 
Chemical, Old Prabhadevi Road, 
Mumbai
M: +91 98202288741
E: info@flyingcarpetproductions.com
W: www.themediatribe.in
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THE SCORE MAGAZINE

The driving mantra at Score Media Pvt. Ltd., is that Swadeshi music must 
have a Swadeshi support ecosystem. With The Score Magazine, we set out 
to create the first indigenous music print-media brand and chronicle every 
aspect and every form of music created in India with pride but without 
prejudice. Our success at making the first indigenous music is unparalleled 
in the annals of Indian music media history: With nearly 55 editions under 
our belt, we are proud to make the claim that we are the only music maga-
zine in the country to have released regular monthly issues. The Magazine 
is currently available across leading Music Stores, Music Schools, Audio 
Engineering School, Studios, and Music Venues and is among the most 
recognized brand among leading music firms and artists in India. In 2011, 
Energized by our success with the magazine, we set out to diversify and 
built capabilities in music event management and marketing consultancy. 
Till date, we have organized a little over 200 music gigs across multiple 
cities and venues. Do you want to learn more about us? Connect with us to 
ride the next wave in this ever-dynamic industry.

Sneha Ramesh
E:  sneha@highonscore.com 
M: +919962830201 

Pragash VM
E:  pragash@highonscore.com
M: +91 9500012975

India’s National Pan-Genre Music 
Magazine
T: +91 95000 12975
E: pragash@highonscore.com
W: www.thescoremagazine.com
Blog: www.skore.in
Twitter: @highonscore
Facebook: thescoremag
Instagram: highonscore
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THE–ONE STUDIO & STAGE FACTORy

Guangzhou THE-ONE Studio & Stage Lighting Manufacturer is a high-tech 
enterprise engaged in research manufacturing and marking of professional 
LED Studio & Stage lighting. The main products involve LED Profile Spot 
Light, LED Fresnel Light, Led Video Panel Light, Led Par Light and Led Wall 
Washer, etc. 

Our company has a modern workshop, covering an area of almost 2000 
square meters with 5 engineers to develop new products. 

We believe in our tenet of “Quality, Innovation, Efficiency & Partnership” 
and work to make sure that our partners and friends are always satisfied.

Li Ling Feng

Dayun motor industrial park. 
Huadu District, Guangzhou China
T: +86 2036991105
M: +86 13751719162
E: sales3@theonelights.com
W: www.theonelights.com
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TOA ELECTRONICS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED 

TOA Corporation is a Japan-based manufacturer of amplifiers, signal 
processors, mixers, microphones, speakers, wireless products and security 
equipment. It is dedicated to the development, manufacturing and distri-
bution of premier commercial audio and security products.

TOA has its offices in different countries like USA , Germany, Indonesia, 
Vietnam, Singapore etc.

Being a Japanese origin it has more than 90% of the market share in Japan 
for this LOB.

In India , company started its operations in year 2012 and in 3 years com-
pany has made a good customer base with a lean team structure working 
actively.

We have a commitment of quality assured products providing an experi-
ence of best audio technology. SOUND WITHOUT COMPROMISE.

Ensuring customer’s satisfaction through providing solutions based on 
requirements is the key for the company’s success. Our Logo is “SMILES 
FOR THE PUBLIC”.

Products:
Company Deals in Electronic Sound Instruments-

Speakers, Amplifiers, Wireless Microphone Systems, Integrated Voice 
Evacuation Sysytems, Digital Stereo Mixers and Signal Processors and IP 
Intercom Systems

Brands:
Our brand is a quality mark when it comes to sounds . Some of the bench 
mark products are – PA Systems,TS-800 & 900 series, HX-7B and the 
processors and mixers .

Nitant Panchal

Corporate Identity Number : 
U32200HR2012FTC045916
#232, Spazedge Building, Tower 
B, Sector-47, Sohna Road, Gur-
gaon, Haryana -122001, India 
T: +91 124 411 5336 
M: +91 9819600661
E: nitant@toa.co.in
 suryatoa.co.in
W: www.toa.co.in
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TONOCH ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Tonoch Electronics Limited located in Ningbo,China.With more than 20 
years rich experiences in Audio industry,today’s Tonoch has expanded into 
a large professional manufacturer specialized in PA speakers,consumer 
speakers,battery speaker,combo,amplifier,mixer,and accessories.

Sophy Shi

No.1111 Jinhai Road,Cixi Coastal 
Development District, Ningbo 
(315000), China
T: +86-574-89201357
F: +86-574-87837965
M: +86-15088435229
Skype: tom.tonoch
E: sales14@tonoch.com
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TRADE4INDIA

Trade4India provides database of Indian & International Companies in 
almost every industry.

Such as
–– Advertising Agencies
–– Event Organisers
–– Audio Visual and musical Equipments
–– Photo Studios
and other related and non related categories

Vikram Sachdeva

5, Old Market,
Ramesh Nagar,
New Delhi – 110015
T:  +91 11 245437674
M: +91 9811740558
E: expo@trade4india.com
W: www.trade4india.com
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TRADEINDIA.COM

Tradeindia.com, promoted by INFOCOM NETWORK LTD, is India’s larg-
est B2B marketplace. Established in the year 1990 Infocom Network Ltd. 
launched tradeindia.com in the year 1996 with the advent of Internet in 
India. Tradeindia has a glorious track record spanning almost two decades 
in offering a comprehensive range of business solutions to the EXIM com-
munity through its wide array of online services, directory services and 
facilitation of trade promotional events.

Tradeindia acts as a bridge between buyers and sellers, manufacturers, 
exporters and importers and is a major entity involved in this task of bring-
ing them under one pedestal. It has over 3.2 million business-to-business 
registered users to its credit which are growing with each passing day. 
Headquartered in New Delhi, the company has 37 branch offces operating 
across India at all major business centers. Its workforce comprises of 1300+ 
strong professionals.

Product Profile :-
# ONLINE B2B MARKETPLACE
# Exporter ’s Trade Directory “EXPORTERS YELLOW PAGES”
# EXIM CD ROM
# ONLINE PROMOTION 

Ashwani Kumar

Infocom Network Limited
A-86,Okhla Industrial Area,
Phase-II, New Delhi-110020
T: +91-11-46710500
F: +91-11-40546715
M: +91 9911620467
E: ashwanikumar01@tradeindia.
com
W: www.tradeindia.com
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TRANSCASE

Transcase: Flight cases for the professionals.
Flight cases made to order in a wide range of colours, in commercial/water 
proof  ply, with aluminium extrusions, imported hardware & double angle/
single angle sections to provide the strongest protection. Transcase prod-
ucts are the end result of extensive efforts and long experience, making it 
the first choice in diverse Fields. 

Custom made Flight cases for:- Sound & light equipment, Industrial Moni-
tors, Tool Kits, Defense Equipment, Cameras, Rack Systems, Road Transport 
Musical Instruments, Sports Gear, DJ Workstations. We work to accomo-
date your requirements and have a great team of skilled workers headed 
by a technical engineer who makes sure our cases are built to withstand. 
The clumsiest handling and the toughest weather conditions.

Our clientiele consists of a wide range of “blue chip” organisations, defence 
forces, film & television industries and musicians who Travel the globe.

We manufacture, supply & deliver :-
• Sound & light equipment flight cases
• Industrial Monitors flight cases
• Tool Kit cases
• Defense Equipment cases
• Camera cases
• Rack System cases
• Road Transport cases
• Musical Instrument cases, Guitar cases
• Sports Gear cases
• DJ Workstation cases
• Medical Equipment cases
• LCD cases
• Tool cases
• Transport cases & travel cases

Deep Plaza Industrial Estate 
Unit No. 8, M.N Rd, Kurla West 
Mumbai 400070
T: +91 22 25033103
M: +91 9820939579
E: transcase@hotmail.com  
W: www.transcase.com

Clive Fernandes
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TRIMAC PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED

TRiMAC is distributor of live segment, professional audio, studio equipment 
and MI products; It represents world’s leading brands like Alto Professional, 
Adam Audio, Apogee Electronics, Cakewalk, Cerwin Vega, KRK systems, 
Hosa Technology, Hz Audio, Hawk, Rode Microphone, Event Electronics, 
Stat1ton OJ, Sound Top, Proel, MXL, Radial, Yamaha and Ultimate Support 
in India.

Alto Professional is a legendary PA product brand worldwide, providing a 
whole range of highly reliable products.

Adam Audio is world’s prominent Studio of Monitors with German Technol-
ogy situated in Germany.

Apogee Electronics is a leading audio interface provider for Mac and iOS 
platform.

Rode Microphone is leading microphone brand for studio, broadcast and 
video microphone models.

Event Electronics is a high quality studio monitor brand with products like 
Opal, 20/20BAS & 20/30.

KRK Systems’ is world’s leading brand in mid range Studio Monitors.

Hz Audio is our own brand mainly into Pro-Audio segment, Installation 
series & accessories.

Ultimate Support is high - spirited brand in high quality stands cases.

Hosa Technology is leading brand in cable and cable connecters.

Trimac Products Private Limited has well established retail network with 
offices and representative in major metro cities in India

Products dealt in
Audio Interfaces
Midi controllers
Microphone
Mixers
Speakers
Amplifiers
Cables & Connectors
Stands & Accessories
Studio gear
Studio Monitor
Headphone
Microphone
Signal Processor

Ravi Ranjan Agarwal
Pooja Chauhan

APOGEE
MAUDIO
YAMAHA
ALTO PROfESSIONAL
ADAM PROfESSIONAL 
AUDIO
RODE MICROPHONES
KRK SYSTEMS
cErwIN-VEGA
HZ AUDIO
CAKEWALK
STANTON
ULTIMATE SUPPORT
SOUNDTOP
HAWK
HOSA TECHNOLOGY
ISO ACOUSTICS
PROEL
PRESONUS
MXL
RADIAL

D-40, DSIIDC Packing Complex, 
Kirti Nagar Delhi 110015
T: +91-11-41320102
M: +91 8586980920
E: ravi@trimacppl.com
W: www.trimacppl.com 
FB: facebook.com/ttrimacppl/
Twitter: @trimacppl 
Insta: @trimacppl

BRANDS:
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Tymphones introduces India’s first 3D printed in-ear-monitors. Bid goodbye 
to uncomfortable generic earphones which hardly eliminate any external 
noise and hurt your ear and get your custom designed Tymphones today. 
Tymphones are made by 3D printing a custom earphone based on the 3D 
scanned data of your ear canal giving you the best fit possible. Tymphones 
even comes with a choice of fits, colours, audio responses and designs. Talk 
about exclusivity and get ready to get eyes on you today. You will never 
have to complain about earphones falling out while working out or them 
hurting due to constant use. Tymphones passively eliminates majority of 
unwanted outside noise without active devices at all. By blocking outside 
noise and with our user customised state-of-the-art balanced armature 
speakers, enjoy music like never before and get ready to get your socks 
knocked off.

We have our partners in Delhi, Bombay, Bhopal, Cochin, Bangalore and 
Chennai. Book your slot today by calling us on: +91-88844-88811 or email 
us on help@tymphones.com

45/1, Gokula St,
Bangalore 560022
T: +91-88844-88811 
M: +91-72040-76371
E: eobin@centerforinnovation.net
W:  www.centerforinnovation.net

Eobin George - Director

Booth	No:	E86

Hall	No:	1

TyMPHONES
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ULTRACOUSTIC

Ultracoustic is a leading manufacturer of acoustical products & materials 
of all types. Led by a team of eclectic Acousticians, Musicians, Designers 
& Entrepreneurs working towards one goal of making your world sound 
better!   

Ultracoustic specializes in developing and manufacturing Acoustical & ISO 
Products and Materials for the Audio Industry, Institutions, Commercial & 
Non-Commercial sectors.   

In addition to outstanding performance, Ultracoustic products have a revo-
lutionary design and a high level of fire safety, which makes them suitable 
for use in a variety of venues.

The development and improvement of these products are accomplished 
by tests on different manufactured material with computerized calculus 
and analysis as well as reverberation test chamber method, in order to 
determine their characteristics and optimize their practical application, thus 
ensuring the excellence of Ultracoustic’s products.   

Ultracoustic products offer new Aesthetics to any space with a cutting-edge 
attitude, efficiency, quality and customized design solutions. Our acousti-
cal products go through immense testing to reach a higher standard than 
available in the market, with skills acquired from good taste, in order to 
serve the high-end corporate world.   

Ultracoustic:  Change the way you listen!

Roohi Parasher

504, Jupiter, Gaurav Galaxy, 
Phase 2, Mira Road (E) Thane 
Dist., Maharashta, India - 401107
T: +91-22-65606002
M: +91 9820049661
E: info@ultracousticin.com
W: www.ultracousticin.com
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VAIBHAV INDITECH

Vaibhav Inditech is a subsidiary of state-owned listed company—Vaibhav 
inditech   was established in 2012 April, 

Vaibhav Inditech is a national level and high & new technology enterprise 
which specialize in designing, researching, manufacturing and selling all 
kinds of led displays.

Vaibhav Inditech   products widely used in outdoor advertising, cultural 
and recreational activity, stadium, stage background rental, with its full 
color LED displays advantages, from the design, productions, installation 
to the maintenance, Use of comprehensive integration solutions, effec-
tively reduce the overall cost for customers, so as to create more value for 
customers.

Vipul Nanda

Plot No. 10, Industrial Area, Opp. 
Annpurna Exports, Nr. Subzi 
Mandi, Panipat - 132103
T:  +91 180  265 3750
M: +91 9255966606
E: vaibhavinditech1@hotmail.com 
vaibhavinditech@gmail.com 
Skype: pnpvipul
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VARDHAMAN MEGATECH PRIVATE LIMITED

A private company Established in 1958 for trading and manufacturing of 
Engineering and Electronic Products in Dadar and Central Mumbai.

Vardhaman converted its constitution to  private limited liability company 
wholly owned by its promoter Shree Bhimrag Hirachand Mandot.

It started dealing in local audio brands and gradually as the audio industry 
revolutionized, it’s started with distribution and retailing  of reputed inter-
national brands. Currently the company employs a team of 100 members 
with retails points of sale in different cities. VMT Central, based out of 
Mumbai has a retail response call centre that handles industry specific tele 
calls averaging about 500 per working day.

The response centre or distant sales team also looks after online sales. VMT 
has highly experienced professionals from the industry on its B.O.D. and is 
the only professionally run retail Pro-Audio gare store in the country.

We provide the widest choice of brands and boast the largest ‘’industry 
specific’’ footfalls in the country.We collectively clock more than 400 profes-
sional visitors a day apart from the customers for musical instruments. VMT 
over the years has become symbiotic ‘’Best Price one stop store’’ with the 
largest inventory in this part of the world.

Mehul Ranka 
Krishna Hedge

Vardhaman House Dattaram 
Lad Marg Kalachowki Mum-
bai-400033
T: +91-22-43432222
M: +91 9833440093
E: info@vmt.in
W: www.vmt.in
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VIDEO WALL INDIA PVT. LTD.

Established in the year 2007 as a LED display rental company, Video Wall 
India Pvt. Ltd. is a true success story when it comes to LED display and 
dynamic advertising solutions. It is one of the fastest growing companies 
in the field of LED display solutions in India. Over the years the company 
has been constantly developing and innovating and hence has emerged as 
the leader in LED display solutions. They provide LED display solutions for 
pretty much any scenario; then be it indoors or outdoors and also for live 
events, projects and dynamic advertisements on the go.

The basic reason behind the success of the company is the in house 
manufacturing of the products and not having them outsourced. This helps 
keep the production and research costs limited too. Video Wall has its own 
LED displays manufacturing stations in Mumbai and in Shenzhen, China. 
This allows for quick and easy manufacturing and helps provide the clients 
personalized and easy solutions.

Video Wall has experience in both the public and the private sector serving 
clients with LED display solutions. They are used for widespread branding, 
dynamic advertising and the ability to reach for a wider audience makes 
Video Wall a perfect partner for companies to reach out to their customers.

What makes this special is the widespread use of LEDs in the display solu-
tions. LED is fresh and new and has loads of advantages over conventional 
LCD display. It has a longer life, better colour reproduction, easily program-
mable and has very low energy consumption. This not only makes LED 
easy to use to it is pretty light on the pockets as well.

Most importantly the LED walls can be easily customized. So if you wish to 
give out a message to the public in between of an advertisement presenta-
tion, you can do that. Plus at Video Wall we have the resources to match 
the exact specifications of the LED display wall. The panels can be made 
according to the size requirements of the clients and hence there are no 
hard press limitations.

LED technology nowadays is used pretty much everywhere from corporate 
events to Gala parties, fashion events to night clubs. The sheer ease with 
which LED panels and displays can be customized and operated makes it a 
delight to use and manage. And at Video Wall you can get complete solu-
tions for your requirements right from the basic conceptualization of the 
idea to the execution and later on its service and maintenance as well.

Just to give you an idea about the reach of Video Wall and its solution, the 
LED displays are used in:
1. LED Dance Floors
2. LED Screens for indoor and outdoor displays
3. Hosting of Marquee events
4. Mobile LED trucks
5. News displays by the road.

Avinash

B-301, Virwani Industrial Estate, 
Off. Western Express Highway, 
Goregaon East Mumbai- 400 063.
T: +91-22-42568888
F: +91-22-222927116
M: +91 9321137011
E: enquiry@videowallindia.com
W: www.videowallindia.com
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VSHINE TECHNIK

Vshine Technik established in 2014, is a professional high-tech company 
which engages in developing, manufacturing and sales of LED stage light-
ing & high-power lighting products. Since around 2 years, we have been 
serving hundreds of overseas customers who are doing stage lighting 
equipment business. We have unmatched lighting industry working experi-
ence, and whole knowledge about lighting & materials market.

We provide simple and lasting lighting solutions to the user.  We are well 
equipped to provide you with the right & best stage lighting products & 
stage peripherals what you need,  and we take optimum care of  the order 
confirmation, quality control, package (export standard), shipment (safe 
and economical) and after-sales service. 

Our main product series are LED PAR light, LED moving head light, LED 
wall washer light, Stage effect light series, LED display, LED decorative light 
series & outdoor power lights series, etc. Our products are widely used 
on professional stage, during different sorts of entertainment occasions, 
indoor/outdoor decoration, city illumination and so on. 

To undertake our entire business process smoothly and easily, we have 
hired expert professionals. Some of them are procurement agents, admin-
istrators, quality inspectors, skilled & unskilled workers and many other 
professionals. 

Known as strength of our organization, the team members are able to 
comprehend the exact preferences of our valued consumers. 

We also undertake special training sessions for our team members in order 
to keep them updated about the trends of the market.

Products Dealt In
1. Stage Lights
2. Professional Lights
3. Architectural Lights
4. DJ Lights
5. LED Costumes

Jamal Shaikh

vSHINE

#120, Bldg No. 11, Sra Com-
mercial, Bandra Kurla Complex, 
Bandra East, Mumbai 400051
T: 
M: +91 9029795367
E: info@vshine.co
W: www. vshine.co

BRANDS:
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WEIFA TRUSSING CO., LTD.

As a manufacturer with more than 20 years’ experience in designing and 
manufacturing aluminium truss, aluminium stage, temporary seating, audio 
hanger, crowd barricade, work platform etc., WEIFA TRUSSING CO., LTD is 
committed to today’s demanding market requirement and providing you 
reliable quality & rational price products.

Welcome all the customers & friends contact with us and hope we will have 
opportunities to work with you soon!

Products Dealt in:
Aluminium Truss, 
Aluminium Stage, 
Temporary Seating, 
Audio Hanger, 
Crowd Barricade,
Work Platform 
Tent & Party Tent

Samson Yang
Susan Liang
Mr. Zhou

WEIfA

105 National Way, Section of 
Dashi, No. 591, Panyu district, 
Guangzhou 511430 China
T: +86 20-84719001
F: +86-20-84715218
M: +86 13316285491
E: weifa@weifa.com.cn
W: www.www.weifa.com.cn

BRANDS:
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WHITE EAGLE ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.

White Eagle Entertainment Pvt. Ltd. Is a leading Indian company in the Dis-
tribution and Integration of Professional Audio, Video, Lighting, Laser and 
Special Effects capable of empowering businesses across Pan India.

Project consulting
White Eagle Entertainment Pvt Limited is highly experienced in the  
Distribution the Italian territory and many other countries of professional 
equipment selected paying special attention to the quality standards and 
the best balance amongst price, reliability and technical features.

Technical support
White Eagle Entertainment Pvt Limited has the know how to ensure a high 
quality service of technical support, repairs and maintenance for all the 
professional electronic equipment in our area of expertise (like professional 
audio equipment, video projectors, professional video equipment, moving 
lights, computerized control units, video control units, signal distribution 
over Cat 5 cable, aluminum trusses, stages, all kind of accessories, special 
effects, DMX, lasers, fireproof confetti and streamers, launchers, etc.)

Products Deal In
     A. Sound 
         *Home Theater
         *Professional Audio
         * Portable speakers
     B. Professional and architectural  Lights
          * Moving Head
          * Effect Lights
          * Special Lighting Effect.
          * Interactive Vision
          * Water Fountains with lights
     C. Lasers
     D. Laser software, Controllers
     E. Dj Mixers

Arun Kalra

AMATE AUDIO  
OUTLINE
SLA
LASERWORLD
AYRTON
SLA
RANE
APEX 
PANGOLIN
QUICK SHOW
CHARIO
ELIPSON
TANGENT
ELTEX
HIGHLAND  AUDIO
NORSTONE

F-301, Chaudhry Prem Singh 
Building, Lado Sarai, 
New Delhi, 110030
T: +91-11-41730200
M: +91 9811044288
E: arun@soundlight.in
W: www.soundlight.in

BRANDS:
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yAMAHA MUSIC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Yamaha Music India Private Limited, established in March 2008, is part of 
the Yamaha Corporation worldwide group of companies and offers full line 
of Yamaha musical instruments, pro-audio and audio visual equipment to 
Indian market. It began its operations in October 2008 with its headquar-
ters at Gurgaon, Haryana.

Yamaha’s corporate philosophies are embedded in its customer-oriented 
management and operations – providing excellence in its products and 
services; continuous efforts to expand its existing market and create new 
markets; enhancement of research and development on a long range per-
spective; commitment to care for end users through providing even better 
after-sales service; pursuit of further globalization of Yamaha’s business; 
and fostering positive growth through diversification.

The Yamaha Commercial Audio and Professional Audio divisions are known 
as solution providers. Their lineups include many world-standard mixer 
models, signal processors employing high level DSP technology, power 
upgrades based on world-class energy-efficient drive technology, and an 
extensive range of speakers suitable for everything from production to 
professional audio.

Yamaha Music India Private Limited Professional Audio Department 
provides product solutions to live SR, installed sound, broadcast and music 
production/post production market in India.

Yamaha Music India has taken a step forward to start Steinberg Business in 
India. With expansion of its footfall all over India, we have started Steinberg 
products distribution in July 2015

Products Dealt In
Segments:-
Professional Audio
Musical Instrument
Audio Visual
Education Business Department

Pallav Jerath

YAMAHA
STEINBERG

Ground Floor, Tower-A, Spazedge 
building, Sector-47, Gurgaon-
Sohna Road, Gurgaon, Haryana 
122001, India
T: +91-124-485 3329 
M: +91 9910661600
E: pallav.jerath@music.yamaha.
com
W: www.in.yamaha.com/

BRANDS:
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yANGMING ACOUSTIC EQUIPMENT MANUFACTORy

Yangming Acoustic Equipment Manufactory is situated in Guangzhou, 
China and since 2004 have been manufacturing accessories for musical 
instruments and exports its products all around the world. Our wide range 
of items is made up of Microphone stands, Music stands, Guitar stands, 
keyboard stands, Audio Systems, Microphones,  DJ Gears, Keyboards, 
Guitars. 

YANGMING products are Innovative, Solid and Caring.

These three principles guide our design, development manufacturing and 
worldwide distribution. Each of our products incorporates thought-out 
solutions that enhance functionality. We employ the strictest manufacturing 
procedures and quality control standards because you trust us to backup 
your performance. It is the function of YANGMING to ensure planning and 
development of new ideas to help the musician in his profession.

Ms. Du Xiao Shan

Jinshen Industrial Park, Jinli Town, 
Gaoyao City, Guangdong Prov-
ince China  
T: +86-758-8598328
F: +86-758-8598568
M: +8613600223632
E: jinyun_welcome@hotmail.com
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yBS CABLES PRIVATE LIMITED

YBS Cables Pvt. Ltd. is a fast growing ISO-9001-2008 certified company 
with a production house spread in over 42,000 Sq. feet of area & has 
specialized in the production of various type of Cables for Industrial use. 
With experience of over 35 years in wires and cables, the management 
has sought to achieve & exceed the domestic and inter-national standards 
in manufacturing high quality cables for instrumentation, computers and 
domestic use. The company has end to end manufacturing facilities & has 
set up a well equipped modern laboratory for in house testing of cables 
(including FRLS PVC testing).

YBS Cables Pvt. Ltd. a well known name in electronic industries is produc-
ing cables as per IS – 694-1990, IS-1554(I) & as per customers specifica-
tions. We have dedicated members of the staff who are highly qualified 
& experienced, specialized in their respective fields and striving hard to 
achieve the highest possible customer satisfaction. The company also aims 
to provide a sound management and employee motivation. Though these 
are very demanding targets, the company is committed to achieving them 
consistently. The company is managed professionally, and it believes in a 
long-term relationship with its customers, suppliers, bankers, em-ployees 
and others, which it achieves through its fine-tuned trading practices. Thus, 
the company is committed to the quality of its personnel, products and 
services. It is organized and managed to meet the different needs and 
requirements of its varied customer base.

House Wires
video Cables: HDMI Cables, Coaxial Cables
Audio	cables:	Audio Snake Cables, High Flex Speaker Cables, High Flex 
Stage Microphone Cables, Installation Sleeved Speaker Cable, Transparent 
Speaker Cables, Inter-Connects.
ccTV/Security	cables: Coax Series, High Performance Series, Flexible 
Series, e Series
Flexible	round	&	Sheilded	cables: Single Core, Multicore Round & 
Shielded Cables, Telephone Flat & Flat Ribbon Cables, CAT Series Cables
LT Control Armored Cables
LT Instrumentation & Thermocouple Cables

Gaurav Gupta

E-115, RIICO Industrial Area
Kahrani, Bhiwadi
Alwar Distt, Rajasthan - 310019
T: +91-1493 600927
M: +91 9810512298
E: mail@ybscables.com
 gaurav@ybscables.com
W: www.ybscables.com
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yICHENG LIGHT INDUSTRy LIMITED

YICHENG LIGHT INDUSTRY LIMITED, founded in Guangzhou in 2012, with 
almost 50 staff, is a professional manufacturer of stage lighting and audio in 
China. Our products are suitable for various entertainment and recreation 
place, such as secondary stage, theatre, TV showroom, multimedia hall, 
show square

The main products :5R/7R moving head, 350w/280w 3in1 moving head, 
330w/350w beam, LED moving head light, led par cans, led wash light, 
strobes, lasers, effect lights, outdoor lights, fog machine, bubble machine, 
snow machine, flame machine, stage lights, all kinds of console, etc

Ms. Li Wei

No.105  Dabu Road Qinghu 
Village Junhe Street, Baiyun 
District Guangzhou, China
T: +8629-86406976
F: +8620 -86409173
M: +8618665629550
E: admin@ycstagelight.cn
W: www.ycstagelight.cn
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yODN LIGHTING CORP.

YODN Lighting Corp. was established in 2003 at Taiwan’s Hsinchu Sci-
ence Park and has over 10 years experience in manufacturing HID lamps. 
YODN’s R series beam lamps are currently the newest, the most popular 
stage light lamp. 

MSD 330C8
•  A brand new concept of Beam lamp; with CRI 85, MSD 330C8 shows 

the best colors on stage
•  Perfect for concert, theater and TV studio
•  Long and stable lifetime
•  High luminance due to very short arc and high internal pressure
•  Optimized burner design allows any burning position

MSD 440R20
• High wattage and high light intensity. Same performance as MSR 

1200SA lamp, but more energy efficient.
•  Long and reliable lifetime
•  Perfect optical system with maximum light output
•  High luminance due to very short arc and high internal pressure

MSD 280R10
• Most popular beam lamp in China, can be used for Beam, Spot, and 

Scanner. 
• Slow light fading 
• Long and reliable lifetime (2,000 hours)
• Perfect optical system with maximum light output 

Sandy Sun

YODN

6F No 1, Creatinan Road 2 
Science Based Industrial Park 
Hsinchu City Tiwan 30077
T: +886-35-631218
F: +886-35-79458
E: sandy_sun@yodnlighting.com
W: www.yodnlighting.com

BRANDS:
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ZyPHER POWER LABS PVT. LTD.

Zypher Power Labs Pvt. Ltd (Brand: Zypher Labs) is India’s foremost Audio 
Amplification Technology Company. After over 5 years of extensive Re-
search & Development, Zypher Labs has developed a host of Indigenous 
Amplification Technologies, ranging from Tube, Class-A, Class-AB, Class-G, 
Class-H, Class-TD & Class-D.

Our expertise lies in the field of High Efficiency and High Frequency circuits 
of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Amplifiers, Power Factor Correction 
(PFC) & Switch Mode Power Supplies (SMPS).

Zypher Labs today has its own World-Class “Class-D” (PWM) Amplification 
technology, which is not available with any other company in Asia. Zypher 
Labs is also the first company in the world to successfully use industrial 
grade IGBT devices in audio amplification.

Zypher Labs today has the capability to make Amplifiers at par with the 
best in the world. We also have the capability to make the most powerful 
amplifiers in the world.

Zypher Labs is also the only Indian Amplification Company to exhibit 
at some of the Audio Industry’s biggest International Shows such as 
Prolight+Sound Frankfurt (Germany), PALM Beijing & Guangzhou (China)

All Zypher Labs products are, Proudly – Designed, and Made in India!

Products:
Professional Audio Amplifiers
Class-D Amplifiers
Digital Amplifiers

Sanjay Singh Sisodia 

ZYPHER LABS

130 A, Electronics Complex 
Industrial Area, Pardesipura, 
Indore (MP) 452010
T: +91 7314090787
M: +91 9630012321
E: zypher.labs@gmail.com
W: www.ZypherLabs.com

BRANDS:






